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Once again, ADM is ahead of the entire industry with introduction of the new BCS series. Designed specifically for TV, the BCS is entirely new, not merely a rework of a mono console. The result is total stereo capability.

The new BCS series stereo television console is designed to make the transition to stereo television simple and manageable. And, like all ADM consoles, it carries an exclusive full 5-year unconditional warranty on both parts and labor.

For more information, contact ADM Technology, Inc., 1626 E. Big Beaver Road, Troy, Michigan 48084. Phone: (313) 524-2100. TLX 23-1114.

ADM provides more where it counts. Can you afford anything less?
MASTERING THE MIND'S EYE

BROADAST PLUS

U-MATIC VIDEOCASSETTES

AGFA BP — the promise...delivered.

AGFA VIDEO

AGFA-Gevaert | 275 North Street, Teterboro, N.J. 07608 (201) 288-4100
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SONY PRESENTS THE MOST ADVANCED FIELD/STUDIO CAMERA UNAVAILABLE TODAY.
INTRODUCING THE SONY BVP-360. ON MAY 1, 1985, THE REMARKABLE BECOMES AVAILABLE.

When we previewed this camera at NAB, the response was tremendous. Which, considering Sony's considerable reputation for high performance broadcast portables, wouldn't normally seem so surprising. Except for one detail.

The BVP-360 isn't a broadcast portable. (Although at 50 pounds it's certainly the most portable camera in its class.)

What the BVP-360 represents, however, is the culmination of Sony's work in tube technology, in innovative mechanical design and in High Definition Video Systems. A highly sophisticated, automated camera that promises to usher in a new era in price/performance for cameras in the Field/Studio category.

Sony Mixed Field tubes use electrostatic deflection and magnetic focus. For those of you unable to get through the crowds for a close look at the BVP-360, there are two explanations for the exceptional image quality you saw on the monitors overhead.

First, the BVP-360 employs the remarkable, Sony-developed ⅔" Mixed Field* tubes. The first real challenge to big tube performance. Because they deliver twice the registration and geometric accuracy of conventional ⅔" tubes. Plus greater depth of modulation. And thanks to the special Sony-developed FET that is built into the tube and yoke, an extraordinary signal-to-noise ratio. (MF Plumbicon™ or MF Saticon™ tubes are available.)

Secondly, the Sony BVP-360 is equipped with a breakthrough F1.2 prism design that single-handedly results in sensitivity and depth-of-field comparable with 25mm image formats. And vastly superior to any current ⅔" Field/Studio camera at any price.

And, naturally, when you combine these factors with the extensive signal processing technology Sony has engineered into the BVP-360, you get specs which would only be described as spectacular.

A SUPERHUMAN FEAT OF HUMAN ENGINEERING.

Many of the experts who were able to get their hands on the camera at NAB were even more impressed by how it performs from a human standpoint.

The highly maneuverable viewfinder. And the shortest lens-to-viewfinder distance in the industry.

Others cited the uniquely pragmatic approach to automation. An approach that concentrates the camera's considerable microprocessor-based intelligence on the most difficult setup operations; functions such as digital registration, B/W balance, flare and gamma.

And still others referred to the BVP-360's extensive camera head memory, which can store up to sixty-four scene files, eight setup files, sixteen lens files and three reference files.

Plus the advantages of being able to choose from three remote operational panels.

NOT JUST A CAMERA. A CAMERA SYSTEM.

But perhaps the most striking aspect of the BVP-360 is its "building block" design concept. An arrangement that makes it particularly easy to customize the camera for various production situations.

It starts with a camera head able to transmit component signals via Triax or Multicore. Or function as a stand-alone camera.

Then, on the technical front, alignments are handled at the Camera Control Unit. With each camera able to be tweaked individually. Or addressed as part of up to an eight-camera chain linked to one Master Setup Unit.

And finally, on the operational front, all control during production may be directed from one of three types of Remote Control Panels—a simple Studio model, a flexible Field unit, or a highly evolved Creative panel with extensive memory and scene-painting facilities.

ADOPT A WAIT-AND-SEE ATTITUDE.

Of course, as we said at the outset, the BVP-360 isn't ready for delivery tomorrow. But that doesn't mean you have to wait until May to see it. There are units here right now for demonstrations and evaluations.

And of course, by the time you're finished testing it, raving about it and getting a budget for it (although that last part may go faster than you're used to thanks to the BVP-360's incredible price/performance), it won't be tomorrow. It'll be closer to May 1. SONY Broadcast
Moment of truth

You’re on-air. Will your console, the heart of your control system, perform flawlessly?

Your air time is too valuable not to be sure. If it’s an Audtronics, you can rest easy.

Unlike all the new companies which jumped headlong into the audio market during the last couple of years, Audtronics has proved itself the hard way with almost two decades of experience in building dependable, user-oriented broadcast consoles. So when we say that our Audtronics 200 Series Console is the best long term investment in the market today, we can back it up with personal endorsements from literally hundreds of station managers and engineers across the country.

For a look at what your competition is saying about us and ours, write or give us a call. Our experience can save you money.
Editors experienced with sophisticated computerized editing systems know that behind the pictures are numbers — time code numbers, edit numbers, reel numbers.

The Convergence Principle is to keep the numbers in the background and the action up front.

Consider JoyScrol in the 204. Just as the Convergence Joystick gives you control of tape shuttling, backwards and forwards, JoyScrol gives you a uniquely simple way to keep track of where you are in an edit list.

As you review your cut visually, JoyScrol causes the edit list to scroll along in tandem. When you stop at a shot, the edit containing that material is automatically highlighted on the display screen. To call up the edit and change it you need never know a number.

So if you are the kind of Editor who still thinks of the beginning of Act Two as “MED. SHOT-ELIZABETH” and not as “016 01 VI 00:23:08:03 00:23:09:05 1:10:30:00 1:10:31:02”, see the Convergence 204.

204 may be the only number you need to know.
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THE SOUND TECH
1500 SERIES TEST SYSTEM

With a microprocessor-controlled Sound Tech 1500 Series test set, you can sort out the fiction from the facts—quickly and easily. Audio manufacturers the world over have come to rely on the 1500 Series. As high-tech goes higher and time seems to get shorter, the benefits of having immediate, precise and critical test data gets even greater. And that's where a Sound Tech 1510A comes in—on your bench, or in the trench.

Whether you're a design engineer or you have the technical responsibility for keeping your facilities up and running, the 1510A is designed to perform all the necessary tests for maintenance, troubleshooting and general check-out of any professional audio device like: tape recorders, film machines, mixing consoles, signal processing equipment, turntables—you name it. With the 1510A's exclusive asynchronous I/O, it's practically a mandatory piece of gear for remote location tests for satellite transmission, conventional transmitters or broadcast studio checks.

When a pro needs to know the truth, he can select from over fourteen different test programs that are stored in the 1510A. Because the instrument is modular, you can easily add options like a one-third octave spectral analysis card for noise & flutter measurements, a GPIB IEEE-488 computer communications interface, an MOL level test, and more. Much more.

With the 1510A's built-in CRT, you have easy to read and interpret alphanumeric and graphical data (on applicable tests). If you add our peripheral printer, you can have a hardcopy of anything displayed on the 1510A's CRT display—accurate, verifiable evidence.

Whether you push pencils or faders, there isn't an all-in-one audio test system around that can do everything the 1510A has been designed to do—as fast and as easy.

Contact us now for full technical and applications information. See for yourself why there are more than 1,000 users who already know something you should.

SOUND TECHNOLOGY
1400 Dell Avenue
Campbell, California 95008
(408) 378-6540 Telex: 357445

Put The Best To Test!

Facilities courtesy of Editel Corp.
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Multimedia Entertainment wanted us at Midwest to deliver all the big hits – the game winning RBI's, plus stage shows, concerts and hit specials – from any location, at any time. We designed and constructed Eagle 1, 47 feet of production capacity with more versatility than any mobile unit on the road today. What makes it the biggest hit are fine components like:

* Ikegami HK-357AT Automatic Color Cameras that set the standards for picture resolution, signal to noise ratio and registration accuracy.
* Ikegami HL-79EAL, the hand held cameras that produce higher quality images than many other manufacturers' studio models.
* Ikegami 9-Series Color Monitors, renowned for superb resolution and amazing life-like colors and high stability, unit changeability, and low power consumption.

* Midwest and Ikegami
This dedication to quality and versatility is evident throughout the unit. We used our 20 years of engineering experience to integrate these excellent components into complete systems that could handle any assignment.

The equipment package includes:
- Five Ikegami HK-357AT Cameras with Triax and Canon 40:1 Lenses.
- Two Ikegami HL-79EAL Cameras with Canon 13:1 Lenses.
- 24-Input Grass Valley 300/3A Production Switcher.
- Four Ampex VPR-2B One Inch Tape Machines with Slo-Mo.
- One Sony BVU-820 ¾” VTR with Slo-Mo.
- One Sony BVU-800 ¾” VTR.
- One Sony Beta VTR.
- Harris HDE-200 Digital Effects System.
- Adda ESP II Still Store System.
- Audiontronics 36-Input Stereo Audio Console.
- Chyron 4100 Graphics Generator.
- Two Adda VW2 Frame Synchronizers.

Eagle 1 is delivering the big hits for NBC and Sports Time Cable Network. In fact, because of its diverse capabilities, other networks and companies are leasing it as well.

For the large scale teleproduction unit or any other communications system, do what Multimedia did. Call on Midwest. We'll deliver a big hit for you. For further information about leasing the Eagle 1, contact Bill Spiegel at Multimedia Entertainment 513-352-5065.
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deliver another big hit!
Challenge For Programming

Television programming, like innovation itself, is risky business. Without it, there would be a very dull future on the treadmill of game shows, sitcoms, and soaps that inspire as few viewers as they offend; but it also carries the possibility of failure.

Whereas equipment manufacturers face industry pressure to innovate and improve their products, television program directors face another kind of pressure, that of advertisers unwilling to bet on an unproven product. This can be especially acute for independents, who face often arbitrary prejudice against them from ad agencies mistrustful of nonaffiliates.

Last month’s INTV convention, which drew 1200 participants, heard a challenge from Norman Lear, who has made his name—and fortune—by taking programming risks. Contrasting the rising competitive strength of the independents with the weakening shares of the networks, Lear asked if independents would let their success lead to what he called “a sclerosis of the spirit.” He challenged, “Will you, in an obsessive need to win in the short term, refuse to take risks, to challenge, to change?”

That “need to win in the short term,” however, stems from the very structure of commercial television. Dependent on ad sales tied to their rating books, it is no wonder that independent television stations often opt for the least-common-denominator approach to programming. But innovation has not been entirely absent from independent TV, as witnessed by the success of such “unsaleable” shows as Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman and Fame—network rejects that indies turned into gold mines. Creative local production, while unknown at many stations, is a success at many more.

Lear warned his INTV audience that independent stations must innovate and dare if they are to succeed. “The most important factor, the only factor in the competition for viewers, will always be the program, the software itself,” Lear asserted. “. . . The demand will be for programming that is different, innovative. . . But it needs TV programmers who are willing to allow the creative spirit to soar.”

Will independent broadcasters rise to Lear’s challenge? True, it’s a risky proposition. But independent television’s rising influence brings increased responsibility to serve its audience, who, after all, are people, not numbers in a ratings book.
Introducing the new Harrison AIR-7

AIR-7 is better. Simply because no other console combines better sound with reliability and value. The AIR-7 features recording studio quality electronics—the same kind of quality that goes into Harrison recording, television, and film post-production consoles.

We know you need a console you can rely on. One that delivers better sound, is consistent and affordable too. That's why Harrison has developed the AIR-7 broadcast console. Harrison's trademark of built-in reliability insures long-term performance. The AIR-7 design includes unique audition switch logic, the key to easy, error-free operation.

Only Harrison could produce this operationally-superior console. At Harrison Systems, we concentrate on doing one thing—building better consoles. And the AIR-7 is just that—a better broadcast console. We think you'll find AIR-7 is what you're looking for. Call or write us for more information.

Harrison Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 22964, Nashville, TN 37211, 615/834-1184, Telex 555133

See us at NAB Radio Booth 214 TV Booth 1324
On adding time-saving production features to a proven audio recorder design.

The updated PR99 MKII, now offering a microprocessor controlled real time counter, address locate, zero locate, auto repeat, and variable speed control, can improve your audio production efficiency. And, as before, it's built to meet strict Studer standards for long-term reliability.

Welcome to real time. The PR99 MKII’s real time counter gives a plus or minus readout in hours, minutes and seconds from -9:59:59 to +29:59:59. Counter error is less than 0.5%, and the microprocessor automatically recomputes the time displayed on the LED counter when you change tape speeds.

Fast find modes. Press the address locate button and the PR99 MKII fast winds to your pre-selected address, which may be entered from the keyboard or transferred from the counter reading. Press zero locate and it fast winds to the zero counter reading. In the repeat mode, the PR99 plays from the lower memory point (zero or negative address) to the higher point, rewinds to lower point, and re-activates play mode for a continuously repeating cycle.

Pick up the tempo? When activated by a latching pushbutton, the front-panel vari-speed control adjusts the nominal tape speed across a -33% to +50% range. The adjustment potentiometer is spread in the center range for fine tuning of pitch.

Future perfect. The PR99 MKII also offers a serial data port for direct access to all microprocessor controlled functions.

Much gained, nothing lost. The new MKII version retains all features of its highly regarded predecessor, including a die-cast aluminum chassis and headblock, balanced and floating “+4” inputs and outputs, self-sync, input mode switching, and front panel microphone inputs.

European endurance. Designed and built in Switzerland and West Germany, the PR99 MKII is a product of precision manufacturing and meticulous assembly. Every part inside is made to last.

To discover more about the world’s most versatile and dependable budget-priced recorder, please contact: Studer Revox America, Inc., 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210; (615) 254-5651.
Hitachi Demos Prototype HDTV Camera, DVTR

At a recent exhibition of its latest technology developments, Hitachi introduced to the broadcast industry a high-definition television system comprised of not only a camera and rear-projection screen, but also what the company called the world's first digital VTR for HDTV.

Based on the Type-C analog VTR, the digital HDTV deck uses conventional one-inch tape and video heads. The recorder's five-channel recording system incorporates five heads, each recording at 92 Mbit/s for a total bit rate of 460 Mbit/s. Error correction techniques counteract noise in the system, resulting in S/N of around 56 dB. Like the camera and display unit, it is designed around the 1125-line NHK HDTV standard.

Hitachi's HDTV camera uses three one-inch diode gun Saticon pickup tubes, developed for high-definition television with the cooperation of Dr. Yoshizumi Eto, senior researcher at Hitachi Central Research (left) and Hishashi Nakamura, department manager, HDTV systems department, show off new one-inch HDTV digital VTR.

The camera's digital registration system divides the raster into a 19 by 19 grid and corrects each area independently, resulting in an error rate less than 0.025 percent. In addition, a microcomputer within the camera compensates for registration errors caused by chromatic aberrations in the lenses. (This system was developed jointly with Canon Inc., which also built the special HDTV lens used with the camera.) The camera also has an image enhancer and a special circuit to compensate for shading errors.

The third system component, the rear-projection display, is a 54-inch screen with high contrast ratio and almost twice the brightness of other HDTV projectors, according to Hitachi. The increased brightness comes from three specially developed nine-inch projection tubes with high-efficiency light-emitting phosphors and magnetic focusing electron guns.

While declining to name firm availability dates and prices for the HDTV system, Hitachi was willing to propose some ballpark figures. The DVTR probably will be available “as a special product” in one and a half to two years at a price “hopefully” under $400,000. Both the camera and the display should be available in about a year, with the camera costing $250,000 or less and the display $40,000 or less.

AM Post-Sunset Power Changes Activated

As a result of recent FCC action, most Class II and III radio stations have received permission to go ahead with the power increases they have been waiting for. All Class III stations can now broadcast with at least 50 W during the pre-6:00 p.m. period, and many have “substantially more,” the FCC says.

The compromise between the classes was put together by the Association of Broadcast Engineering Standards (ABES) and the Daytime Broadcasters Association (DBA). The FCC approved the jointly submitted plan, which chairman Mark Fowler described as a “substantial step forward.”

Even after 6:00 p.m., the new calculation method will yield “substantial powers” during the first post-sunset hour, the Commission finds. The NRBA has reported, however, that due to a miscalculation of power two years ago, “some Class Is — those new since the 1983 calculations and all of those on the 1580 frequency — must decrease their power in order to avoid Canadian treaty violations.”

Florida TV Stations To Pool News Via Ku

Four television stations in Florida are planning to transmit and pool news feeds using Ku-band uplink trucks. Named Florida News Network, the system is based around a complete transmission and communication package, due to come on-line around April and intended to allow stations to easily obtain regional news while also using their mobile uplinks for other purposes.

The network's mix of stations — spanning the length of the state— provides a dramatic illustration of how Ku satellite networks can allow stations to obtain news and programming (see BM/E, September 1984, p. 37). WJXT, Jacksonville, and WPLG, Miami, are Post-Newsweek stations; WTSP, St. Petersburg, is owned by Gulf, and WFTV, Orlando, is an SFN station. The first three are ABC affiliates, while WFTV is with CBS.

While similar to Conus Corp.'s national Ku network, the Florida group says it plans to emphasize regional news. The four stations have been flying tapes to each other for over a year, catering to regional subjects such as Disneyland, NASA, and, of course,
sports. Steve Flannigan, Post-
Newsweek’s director of engineering, says that Florida’s “unique demo-
graphics” make stories on retirement
newsrooms. “We’re glad you’re here.” “impossible” to obtain because of oth-
er RF, Flannigan states.
Future plans for the Florida News
Network are open. It was designed for
additional stations besides the four,
Flannigan says, although he expects it
to take up to two years to get the net-
work running properly. And the mem-
ers will be looking at “other uses” for
their interconnect capability, he adds.
Each station will own its own equip-
ment, thus allowing it to rent out the
truck as an uplink for entertainment or
other events. “A lot of minds are
whirring over that one,” Flannigan
says.

RTNDA Show a Huge Success; NDs Take Control

Panelists at BM/E-organized roundtable on New Technologies for News discuss
newsroom computers. Facing camera, left to right: Rob Barnes, Turner Broad-
casting; John Griffin, NBC computer operations; Sheldon Hoffman, NBC News.

1500 paid attendees (up 300 over last
year) and 750 exhibitors at the recent
San Antonio RTNDA show doesn’t
seem like much when compared with
an NAB or SMPTE. But there was no
mistaking the fact that this was a pow-
erful gathering of very powerful indi-
viduals, perhaps the most influential
group in the broadcast industry today.

These news directors are taking
charge—taking control of their huge
capital and operating budgets, and de-
manding that those who intend to sell
equipment and services to the news de-
partment deal with them directly, rather
than through some intermediate pur-
chasing or engineering bureaucrat.

“We were amazed,” said a spokes-
man for Ikegami, a first-time exhibitor
at the show. “We had news director
after news director coming over and
saying, ‘We’re glad you’re here.’”

Ikegami, and most other manufacturers
at the show, found the news directors
ready, willing, and able to make major
purchasing decisions from exhibitors
recognizing the importance of the ND
and the role of RTNDA.

On another matter, considerable hos-
tility has arisen between RTNDA and
management of the RCPC, specifically
NAB president Ed Fritts, over the
scheduling of next year’s RCPC con-
fERENCE in Dallas immediately opposite
the RTNDA show in Nashville.

In terms of brand-new technology,
the show seldom turns up anything rad-
ically different; rather, it’s a time to
watch trends. Plainly the recorder/
camera systems are continuing to make
their biggest impact here, in the land of
ENG. Extremely popular, too, were the
MERPS decks (multi event recorder
player systems) such as the Betacart,
MVP-100, and the new DC Series from
Broadcast Systems Inc. (BSI) with up
to eight any-format decks.

Weather systems (particularly the
doppler radar display originated by
Collins) were also popular, as were of
course, graphics systems. The Color-
Graphics Artstar was among the most
popular items, followed closely by the
Thomson-CSF Graphics V. The
Chyron booth was also well attended,
as was the display of Texta, the new
character generator from Dubner.

Another perennial item of interest at
RTNDA, newsroom computers, was
the topic of a special roundtable discus-
sion organized by BM/E. Panelists in-
cluded some of the country’s leading
users of automated newsroom systems,
including representatives from all three
networks and CNN. The results of the
discussion will appear next month.

Meanwhile, representatives from all
the news system manufacturers were
present and accounted for at the exhibit.
Particularly in evidence this year is
the impact of the personal computer.
The Quantanews system now incorpo-
rates interfaces for the IBM PC, al-
lowing low-cost terminals to be given
to field reporters. (Quanta also in-
roduced a new wire service manager,
which places high speed wires on a 53
Mbyte hard disk and distributes the
information to preselected files.) The
PC was also the center of attention at
Basys, which introduced a PC-based
version of its full-blown news system;
the PC can talk with the main database
and share its information. Brand-new at
the show was the T.E.N. PC-based
news system from Media Computing.
The system, for “cost-conscious sta-
tions,” has software for assignments,
arival retrieval, script preparation,
and producer rundowns.

Other established newsroom com-
puter companies—Beston/McInnis-
Skinner and Jefferson Data, were also
on hand.
Last year, over 200 video editors flipped over the E-FLEX® Digital Video Effects system from NEC.

They also tumbled, turned, split, compressed, keyed and tracked their way through some unbelievable moves. Which didn’t surprise us. Because we think E-FLEX is the most potent creative tool in video.

Want to master movement? Basic E-FLEX starts you poppin’ with an amazing array of spins, speed changes, flips, multi-moves, mosaics, and a host of hot new moves that we just introduced.

Care to conquer space? Our Optiflex option flies your effects through all three dimensions. With picture perfect perspective.

And when you’re ready, you can add a digital line chromakeyer with RGB quality.

NEC’s advanced digital process technology makes all your moves incredibly transparent. So all you do is make them up. On a clean control board that’s only a bit more complicated than the latest arcade craze.

Find out why 200 editors are breaking their creative barriers. Call NEC toll-free at 1-800-323-6656.

It might be the best move you ever make.

NEC
IMAGINE WHAT WE’LL DO FOR YOU
NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division
120 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312) 640-3792
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1985: Good Year
For Local Broadcasters

- Although advertising as a whole will rise 9.7 percent, local radio and TV ad revenues may rise 12 percent in 1985.
- Network revenues will rise only five percent in 1985, as opposed to 20 percent last year.
- Neither radio nor TV should expect the same kind of growth as in 1984 with its elections and Olympics.

This prediction for the success of local station revenues during the coming year is part of the cautious but generally optimistic picture of the broadcasting industry painted at Paine Webber’s annual “Outlook on the Media” conference, which put the rise in network income for 1985 at about five percent as opposed to last year’s 20 percent. Two speakers said local broadcasters will manage to attain increases of 12 or more percent, although it was suggested that television stations must pursue ad sales more aggressively.

Total advertising in the U.S., as predicted by Robert J. Coen of McCann-Erickson in his ritual forecast, will rise 9.7 percent this year as opposed to 1984’s 15.2 percent gain. Local advertisers were often “more aggressive” than national advertisers, he warned, going from caution to “possibly excessive optimism” after the economy shot up in 1983.

As for 1985, Coen pointed out that post-Olympic years traditionally see a decline in ad dollars, which will be emphasized this year by the economy’s slower growth. Cable is expected to continue its “exceptional” growth, which along with a similar trend for syndicated TV, will “add to the growth problems of the traditional TV media in 1985.”

Elliott Troshinsky, vice president of advertising for Taft Broadcasting, had encouraging words about 1985 for local television stations, predicting that the local ad market will outpace network and spot markets with a 12 percent rise.

However, local stations are in a different market than they were five to 10 years ago, Troshinsky cautioned, and they must market themselves differently. He pointed out that in the past four years 110 new television stations have signed on, of which 103 are UHFs, while cable has increased its take of advertising by 42 percent since 1983. To that must be added the increases in network spots, barter syndication, and VCRs, he said.

The best opportunities for 1985 will be “new sources of ad revenues in local markets,” Troshinsky stated. Television stations will be able to sign on new advertisers, in competition especially with newspapers, by improving their research, local news, and promotion to advertisers. “Increasingly, revenues will flow to the broadcaster who has a local audience,” Troshinsky asserted.

Putting 1984’s revenue rise at 17 percent, Robert Sutton, president of Media General Broadcast Group, predicted a lesser year in 1985 for everyone except local broadcasters, who he said will see a “very green” year within a 14 percent rise.

Responding to the question of where local TV stations will find this growth, Sutton said new advertising is available from department stores, fast food restaurants, and the financial service community. Troshinsky added doctors and lawyers to the list.

Sutton said local profits will be good if stations can hold the line on expenses in areas such as news, which must keep pace with new technology and pay the high cost of talent. He also pointed to high programming prices, rising due to increasing competition among stations and more independents. Broadcasters who feel like walking away from the bidding, Sutton warned, had better “study it long and hard.” Alternatives are growing, he added, as station groups form consortiums to produce their own programming.

After forecasting a 13 to 14 percent revenue rise for radio in 1985, compared to 16 percent for 1984, Gary Stevens, president of Doubleday Broadcasting, emphasized “structural changes” in radio. Noting that the “sell-off” of radio stations has continued, Stevens predicted the speculation would continue, aided in part by the FCC’s 12-12 rule change.

The Doubleday executive said that the sale of station groups to highly leveraged companies that must spin off stations to pay their debt does not bode well for the industry’s health. Metromedia and Harte-Hanks, among others, have recently sold most of their stations to their own managers.

Stevens also pointed to the growing trend of adding AM stations to FMers in large markets as a selling advantage, as Doubleday has itself done in New York City.

Later in the cable session, Peter C. Newell, senior vice president of Capital Cities Cable, urged cable operators to pursue the local market. Newell said he sees the potential for ad rates equal to the highest radio station’s, based on competition with both local television and radio stations.
Rise to a New Level of Excellence in Graphics Production!

Paint by the Numbers. It's as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1. Outstanding electronic "paint" graphics, including animation. Perfect digital image input in 16 million colors. Top quality output in video or hard copy!

2. Full-featured, top quality text and character generation.

3. Graphics still-store system, including sequenced playback and high-speed graphics transmission to other ArtStar systems!

...All in one easy-to-use ArtStar system for teleproduction, design, slides, and corporate presentations!

CoLoRgraphics Systems, Inc.
A Dynatech Broadcast Group Company 5725 Tokay Blvd., Madison, WI 53719  608-274-5786
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Comsat Drops DBS; Major Blow to Medium

Satellite Television Corp., the last major company remaining from the first round of DBS applicants, has been all but eliminated from the running by Comsat, its parent company. The about-face repeats similar moves by CBS and RCA.

STC had recently said it would merge with USCI, the only currently operating DBS service, owned by Prudential Insurance and UPI's Douglas Ruhe. USCI is in serious trouble, however, with only 10,000 subscribers, and STC has walked away from the deal.

Comsat is said to have spent about $140 million on STC's DBS plans, including two high-power satellites that are still under construction. The telecommunications company says it plans to finish building the birds at a cost of another $40 million, and retain its FCC authorization for DBS or 'related' applications.

Thus, in one year DBS's public image has gone from a powerful new medium to an expensive flop. Wall Street analysts applauded this last move by Comsat, hardly an auspicious sign for the remaining DBS applicants and a new second round who are seeking large amounts of funding.

Harris Changes Horses On AM Stereo Standard

In a major coup for Motorola, Inc., Harris Corp. has agreed to adopt Motorola's C-QUAM AM stereo standard. The two companies have signed a licensing agreement under which Harris will manufacture and market C-QUAM AM stereo exciters and monitors on an exclusive basis.

Commenting on the about-face, Harris Broadcast Group vice president Gene T. Whicker said, "The selection process of AM stereo standards has continued since 1975. AM stereo is still trying to get established in the broadcast industry, and most importantly in the domain of the listeners. We feel this agreement is in the best interest of all in making AM stereo thrive as a popular new broadcast technology.

Harris has filed for FCC type acceptance for its STX-1B C-QUAM exciter, and plans to offer an exciter modification kit and modulation monitor modification program to current Harris AM stereo stations. Responding to this move, another AM stereo manufacturer, Kahn Communications Inc., said it has asked the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission to investigate the agreement for possible anti-trust violations.

In other major corporate news, Abekas Video Systems has announced its proposed merger with Carlton Communications of the U.K. Carlton's Reading, England, subsidiary IVC Carlton Ltd., a designer and manufacturer of PAL digital TBCs, synchronizers, and digital special effects systems, will assume the name Abekas upon completion of the merger.

In another development, RCA Corp. will incorporate the Nisus Video adjustable shutter mechanism into its CCD-1 ENG camera, replacing the RCA 1/500-second shutter now used. The Nisus shutter, demonstrated at last fall's SMPTE conference (see BM/E, January 1984, p. 81), is continuously adjustable from 1/250 to 1/5000 second while the camera is in operation.

FCC Tries Again on Television Ownership

The FCC has come out with a new version of the television station ownership limit it issued last summer, which was shot down in Congress after intensive lobbying by the movie industry and a general Congressional revolt. The new rules allow a single owner to own a maximum of 12 stations reaching no more than 25 percent of the national viewing audience.

Exceptions are allowed for UHF stations, 50 percent of whose audiences are counted, and minority-owned station groups, which can be added on to form a total of 14.

Reaction to the new rules was mostly positive. Jack Valenti of the Motion Picture Association of America called it "a reasonable compromise," while NAB president Eddie Fritts lauded the arrangement. Rep. Timothy Wirth (D-CO), chairman of the House Telecommunications Subcommittee, also gave it his approval.

FCC commissioner Mimi Dawson, who had dissented with the original deregulation and argued for the coverage limits, said she was "pleased with the addition.

Among broadcasters, Alan Henry, president of Gulf Broadcasting Group, called the FCC's action a "positive step forward," but said he would like to see a "28-28-28 rule" or total elimination of the station quota. A population coverage cap is the only limit necessary, he stated.

Henry also predicted "lots of activity" in the television station buying market, where he said some group owners are poised either to buy individual stations or to merge with other groups and spin off excess or incompatible outlets. Gulf has been mentioned among the groups which are candidates for merger.

ABC First To Go Live With Compressed Video

On election night last fall, ABC Television became the first network to cover a live event using digitally compressed video. Signals originating at Capitol Hill were compressed from 90 to 45 million bps with NEC America's 45A encoder/decoder and transmitted via fiber optic cable to the network's master control facility in New York.

ABC equipment planning engineer Kevin Dauphinee said the system maintained "extremely high quality" while reducing the requirements of transmission line capacity. NEC reports that the 45A CODEC provides simultaneous video at 60 dB S/N and two-channel audio of 50 to 15,000 Hz bandwidth.

California Film of Los Angeles recently completed an on-air graphics package for new Metromedia station KRLD-TV in Dallas. The still shown here is the final result of ribbon-like planes moving together to form the UHF's logo.
HOW WE BECAME THE FRONTRUNNER IN THE ROUTING SWITCHER BUSINESS.

While everyone else was making minor refinements, we went back to the drawing boards. We took the best that modern hybrid technology had to offer and designed it into our Series H Switching Systems.

The result is a new state-of-the-art in every respect. We offer the best performance specs available. Reliability is unquestioned. Maintenance is reduced. And expansion is easier than ever. There's a 300% increase in crosspoints-per-rack-unit. So what used to fill an entire room can now fit inside a closet.

And The Series H is available in the configuration you need to make the system practical. Best of all, we can offer these advantages at a price that's actually less than the price of conventional switching systems.

If you'd like us to prove how far out in front we are, call us toll-free at 1-800-328-1684. In Minnesota, call toll-free 1-800-792-1072. Outside the continental U.S., call International Operations collect at 1-612-736-2549. We'll give you the best run for your money.

Professional Audio/Video Equipment

3M hears you...
Canon Broadcast
Designed to meet all your

CANON STUDIO and OUTDOOR BROADCAST TV LENSES.

Canon lenses are the mainstay of network and independent television production studios and outdoor broadcast applications. Each is designed to deliver optimum performance indoors or out, in daylight or stadium illumination.

Compare focal lengths, maximum relative apertures and features and you'll know why Canon is the right choice for 30mm, 25mm and 2/3" cameras.

PV40x13.5BIE for 30mm and 25mm cameras. The Olympian—proven at the 1984 Olympic Games, its 40X reach is perfect for sports and all outdoor broadcast operations.
Focal length: 13.5-540mm (27-1080mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture*: 1:1.7 through 270mm
*2/3" format

P18x15BIE for 30mm and 25mm cameras. The Widest—a very wide 60° angle of view plus incredible edge-to-edge sharpness, fidelity and sensitivity. Supplied with 1.5X and 2X built-in extenders plus pattern projector.
Focal length: 15-270mm (30-540mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture*: 1:2.1 through 215mm
*2/3" format

CANON LENSES FOR PORTABLE CAMERAS.

Great for news, great for sports. Whether you're covering big news or the big game, Canon has a quality lens that delivers studio performance indoors or out, under all shooting conditions.

From the incredible J18x9BIE which provides up to 324mm with its built-in 2X extender, to the economical J15x9.5, there's a Canon lens designed to meet your needs.

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #1012.
Television Lenses... needs. Now and in the future.

P12x14BIE for 30mm and 25mm cameras.
Studio Standard—the preferred choice in studios across the country, combining high sensitivity with incredible edge-to-edge sharpness.
Focal length: 13.5-162mm (27-324mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture*: 1:1.6 throughout the entire zoom range
*25mm format

PV14x12.5BIE High Resolution Lens for 30mm and 25mm cameras.
A Unique Design—featuring extensive use of Fluorite lens elements, this lightweight, compact 14X studio lens provides high sensitivity and critical sharpness at all focal lengths.
Focal length: 12.5-175mm (1.5X and 2X extenders built-in)
Max. Relative Aperture*: 1:1.6 at all focal lengths
*25mm format

J18x9BIE for 2/3" cameras.
Greater Reach, Lighter Weight—nothing matches the 18X zoom power of this lens—and it weights less than 4 lbs! It increases the flexibility of any portable camera.
Focal length: 9-162mm (18-324mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.7 through 99mm
1:2.4 at 162mm

J13x9.5BIE for 2/3" cameras.
The Portable Standard—used by cameramen around the world under all conditions, the J13x9.5BIE is a proven performer with superior sharpness and sensitivity.
Focal length: 9-118mm (18-236mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.8 through 112mm
1:2.3 at 118mm

J25x11.5BIE for 2/3" cameras.
Greater Reach—a 25X zoom lens designed specifically for 2/3" cameras. The power and scope of 1" systems, the economy and efficiency of your 2/3" cameras.
Focal length: 11.5-288mm (23-576mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.6 through 220mm
1:2.1 at 288mm

Canon® Optics Division
Canon USA, Inc., Head Office: One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, N.Y. 11042 (516) 488-6700
Dallas Office: 2035 Royal Lane, Suite 290, Dallas, Texas 75229 (214) 620-2641. Chicago Office: 140 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst, Ill. 60126 (312) 833-3070
West Coast Office: 123 Raularoo Avenue East, Costa Mesa, Ca. 92625 (714) 975-6000
Canon Canada, Inc., 6390 Dixie Road, Mississauga, Ontario L5T1P7, Canada (416) 678-2730
©1985 Canon U.S.A. Inc.
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Optical Disc Seen as Possible Broadcast Recording Medium

No broadcasters were present as witnesses, but exhibitors at the 1984 Videodisc, Optical Disk, and Compact Disc Conference held in Washington, DC, in December were showing key elements that could usher in a new wave of low-cost but flexible plants for radio and TV. Among the promising products were the Recordable Laser Videodisc (RLV), shown by the Optical Disc Corp. of Cerritos, CA (see BM/E’s SMPTE report, January 1985, for more information) and a multiple cartridge video disc access system, capable of automating a TV station for "months of playing time," shown by Destron, Inc., of Chicago.

Another exhibitor was Spectra Image of Burbank, which was involved in producing the Ampex ACE laser editing system at the last NAB show. It demonstrated some dazzling station promos produced using Optical Disc Corp.'s RLV direct-read-after-write DRAW system. At the same time, the Spectra Image company announced that its affiliate, LaserEdit, would soon have a production version of the Spectra-ACE edit system for service contract work.

Numerous exhibitors and conference panelists were showing and discussing extendable CD music discs and CD ROMs. These included Sony, Philips, Matsushita, Hitachi, and Denon. Unused sectors of the 120 mm CD currently have the capability to record 4500 mono still frames or 350 in full color, just waiting to be exploited by creative programmers, according to Almon Clegg of Matsushita. He reported that Technics would soon have a multidisc CD player, the SL-P15, that could jump back and forth freely between any track on any of 50 compact discs or play 60 hours of uninterrupted music. Couple this with a personal computer and radio broadcasters have no problem in envisioning a new station automation system. Commercials can be incorporated using DRAW CD equipment which, while not available yet, is not far away according to the CD makers.

While CD ROMs are viewed primarily as data storage devices, they nonetheless offer radio broadcasters the exciting possibility of getting into electronic publishing via SCA. Dennis Kulvicki, president of Public Teledelivery, outlined at the conference a CD-ROM based scheme for distributing information to schools, businesses and homes. Downloading microcomputer software is one application, since one CD ROM is the equivalent of 1000 floppy disks. It was made clear at the optical disc conference that CD ROMs are nearly identical to CD music discs and compatible with them.

The principal drawback of the new media has been the laborious and costly steps necessary to replicate discs. DRAW equipment heretofore available, such as the Panasonic OMDR, has had a high disc cost ($750) and a modest density (24,000 frames). Now the industry seems at the threshold of overcoming these past barriers. The Optical Disc RLV costs $75 per disc and stores 54,000 still color frames or 30 minutes of video motion. While the bandwidth and S/N do not match that of one-inch C band magnetic tape, S/N is improving.
TEKTRONIX. 
THE NAME ON TELEVISION'S FOREMOST TEST AND MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT IS NOW ON AN EMMY.

See us at NAB (Booth #1601)
**NEWS BRIEFS**

NBC says it is dumping its teletext service since a low enough priced NABTS decoder has not been developed. The network said it would get back into the field if one became available. CBS is still operating its Extravision service.

The Electronic Media Rating Council has recommended that Arbitron not institute a cooling off period for hot call letters. The ratings company should take steps to minimize diary keepers' confusion over recently exchanged letters, the council suggested, but a recent survey found that five out of 10 stations which had picked up hot letters actually declined in audience.

In a recent Torbet Radio survey, agency media buyers said station activities that most interest them are, in descending importance, local promotions, community involvement, the station's ad campaign, and the local account list.

Cable and pay television companies experienced a profit margin decline of 25 percent over the five year period ending in 1983, mostly in the first two years, according to a new report by Veronis, Suhler & Associates, a New York investment firm. The figure is based on 30 companies in the field. The companies also produced 45 percent compound annual revenue growth and 35.3 percent compound pretax operating income growth.

An agreement has finally been reached with Mexico to permit most U.S. Class IV stations on local channels to increase nighttime power from 250 W to 1 kW. A similar accord had been reached with Canada, so all three countries are now able to boost power . . . . Canada and the U.S. have formally signed the new Working Agreement under which the past year's FM power increases have been determined. This accord supersedes the previous FM Agreement of 1947.

**NEP Productions** is producing an ongoing series of radio spots promoting the network's television lineup . . . . Editel/LA did the post-production work on Budweiser's "Window Washers" and "3-D" spots, which were lensed by William Dear of Production Partners. Editel says it ran up to six machines simultaneously plus ADD . . . . Varitel Video is to do post-production for D.Y. Productions' No Guts, No Glory, a 6x30 sports series.

Meredith Corp. has announced it will buy Carson Broadcasting Corp., which owns KVU-TV in Henderson, NV. Meredith already owns seven television stations, but had anticipated the FCC's rule change (see News).

An entry call for radio's Armstrong Awards has been put out under the categories of music, news, news documentary, public or community service, education, and creative use of medium. Deadline is April 1. Ask for Munire Terpis at (212) 280-8703.

AES has announced the dates of its spring show, which will be held May 3 to 6 in Anaheim . . . . The Computer Graphics conference will take place April 14 to 18 in Dallas. Call (703) 698-9600 . . . . The LA Professional Video Show and Video Production Conference will run May 20 to 23. Contact Lisa Welp at (203) 743-2120.
The smart framestore synchronizer

The Phaser V framestore synchronizer is designed to simplify system requirements and operations in broadcasting.

It is particularly suitable for cable networks and distribution systems, for synchronizing critical feeds or a complete head-end. When genlocked to an interfering source, the Phaser V will reduce co-channel interference.

With a Phaser V synchronizing all sources to one system reference, you can provide the viewer with stable channel changes, insert commercials and key in messages. You can cut, wipe, fade and use switcher effects yet never suffer vertical roll. The Phaser V will also pass VITS, VIRS, teletext and closed captions in the correct line and field.

Features:
- Microprocessor controlled
- Memory diagnostics
- Built-in test generator
- More features for a remarkable price

Digital Video Systems Corp.
120 Middlefield Road,
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada M1S 4M6

(416) 299-6888 Telex: 065-25344

PHASER V

a subsidiary of Scientific-Atlanta
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Let Telex Bankroll You to a Tape Duplicating System

For only $268.50* a month you can own a basic Telex 6120 system, without interest or finance charges.

As you may know, the Telex 6120 is considered to be the most advanced and reliable in-cassette tape duplicating system on the market. To make this system affordable, we have a special, time limited offer to non-profit and commercial organizations. So even if your budget is small, or your funding is limited or you rely on donations, you probably qualify to buy a state-of-the-art Telex tape duplicating equipment now. Here is how it works. You select the 6120 system of your choice. Make a 10% down payment and pay the balance in up to 12 months, without interest or finance charges. For example, the down payment for a basic monaural cassette-to-cassette duplicating system is $358.00 with a monthly payment of $268.50. If you duplicate tapes as a commercial service, you'll pay for the system with just a few hours of operation. If you're non-profit and send out for your duplicating, you can do it yourself and save more than enough to buy the equipment. Either way, within a year you'll own the system outright.

Of course, you can select system configurations for reel-to-cassette or reel-to-reel duplicating. Mono or stereo systems are available. And because the Telex 6120 is based on the building block principle, you can expand a basic system when needed.

This special offer is based on two conditions:
1. Your purchase is subject to credit approval by a participating dealer.
2. This offer expires December 31, 1984.

Please contact us now. We'll send you complete technical information about the system. You'll get the names of participating dealers. We'll include our price list. We'll even provide you with a chart that lets you determine how quickly a basic system can pay for itself.

Remember, * Minimal Investment up front
* Pay as you go for up to 12 months * No interest or finance charge * This offer expires December 31, 1984

You must act now. Write to Audio Visual Department, Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Avenue So., Minneapolis, MN 55420 U.S.A. or call us toll free during business hours at 800-625-6107. In Minnesota call 612-887-5531.

TELEX
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

*Payments are based on the suggested list price of $3580.00 for a basic monaural cassette-to-cassette high-speed series 6120 tape duplicating system with a 10% down payment of $358.00, and 12 monthly payments of $268.50. Offer available only through participating dealers and does not include state or local taxes. Offer expires December 31, 1984.
**Children’s Radio Network: Programming Just for Kids**

By Michael Greenhouse, Associate Editor

Children 12 years old and younger make up the largest demographic group in the U.S.; they comprise about 15 percent of the total population—over 34 million people. This fact has not been lost on today’s television programmers, who gear much of their video fare to this group and reap a huge reward: about $400 million per year in advertising revenue.

One could argue that this statistical tidbit has been lost on today’s radio programmers, however. The medium that once entertained millions of children with “theater” like Flash Gordon and The Thin Man now offers children only music and “adult talk,” while television dominates the child entertainment airwaves with both animated and live action cartoons, like The A-Team. And information for kids—“classrooms” like Sesame Street—is nonexistent on radio. Since the early 1950s radio has, for the most part, abandoned a market that manufacturers and retailers want desperately to reach.

Until now, that is. On December 1, 1984, WEXI-AM, Jacksonville, FL, became the first station to air Children’s Radio Network programming, known as the Educational Sensational Radio Oz (AAHS). When WEXI began “doing all the good stuff radio does,” as the slogan goes, it in essence became a “test” station and Jacksonville a test market for the first full-time radio programming service designed exclusively for children in about 30 years.

**A natural addition**

The decision to take on Children’s Radio Network programming was not a difficult one for the station, according to general manager Pat Hayes. The station’s format, prior to the addition of CRN programming, was based around old-time radio shows. Hayes feels the programming, which is aired from 6:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. seven days a week, is an excellent complement to the old-time programming, which has been moved to nighttime. In terms of marketing the station, Hayes can now offer advertisers two groups of listeners—children and adults—instead of just one. And in terms of program content, the services are complementary in that both offer a “theater of the mind” experience. “The television age took us away from theater of the mind,” he says. “Old-time radio shows are theater of the mind, though. And Children’s Radio Network revives that.”

**School system cooperation**

WEXI went on the air in December with about 50 pretaped CRN programs available for its use. Many of these programs are theatrical—the lineup includes “Robin Hood,” Aesop’s Fables, Grimm’s Fairy Tales, and “Michael Jackson’s E.T.”—but many are educational as well. Both kinds of programming are meant, ideally, for group listening; in other words, CRN’s programming is intended for the classroom—at least some of the time.

Obviously, the cooperation of the school system is needed for this to occur; in Jacksonville, this has not been a problem, despite the fact that commercials are aired along with the programming. Hayes says the school board is “ecstatic” about what CRN president William Osewalt calls the network’s “teacher-assist educational format.” The network provides to the schools program schedules, as well as study guides for teachers. Incidentally, none of the material is produced without the prior approval of child development authorities. Also, all CRN programming meets NEA standards.

**The production process**

Over 60 percent of CRN’s programming is prerecorded material, like The Muppets and “E.T.,” which CRN has acquired for its package. The rest is produced by the network. The heart of the original production operation is in Indianapolis; TRC Studios and Soundsmith are the most-used facilities.

Skeet Bushor, executive producer of CRN, is in charge of all CRN production. This means he produces and post-produces many of the projects himself, and oversees what he doesn’t produce. But also, along with Osewalt, Bushor makes sure a particular project accomplishes—in terms of content—what CRN has set out to accomplish. “The basis of our format is to be stimulating,” he says. “And we want to teach kids to listen.” But in teaching anything, Bushor says the network is “moving away from talking to someone.” He points to the network’s
Lunchtime and Afternoon theaters which, he says, are not "authoritarian presentations. We don't use authoritarian radio voices. We relate as friends." Another production, *Alpha-bet Soup* (a collection of educational tunes), features a child's voice. This way the show is friendlier, says Bushor.

The half-hour show "The Voyage of the Mayflower" is another good example of friendly teaching—history as entertainment, as Bushor says. The production began, as all CRN productions do, with a script assignment. A writer was brought in to write "something that tells what the whole voyage was about without sounding like a textbook," says Bushor. Then came a process of script approval. A group of educators affiliated with the network read the script for historical accuracy, and to make sure there was nothing in it that would offend a child.

Next, seven actors were hired, and a studio, Soundsmith, was booked. Bushor says this aspect of the production was not typical for radio, because the voices were recorded in a music studio, not a voice-over room. The music studio allowed for more physical distance between actors, "so you can get gestures happening without slapping someone in the eye," says Bushor. "I like to give the actors the freedom to move and be expressive," he continues. "That energy shows on the tape. Also, when we record someone we want it to be interactive with the listener."

The voices were recorded on a Studer 24-track recorder, and mixed on a Neotek board. Music, cowritten by Bushor, was also recorded, edited, and, in mixdown, crossfaded with dialog where appropriate. The finished product was mastered to an Otari two-track machine.

**Release format**

All CRN tapes run at 7.5 ips, and are 56.5 minutes long. As Bushor puts it, "We establish a set it and forget it situation for engineers." In this engineer-assist format the network provides the station with a time log of each tape. The log starts at zero and ends at 56.5. CRN recommends that stations use a 4200 Series Tascam or an Otari M5050 playback machine. Both have digital time readouts, so that all an engineer has to do is load the reel, cue it to the first sound, zero the counter, and the counter will coincide with the log sheet.

**Advertiser and listener response**

At press time WEXI had been airing CRN programs only a short time, so it was difficult to gauge the response of listeners and advertisers. On advertisers, Hayes says, "Thus far, on a scale of one to five, it's a three right now. But the reaction has been, this is a good concept. I want to be on it."

CRN's business strategy, according to Osewalt, is to get its programming onto 300 AM stations in 300 markets nationwide. In addition to Jacksonville, Osewalt says the service will be in 27 other cities by the end of this month. If Osewalt's business strategy takes off, it seems children will have an opportunity to exercise some of the aural skills inside them that may have been dulled by television.

**RADIO PROGRAMMING**

**Eliminate problems with the flick of a switch**

**IT'S SIMPLE.** Add the "REGEN" option to Cipher Digital's Model 710A Time-Code Reader/Character Inserter and a majority of editing glitches are gone forever.

**WHY?** Most computer editing glitches relate to the quality of the Time-Code provided to the system. The Model 710A with the "REGEN" option provides the edit system with perfect, re-timed and re-synced code, irrespective of the original code quality.

Even non-synchronous, free running code will edit correctly.

Cipher Digital has even solved the "No-Code" problem. Supplied with control-track pulses, the Model 710A will continue to output error-free Time-Code without reading incoming data.

Think of the edit time these two features alone could salvage. But the 710A offers much more.

*For detailed information or demonstration of this remarkable product, contact our Sales Department:*

**cipher digital**

Sales/Marketing Headquarters
10 Kearny Road, Suite 21 • Needham, MA 02194
Tel (617) 449-7546 • Telex 940536

**Superior Time-Code Products**
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GEC McMichael has introduced a T₁/1.5 T₁ compression bandwidth unit that is compact and light enough to go anywhere. In fact, the quality of the GEC Video CODEC—at 1.5 MB/s—makes it ideal for news department broadcasts as well as teleconferencing.

The CODEC, which is available in both 525- and 625-line versions, weighs only 116 lbs. and is 23 inches high. When combined with GEC's small transportable KU band system, the new Video CODEC is easily the most versatile product of its kind available.

GEC McMichael offers a 5-meter equivalent terminal that fits easily inside a standard freight container and meets 29-25 LOG 6 requirements in both planes.

The one-piece elliptical offset-fed C/KU band antenna can also be transported by a standard-size or ½-ton pickup. It is a completely redundant KU band system that is only 5.9 meters long by 2.6 meters high.

Since this is the smallest INTELSAT E-2 antenna on the market, it is ideal for hi-wind load, low-profile areas. The antenna's small size also makes it more environmentally compatible than competitive types.

For more information on any of the GEC McMichael broadcast products or systems, call 602/948-7255 or write GEC McMichael/Marconi Studio Systems at 8260 East Raintree, Scottsdale, Arizona 85260. TELEX 650-224-6202.

Have a salesman call Circle 218 on Reader Service Card
Send literature Circle 219 on Reader Service Card
One of the world’s smallest digital still stores is also one of the largest.

"Snapshot" from MCI/Quantel. Only 12½ inches high by 19 inches—including removable cartridge Winchester disk drive!

Snapshot is not only the smallest of MCI/Quantel’s DLS 6000 series units—it’s one of the smallest digital still stores in the world.

Snapshot lets you capture pictures from live asynchronous feeds, store up to 400 of them with titles, and replay them on demand. You can prepare and edit sequences or stacks of sequences. And you can search by title.

Need more? Snapshot’s bigger brother—the DLS 6020—gives you three framestores for on-air cuts and dissolves and the ability to handle up to eight disc drives. The DLS 6030 goes even further with production effects that bring an exciting look to your stills.

If that’s not enough, you can integrate up to sixteen Snapshots, DLS 6020s or DLS 6030s as workstations into our Central Lending Library (CLL). You can store up to 10,000 stills at each workstation and have simultaneous access to 100,000 more from the CLL. Plus unlimited off-line storage.

You can even include MCI/Quantel’s “Paint Box” as one or more of the workstations. So you can create the finest electronic graphics ever seen in television and have them instantly available for on-air use.

So whether you want a small system or a big system, Snapshot is the place to start.

Call your local MCI/Quantel office for more details. Or get in touch with us directly at 415/856-6226. Micro Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 50810, Palo Alto, California 94303.

MCI/QUANTE!, "Snapshot," and "Paint Box" are trademarks of Micro Consultants, Inc.
CBC's Papal Visit Coverage: Bigger than the Olympics

By Derick Harris

What has been called the most massive and complex broadcast undertaking anywhere began with a casual conversation between two men who probably knew very little about radio and television coverage of events that have worldwide proportions.

The conversation occurred in Rome in the spring of 1982. The setting was Vatican City where Emmett Cardinal Carter, head of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Toronto, Canada, was present at a meeting of church officials with His Holiness Pope John Paul II.

The encounter between the Canadian Cardinal and the much travelled Pontiff set off a sequence of events which has been described by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation as "the most widespread radio-television broadcasting coverage ever."

The job of coordinating the CBC's massive coverage of the Canadian papal tour was given to David Knapp, a career broadcaster and whiz kid of CBC large-scale projects such as the network's role as Host Broadcaster for the 1976 Montreal Olympics. Knapp's assignment was to organize logistics and carefully plan the technical elements for a papal pilgrimage that involved 110 hours of live television coverage of 60 separate events, over 12 consecutive days, in 13 different cities, over a combined distance of about 10,000 miles.

As it turned out, the Pope's schedule left Knapp with only 10 months to requisition personnel, find the necessary equipment, organize transportation and plan each setup for an operation that was larger than ABC's coverage of the 1984 Olympics, and would reach about 700 million people in 14 foreign countries around the world. These figures do not include the domestic Canadian audience, which the CBC has pegged at

Derick Harris is a freelance writer based in Toronto.
Cameras were cabled to production vans with a million feet of audio and video cable.

One of the 300 cameras used by the CBC to cover the Pope’s Canadian visit.

Knapp had the use of two Hercules air transport planes, a Canadian Government DC-8 jet, and a variety of other leased aircraft and helicopters. The two planes were used to airlift specially designed helicopter/mobile units—called Helipacks—which were leapfrogged around the country with two “pope-mobiles” in order to keep one stop ahead of the papal itinerary. Each Helipack consisted of a camera in the popemobile, a camera in the host broadcaster lead car, and a camera in the chopper.

Crews assigned to work with Knapp were confronted with a range of demanding production problems—from the air to ground motorcade coverage to complex setups at giant outdoor masses, complicated lighting situations for church interiors, the use of Steadicams for papal walkabouts, and nighttime coverage conditions at several giant rallies held in Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver.

According to Knapp, the CBC appropriated “every piece of equipment in Canada we could get our hands on.” In addition to the gigantic equipment pool, the CBC built media centers for editing and other production requirements.

Knapp was removed temporarily from his job as assistant managing editor at the CBC’s national news unit in Toronto in order to assemble the broadcast team for the project. He draws a deliberate but friendly comparison with coverage of the Los Angeles Olympics. “You’ve got three to four years to plan for an Olympics,” he says. Despite his 24-year career in broadcasting, and the fact that he has covered many of the CBC’s big projects, he candidly admits that “I don’t think any of us realized how big this thing was we were getting ourselves into.” (See panel on production requirements.)

Aside from the production pool,

13.6 million viewers. An additional 10 million listeners are thought to have been reached by Radio Canada International, which offers shortwave services in 10 languages beamed to Africa, the Caribbean, Europe, the Far East, and North and South America.

Knapp was removed temporarily from his job as assistant managing editor at the CBC’s national news unit in Toronto in order to assemble the broadcast team for the project. He draws a deliberate but friendly comparison with coverage of the Los Angeles Olympics. “You’ve got three to four years to plan for an Olympics,” he says. Despite his 24-year career in broadcasting, and the fact that he has covered many of the CBC’s big projects, he candidly admits that “I don’t think any of us realized how big this thing was we were getting ourselves into.” (See panel on production requirements.)
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PANASONIC® BROADCAST SYSTEMS.
Panasonic® presents the technology

NTSC, YIQ. Now you can make the most out of both. Because now Panasonic lets you do what you couldn't do before: Enhance your existing NTSC equipment with the higher performance and lower operating costs of the Panasonic YIQ M-Format. The result: 1-inch performance from 1/2-inch equipment.

Recam: We've got your configuration.

ENG, EFP, and Studio. The three key Recam configurations. In either three-tube Plumbicon® or Saticon¹ versions. And now you can use all Recam cameras and VCRs with all your existing equipment because they're all YIQ/NTSC compatible.

The Recam B-100B camcorder. It gives a single operator total control of both video and audio. With video playback and two-channel audio monitoring in the viewfinder. In the field, Recam gives you up to two hours from its onboard battery compared to just 20 minutes from some other camcorders.

In the studio, Recam cameras can be fitted with an optional 5-inch viewfinder and camera control unit for total broadcast versatility.

¹Plumbicon is a registered trademark of N.V. Philips.
²Saticon is a registered trademark of Hitachi, Ltd.

The AK-30 stands head-to-head with the bestselling broadcast camera in the world.

Digital registration. Image-enhancing circuitry. Dual white balance with memory. Three high-focus-field Plumbicon tubes. It's the Panasonic AK-30. And it will challenge even the bestselling broadcast camera in the world. With the industry's highest S/N ratio: 62dB. And a razor-sharp 650 lines horizontal resolution. ENG, EFP and Studio configurations. It works with triax and has a negative film switch for telecine use.

Only Panasonic gives you 1-inch color playback quality in the field from a 1/2-inch portable.

Up to now, if you wanted the quality of 1-inch color playback in the field, you had the hassle and expense of 1-inch equipment. Now all you need is the Panasonic AU-220 portable VCR. It's YIQ compatible. So you get 1-inch color performance from 1/2-inch equipment. The AU-220 also records and plays standard NTSC.

In the studio or van, the AU-220 doubles as an ideal source VCR when you add the AU-S220 adapter. It provides power, a drop-out compensator, and a fully corrected broadcast signal when you add a TBC, vectorscope and WFM.

For field playback on a budget, choose the AU-100KB and get black and white video confidence in the viewfinder.
When it comes to post-production, Panasonic speaks the language.

The Panasonic RS-422 Serial Interface can improve VCR systems control. Because it lets you control high performance YIQ M-Format VTRs from your existing VTRs and editing systems. The Panasonic AU-300B editing recorder, the AU-TB30 internal TBC, the AU-A30 full-function editing controller and AT-Series color monitors. Complete compatibility for total control.
Only from Panasonic. Automatic, continuous, reliable broadcasting.

It's the MVP-100 and it will revolutionize your station. Because it lets you program in advance, and automatically air, everything from news spots to commercials to station IDs. Even complete program-length material. All with YIQ quality, time-code accuracy and computer-controlled reliability. At a lower operating cost than conventional cart machines. Its recorders, spot players, and up to 24 modular transports operate independently. So the MVP-100 can even be programmed to override a breakdown the moment broadcast continuity has been interrupted to virtually eliminate dead air.

Panasonic Broadcast Systems.

Panasonic broadcast components can enhance any broadcast system. Not only will we make your images look better with advanced M-Format technology, we'll make it easier for you to originate, produce and broadcast them. Panasonic Broadcast Systems. Watch us improve your broadcast quality.

Call your nearest Panasonic regional office:
Northeast: (201) 348-7336
Southeast: (404) 925-6835
Central: (214) 257-0763
West: (714) 895-7200
Canada: (416) 624-5010

Panasonic Industrial Company
TELEVISION PROGRAMMING

Interior of one of 52 mobile units used by CBC for coverage.

ments, including the international audio and video feeds at every major stop, and television anchor positions at each of the 60 venues.

The CBC provided pool coverage to 14 countries outside Canada: Austria, Belgium, Brazil, France, Germany, Great Britain, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Trinidad, the USA, Venezuela, and Vatican City. The audio feeds included English and French translation, including "international sound" (without commentary). In the U.S., NBC coordinated network TV and radio pool coverage, as well as PBS and S.I.N. satellite feeds which went via Intelsat to EBU countries. Telesat Canada and terrestrial microwaves were used for the U.S. feeds.

Given the magnitude of the project, and the severely limited time frame for preparation, Knapp is amazed that technical problems were kept to a minimum. The most serious problem during the itinerary was the cancellation of the Pope's visit to Fort Simpson in Canada's Northwest Territories. The situation became dangerous for the papal jet because of extensive fog which had developed after the television crew and equipment were already in place on the ground. According to Knapp, who was in the chartered plane with the Pope, the decision to scrub that event was made by the Pope himself after the plane ran low on fuel and was forced to divert to Vancouver.

The biggest worry, according to Knapp, was the possible failure of the Helipack which was used extensively during the Pope's trip. The popemobiles, which were built especially for the Canadian tour, both had a robot camera inside, but no sound. Each camera was linked to the CBC camera-car in the motorcade and to the helicopter overhead. The shots from in front of as well as inside the popemobiles were fed to the chopper, and then to the nearest CBC feed position for the satellite uplinks. Another helicopter hovered about a thousand feet higher for aerial wide-shots of the Helipacks in action. Knapp's "big worry" functioned perfectly throughout. Wild sound in the motorcade was provided from the camera-car.

All things considered, would he do it again? "It was a great challenge," says Knapp. "I would do it again of course."

BM/E

A DECADE OF PROGRESS...
A DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE

As we enter our second decade, our commitment to offer the best products, prices, delivery, and service remains an uncompromised goal.

125 North York Street, Pottstown, PA 19464, (215) 327-3292. TWX: 710-653-0125/9825 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021, (602) 997-7523. TWX: 910-951-0621
© 1984 Videotek, Inc.
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There probably isn't a radio engineer on the planet who isn't familiar with the outstanding performance of our esteemed Tomcat cart machines. We've built and delivered more than 2,000 "Cat's" since we introduced them in 1981.

For those who want the quality, dependability and sonic performance of a Tomcat (and are willing to give up a few of it's bells n' whistles), a serious evaluation of our new Micromax is in order.

MICROMAX IS MORE THAN THE 'HIGH-TECH' LOOK.

With Micromax, our Maxtrax® heads come standard. Maxtrax is now widely accepted as THE performance standard because it delivers a half-track signal without quarter-track noise. With nearly twice as much track width, you get a quantum leap in sound quality, which, by our way of thinking, is the real bottom line. If your library is quarter-track (the NAB standard), no problem. Micromax can be ordered with an optional set of NAB stereo playback heads for immediate library use.

THE MECHANICS: TOUGH, LIKE A TOMCAT.

The D.C.-controlled capstan runs in sealed microfine bearings and is driven by a servo/belt system developed from computer disk drives. The result is superb wow & flutter specs. The conventional pinchroller solenoid was eliminated (and thus the damaging heat), and replaced with a simple, reliable D.C. servomotor which assures optimum, adjustable capstan-to-tape pressure and remarkably rapid starts and stops. Center-supported by a floating ball bearing race, the pinchroller self-aligns to prevent tape skew.

The cartridge guides guarantee accurate, repeatable positioning. The deckplate is thick aluminum alloy, precision milled and surfaced. Naturally, the heads are fully adjustable and mounted in beefy, precision cast assemblies.

THE ELECTRONICS: ADVANCED LIKE A TOMCAT.

With Micromax you've got lot's of headroom, better transient response and +24 dBm active, balanced program outputs. We've even designed efficient low-noise CMOS control logic.

Micromax has the standard two auxiliary cue tones and high-speed recue (22.5 ips). You can set a replay inhibit, and assign a machine number to the front panel LED display (which also doubles as the power indicator).

IT SOUNDS AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS.

The superlative specs can't tell you the whole story of Micromax. You have to hear it. Micromax has a red-hot, crystal-clear top-end. And a clean, punchy low-end. Everything in-between jumps right out in front of your ears too. Micromax can instantly put much better sound on-air for you. Now. Regardless of your station's choice of carts.

The 1/4 track NAB standard format. The Maxtrax wide-track format.

Maxtrax. The proven, superior format that delivers nearly twice as much track width for better sound.

BUILT RUGGED FOR THE REAL RADIO WORLD.

All of the electronics are contained on three easily accessible circuit boards and the elegantly simple mechanics couldn't be easier to get at for routine inspection and maintenance. Micromax is totally RFI immune, and consumes only 7 watts—running. Because the attractive chassis doesn't require any ventilation slots and screens, there's less outside world that gets into the inside. Because of the compact design, you can get two reproducers side-by-side in a rack with just 3 1/2" required. Of course, Micromax is pin-for-pin connector compatible with the Tomcat.

HOW MUCH?

The Micromax reproducer with Maxtrax heads is only $1,445.00 FOB Carlsbad, California — where we manufacture it. A recorder version will be available soon and we fully expect it's price to be as affordable as the reproducer-only model (stay tuned).

A Tomcat sits comfortably above the rest of the pack, but the new Micromax could be the purr-fect alternative for you. Either way, you can't lose.

Call us now or circle the bingo. We'll be happy to rush you technical brochures that fill-in all the other details we couldn't cover here.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Co
2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, California 90028
(619) 438-3911 Telex: 181777

The Choice for More #1 Stations.
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* Maxtrax is a registered trademark of PR&E Corp.
Psychics have had their say in the popular newspapers. Now BM/E’s editors gaze into the crystal ball and predict some of what may be in store for NAB ’85.

1. **Staff Report**

Components, components everywhere. This is going to be the year of the analog component in television, with just about every broadcast and teleproduction organization looking at some aspect of component TV. It’s going to be far-ranging: from recorder-cameras in half- and 1/4-inch formats, to analog component MERPS decks for on-air playback, to graphics systems capable of RGB or another component output. Hottest product is likely to be the **new Grass Valley analog component switcher**, based on the miraculously compact Model 100, but handling analog components instead of NTSC. This switcher joins the Shintron and Crosspoint Latch models already on the market, as well as GVG’s own Model 1600 version of the analog component switcher. There is also a rumor that Panasonic will introduce a small component production switcher. Also expect For-A to introduce the CVM-500 component production switcher (and composite version, PVM-500), both primarily for post-production. For-A to also unveil component TBC.

In other analog component developments: Digital Services Corp. to show Illusion multichannel digital video effects system in new component version. System will also feature new low-cost still store option, and some new effects. Philips Test & Measurement will introduce PM 5633 sync pattern generator with component video output. (Also the PM 5652 NTSC-7 VITS generator inserter with external signal input). Even Winsted has decided to climb aboard the analog component bandwagon, with a new storage system for the Sony half-inch Betacart MERPS system, and new dubbing racks for the half-inch tape format.

2. **Howe Audio** will add three-band EQ on every channel of 9000 Series consoles. **Auditronics** will have production model of 300 Series console introduced last year as prototype. **Pacific Recorders** won’t reveal details of “Project X” — top secret new development in another direction than carts and consoles.

3. **Lots and lots of new, ever-more-sophisticated graphics products.** Beston/McInnis-Skinner will launch new high-resolution improvement for Weathergraphics: 1920 pixels H resolution—“higher than anyone else’s.” Look for an expanded digital still store product from NTI.

4. **Ramko consoles** get sexier and sexier, with new CRT-based digital graphics display of VU? PPM? Something else? **JBL/UREI**, in departure from production orientation over last couple of years, will feature five- and eight-channel on-air broadcast consoles. **Soundcraft**, too, to introduce SAC-2000 on-air board, along with 20 Series ATR introduced at AES. **Arrakis** to unveil Model 150 SC six-channel 18-input console for small radio stations, introduced at RCPC; priced at $1995.
Lots of changes among some old friends: Broadcast Microwave Services (BMS), recently bought by Cohu, has big plans to expand from last year’s $3 million in sales to $9 million this year. Will introduce a 12 v micro-miniature ENG transmitter; a gyro-controlled Loran helicopter system; an entire family of automatic tracking antennas for news and sports; and a new multipolarity truck transmit antenna.

Comark, now exclusive distributor in U.S. for Marconi’s RF products, will promote them heavily. Also will introduce “most energy efficient UHF transmitter manufactured in the U.S.” the Comark “S” Series, from 10 to 240 kW, featuring the Comark/Marconi high-tech modulator.

No-shows will include Precision-Echo, which is concentrating on its military business; Vectrix, which can’t make an active commitment to the broadcast industry yet; and PEL and Broadcast Technology, Inc. which have gone out of business.

With ATR/VTR synchronizers making news all over, Evertz Microsystems will have a couple of hot new products: a new chase synchronizer priced lower than competitive models; and an phase meter with ability to adjust time code phasing. Evertz, a Canadian company, represented in U.S. by Amtel Systems, first time NAB exhibitor … Otari will show new remote controller for the EC-100 editor code synchronizer.

With the Harris decision to adopt C-QUAM, Motorola has high hopes for stimulating wave of AM stereo conversions at NAB. C-QUAM-only receivers from five OEM and 10 aftermarket manufacturers are expected, including Ford, Nisson, Pioneer, and Potomac Instruments. Several cars, one inside the hall, will demo the Motorola standard using either KMMJ, Las Vegas or a temporary transmitter.

Digital audio’s the thing wherein we’ll capture the conscience of the broadcaster. Eventide, quiet in product development for a while, will be showing a new Harmonizer, the H969, as well as a family of new digital audio delay products with advanced features …. Gotham Audio will have the EMT digital disk storage system, which uses removable Winchester disks for one to five minutes of digital audio storage.

Character generators at top of many broadcasters’ shopping lists, and manufacturers will respond. Laird will have a brand-new Model 1500 with 35 nanosecond resolution, 65,000 colors, 70-font library, dual disk drives, proportional spacing, etc …. Pesa America will show its CG-4721 character generator, now in production with new addons not seen last year …. Dubner with first NAB appearance of Texta, its new character generator system …. Quanta featuring camera-based font compose for its Q8 character generator, with software based fonts for maximum flexibility …. Beston/McInnis-Skinner to introduce Marquee 1000 lower-end character generator (to compete with Quanta Microgen), priced $3000-$4000.

Videotape’s on everyone’s mind, with the race on to develop a longer (30-minute) version of Betacam or M-format cassettes for MERPS systems. No one’s announcing NAB plans yet. A major tape manufacturer may be introducing a brand-new one-inch tape, but still too early to promise …. Meanwhile, 3M is eying possibility of incorporating new antistatic manufacturing process for ¼-inch U-matic tape cassettes. It has already introduced the formulation on Betacam and M-format tapes, with amazing results: far, far less static in the shell and key interior moving parts, meaning far less noise and dropouts on the tape …. To erase the new generation of high-density tapes, CMC will show TD-600 bulk tape demag-
Illusion™ the affordable full optical digital video effects system that puts cost in its proper perspective.

This powerful full frame system provides a full range of optical effects including... posterization mosaics rotation about 3 axes. Optional accessories include... perspective with variable vanishing points and key manipulation.

Illusion has many other unique effects and operating features... performs as a dual channel system when in its A/B video switching mode bubble memory feedback effects (upper left monitor shot) are internally generated and do not tie up a switcher M/E.

DSC’s 2 year warranty is further assurance that Illusion’s stable, fully tested electronics will perform reliably for you.

Call for a demo tape and complete details.

Unretouched monitor photos taken at NAB 1984.

Basys set for continued newsmroom computer push with Basys Basic—IBM-PC version of Basys system introduced at RTNDA. Operates as standalone terminal or in communication with main system. Colorgraphics NewStar to feature automated control of tape machines, character generators, and still store graphics using sophisticated machine control system—for the fully automated newsroom.

NEC stronger than ever in digital processing and CCD camera technology. Expect several new advances for E-Flex/Optifex digital effects system, with popular software modules (instant cube formation, picture cropping, etc. unveiled at SMPTE). In CCD camera arena, NEC continues to make sales and inroads, especially with RCA experiencing marketing difficulties. (RCA has contracted with Nisus to develop new approach to slow-motion camera shutter system.) Microtime will make first NAB introduction of SMPTE-introduced Genesis digital special effects system—really something to see, with low-cost effects produced using basic Microtime TBC/frame sync. ADDA big product will be AC-21P single-channel TBC/frame sync with digital effects, plus low-cost version of the ESP still store. Company is also said to be working on a “major new product area,” but won’t reveal any details. Fortel, too, working on new effects and options for its digital effects system.

Meanwhile, when will Tektronix come out in the open with full-scale frame synchronizer product, including effects? So far has shown the basic framesync and audio/video sync delay system. Reorganization at Tek, creating a new business unit, suggests the system may be on its way very soon.

Having found recognition in professional high-res monitors, Sharp will add 19-inch, rackmount nine- and twin nine-inch monitors to line. Pesa America will bring a newly developed line of high quality monitors.

TV stereo manufacturers are coming out all over. Orban will feature live, closed-loop demonstration of TV stereo complete with stereo generator, audio processing, and (probably) SAP channel. Wheatstone to introduce TV-80 TV stereo audio/SAP console. Plus TV-oriented DA-16 and DA-8 audio DAs. Hot new console from ADM will be the S/TV stereo console, priced $30,000-$45,000. Also the ST console for FM and small-market TV, and Post Pro 12 mixer introduced at 1984 SMPTE. LPB to unveil “totally new console line, budget priced, ‘rugged and reliable.’” in six-, eight-, and 10-channel stereo, all dc-controlled. Wegener will show product modifications for MTS/stereo TV STLs. Sigma to show new stereo audio DAs, plus new sch meter.

Neve eying TV stereo market to introduce major changes on 51 and 542 Series consoles to make them more suited to stereo. Will also formally launch Necam 96 console automation system, under development for some time. Expect SSL to reveal complete details of SL 5000H multichannel TV audio console, with production units expected to include special stereo imaging and perspective controls, multiple independent stereo outputs, and instant reset computer controlling all switching within console.

Expect a whole raft of new test equipment for measuring TV multichannel signal. Confirmed product development from RE Instruments. But Belar is also probably working on something. Asaca to introduce TA-35A TV sound signal generator. Broadcasters aren’t used to the dbx noise reduction system yet, and need all the help they can get with test and measurement. “This isn’t AM stereo, guys.”

Asaca with big, big plans for NAB this year: ACL-6000B MERPS system (600 cassettes); ADS-2000 still store (5600 frames); AIP-1320 still image transmission system; plus complete line of HDTV equipment, including HDTV test signal generator, TV test pattern generator, monitors, color encoder and decoder, and sync generator.

This will be the year for the 24-bit graphics system, thanks to the availability of some new low-cost chips. Manufacturers will make new systems available incorporating increased color and resolution as soon as possible: From Colorgraphics, the ArtStar II, priced “under $100,000.” Incorporates full-color digitizer with remarkably lifelike reproduction, plus full 3D composition, extensive color cycle animation capability, 250,000 displayable colors out of 16 million. Unit is also a high-quality character generator, plus digital still store—a complete station graphics package, glows and watercolors, etc. From 3M, the MFA, “big brother” to the BFA. $50,000-$60,000 unit displays 250,000 out of 16 million colors, with a 480 x 512 pixel resolution. Extremely fine anti-aliasing gives almost lifelike appearance. Other features will include pressure-sensitive digitizing tablet.
JVC's experience—and success—in designing the highest quality and reliability into compact video production cameras is unmatched. Now, continuing this tradition of high performance at an affordable price, JVC has brought a "high-end" teleproduction camera within the financial reach of production people often victimized by modest budgets. This time, it's ProCam 320.

What a package!

**Sensitivity.** ProCam 320 features three, 2/3" Plumbicon pick-up tubes for incomparable picture quality. A refined f/1.4 prism optics system provides horizontal resolution of better than 600 lines at center. A 2H vertical contour correction circuit further assures image clarity. And minimum illumination measures only 38 lux (3.6 fc) at f/1.7, permitting shooting even in limited or artificial light.

A video S/N ratio of 57 dB. Color framing output signal (RS-170A). A split field color bar generator for consistent color reference. A genlock circuit for maintaining a stable picture while switching or mixing with other signals locked on the same source.

**Easy Operation.**

Several 8-bit data memory chips offer operator conveniences for quick set-up and consistent performance. These include: Auto centering, auto-black balance and auto-white balance, auto black level stabilization and auto beam control circuits. Matrix masking for true color reproduction and automatic protection for the pick-up tubes are a few of the many features standard on this new camera.

**Versatility.** Easy portability. Outstanding performance in low-level lighting. High degree of automation. An extensive selection of options and accessories combine to make the ProCam 320 suitable for both studio production, EFP, or ENG; or, indeed, to any application, anywhere, that calls for top quality video production while staying within a tight budget.

**ProCam Technical Support.** Your ProCam sales representative will be happy to explain the availability and calibre of the ProCam technical support program.

For a demonstration of the ProCam 320 Video Camera, a 320 Spec Sheet, or JVC's complete catalog, call, toll-free:

**1-800-JVC-5825**

JVC Company of America
Professional Video Division
41 Slater Drive,
Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407

JVC CANADA,
Scarborough, Ont.

© 1984 JVC Company of America
ProCam is a trademark of US JVC CORP.
Plumbicon is a registered trademark of North American Philips Corp.
**Saticon is a registered trademark of Hitachi Denshi, Ltd.**
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Di-Tech to show new Model 5850 routing switcher, with up to three levels of audio per input; maximum frame capacity 40 x 20 outputs. Di-Tech still maintaining output-oriented approach to routers claiming it's superior even though rest of industry seems headed towards input-oriented product . . . Image Video to also debut new routing switcher, using hybrid design for high density packaging . . . . 3M to exhibit new two-level audio-only addition to H Series router—mono or stereo switching in 64 x 64 or 128 x 32 format. Can act as companion for video-only router.

Ultimatte to introduce Newsmatte II—more automated version of Newsmatte for live weather, sportscasts, and simple production work. Also working version of Ultimatte 5 seen as mockup last year.

Acrodyne to add 10 kW UHF and VHF transmitters to regular line, plus 1 kW LPTV transmitter. “All our transmitters are stereo compatible,” it notes.

RF Technology making advances on 11 microwave frequencies; new 7 GHz fixed and portable power amps (-10 dBm in, 10 W out); RF-UMLD new emergency restoration transportable system, 1.9-13.25 GHz; new ENG antenna system for offering 21 dB boost.

Telex will show new handheld and lavaliere condenser mics, plus lightweight, on-air quality headset/mic combinations, and new wireless mics . . . . Beyer Dynamic to unveil HM-560 headset with ribbon cartridge mic, also available as M-560 mic on a boom for use as a headphone ribbon mic combination with DT-100 and 102 . . . . RF Technology will join ranks of RF mic manufacturers with new 950 MHz wireless mic . . . . Cetec Vega to feature two handheld RF mics, the T-84 with a Beyer 500 ribbon element, and the T-87, with a Shure SM87 condenser element . . . . Crown introducing PCC-160 phase coherent cardioid mic, surface mounted. Plus new Micro-Tech 1000 W stereo power amp, miniaturized, for sound reinforcement and studio monitoring.

Expect exciting new editing concept from BTX—the Shadowmaster audio editor based on the IBM PC. Features color display of transport status and an edit sequence list for four transports via BTX Shadow synchronizer. Lots and lots of features normally found only with video editor, including built-in SMPTE calculator.

Omicron to introduce the 516 production switcher, with digital pattern generator, maximum of 36 inputs, and a serial interface.

ISC to top 1984-introduced System 51 editor with System 61: expanded RS-422 control capabilities; area of edit decision list interchange, and other features for simplifying editing. Older ISC systems will be upgradeable to the 61. Also to be announced are new RS-422 direct control interfaces and advances in the Super Edit program.

Microdyne will show new SCPC demodulator with access to all channels and formats. PCDR demodulates and processes 70 MHz IF signal used for most state and national satellite signals.

Centro to display new concept in ENG vehicles: capable of light production work in addition to full ENG capabilities (i.e., power, microwave, etc.). Concept generated by NBC’s west coast operation, which now has two new trucks . . . . Roscor will display 45-foot mobile unit built for Clearwater Teleproductions of Dallas—on the floor.

A source close to the company hints Canon will have two new products at NAB . . . . Angenieux will probably also have new lens in prototype . . . . EEV will introduce P 8474 ⅔-inch mixed filled Leddicons for ENG cameras such as Sony BVP 30 and 360 cameras. Also the P 8164 ⅔-inch hybrid Leddicons for cameras such as JVC KY-320E and Hitachi FP 22 . . . . From Ampere, a
Midwest and Ikegami give you super performance on the road

To cover those on-the-road events that mean big ratings, you need a mobile unit that delivers a top-quality performance every time. So, at Midwest we equip our M-1, M-20 and M-24 Mobile Units with tough, dependable Ikegami ITC-730A and ITC-730AP Color Cameras.

Every feature of the ITC-730 Series meets Ikegami’s high standards of quality and reliability. These professional 3-tube cameras have excellent ENG and EFP capability and the performance of these economical, easy to handle cameras surpasses that of many studio cameras that cost a lot more.

The ITC-730A and ITC-730AP Color Cameras use the same lens mount as the ITC-350, SC-500, HL-83, HL-95, and HL-79, making lens interchangeability possible. Your choice of pickup tubes – Plumbicons® in the ITC-730AP or Saticon IIs® in the ITC-730A – make these rugged yet lightweight color cameras the perfect choice for the budget-minded professional.

And 1985 marks Midwest’s 25th year in integrating superior equipment like Ikegami Cameras into comprehensive systems like the M-1, M-20, and M-24 Mobile Units. So, we have the expertise to custom design a unit that fits your needs perfectly. In addition, as one of the largest distributors in the nation, we can deliver a fully equipped mobile teleproduction unit on time and on budget.

If you want to improve your ratings by covering on location events, contact the company that specializes in giving superior performances on the road. Call 800-543-1584 and order a Midwest Mobile Unit with Ikegami Cameras.
Philips LDK 6 Family

The state-of-the-art in television cameras. Combining multi-microprocessor and triax technology. With Philips patented prisms for the highest sensitivity and matching throughout the range. Designed for both studio and field applications, even in severe weather conditions. The LDK 6 family.

Top of the line is the LDK 6 camera. Picture quality is the best that is available – assured by optimized digital scanning, shading and focus correction. And by the finest 3Cmm or 25mm Plumbicon tubes. Coerational, set-up and lens memories open a new world of creativity. There is freedom in lens choice too, as the camera head incorporates an internal diascopic.

And to make performance perfect and consistent the LDK 6 micro computers control over 1000 settings, including a motor driven backfocus. A totally automatic camera.

The LDK 26 using 18mm Plumbicon tubes, offers LDK 6 performance and many of the same advanced features. The LDK 614 is the portable partner for either model, using the same triax cable and control panels. For maximum flexibility the portable partner can be used as a self-contained camera for ENG type applications.

Already hundreds of users worldwide have discovered for themselves the LDK 6 family’s superb quality, flexibility and low cost ownership. Find out for yourself by asking for our brochure today.

PHILIPS
Reliability through Quality

LDK 6 quality... throughout the family
Whenever customers actually see and use Philips color monitors, they discover for themselves what remarkable quality, what remarkable value they provide. That's why Philips is offering professional users a two week free trial, for testing and evaluation (subject to availability).

See for yourself the high specifications and many operational features normally only found on more expensive units. Request a free trial on your letterhead, or return the coupon for a brochure.

For further information use the circle nos or send the coupon for:

PHILIPS TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC.
900 Corporate Drive, PO Box 618 Mahwah, New Jersey 07430, USA
Tel: 201-529-1550 Telex: 37-62558

Please send me further information on

☐ LDK6 television camera 191
☐ LDK26 television camera 192
☐ LDK614 television camera 193
☐ Philips color monitors 194

I would like a free trial of the

☐ LDH6200 14" color monitor 195
☐ LDH6220 20" color monitor 196

Name______________________________
Status_____________________________
Organization_______________________
Address____________________________

whole new line of high-stability diode gun Plumbicons, plus mixed field diode gun Plumbicons.

JVC hinting it may just possibly introduce a new U-matic VCR. Otherwise will generally emphasize its U-Matic format line.

Accu-Weather will add news and sports graphics to its package. Will also offer its graphics on Zephyr satellite . . . . Environmental Satellite Data will premiere Color Connection—$22,000 "complete weather graphics and data service" based around IBM PC. Major portion of system first shown at '84 RTNDA, with digitizer package and paint system new for NAB . . . . Kavouras will have enhancements for Triton doppler radar system: animation, detailed satellite imagery, and 256-color video digitizer.

Marti to introduce AR-10 mobile repeat receiver (VHF or UHF), CR-10 receiver (a rack-mount RPU receiver), and a 1.7 GHz STL for Canada.

Schafer World Communications (formerly Cetec Broadcast) will show new Ready Spot multicart cart machine with 30 trays, removable for easy maintenance . . . . 3M/ITC Omega NAB cart machine now in production models—mono playback and record, and stereo playback. Features secondary cue tone.

Continued advances on Listec Scriptwriter prompting/script prep system, now with modem capability so one user can communicate with another, plus increased storage on dual floppy-disk system . . . . Christie’s CASP (battery charger, analyzer, sequencer, power supply) to make NAB debut. Product automatically senses what kind of batteries are connected to it, then sequentially charges up to six automatically—"any brand of any type, including those which haven’t been invented yet."
Total Spectrum Manufacturing will introduce the VHS-100P—servo-controlled pan and tilt system, with microprocessor control and up to 100 position preset, H and V motion simultaneously; reset accuracy of .02 degrees.

On-air automation will be major item of concern at NAB, with both Sony and Panasonic continuing their push with MERPS systems. Following close of NAB, Sony inviting engineers to a technical seminar on host computer interface protocol and playlist disk format to examine connection of the Betacart to an external computer system for MC automation or to enable off-line preparation of playlist data. To register, call Ray Baldock, (201) 833-5265...

Lake to feature completely automated music video UHF station—virtually completely talent-run, including studio camera... Broadcast Systems Inc. continuing to make advances with DC Series 8P eight- and 10-deck automation systems, based on Betacam for U-matic decks. DC-10 priced under $190,000.

RTS to debut Model 848 dedicated line intercom master station which can select one or any combination of 24 other 848 intercom stations... Clear-Com promoting new features on DLC Series intercom: IFB, and split feed for sports. Also production versions of CP-300 belt pack, and TW-12 interface between RTS and Clear-Com systems allowing two channels on a single mic cable... Motorola C&E will have new PRX-1000 portable synthesized repeater: 48 channels, 35 W, weight about 25 lbs.

Leader to introduce LCG-420 sync test generator. Also introducing the LBO-5825 digital storage oscilloscope, especially useful for editor maintenance... Rohde & Schwarz to bring new video analyzer, UVF—lightweight, portable insertion signal measurement set measuring 16 test line parameters with high resolution LED bar display... Videotek will have a new sync generator. BM/E

For more information on products advertised in this issue, use the Reader Service Card.

6139 FOR EXCELLENCE IN PERFORMANCE

- 3 MIX EFFECTS SYSTEMS
- TEST MODE FOR SYSTEM TIMING
- MASTER FADE TO BLACK
- QUAD SPLIT
- TWO CHROMA KEYERS (OPTIONS)

The quality of the 6139 is superb. You could not ask for more. Even if you ignored all else, the 6139 would be selected for its single most important feature - its quality. There are several models to choose from 8, 16 or 24 inputs; LED or incandescent lamp buttons; fully computerized ("K" versions). The 7239 AUTO DRIVE is the most sophisticated computer controller in the industry.

Prices start at $14,500 for 8 input version and go up to over $70,000 with all options.
Who says interfaces have to take up rack space.

We don’t.

With an ISC Video Tape Editing System, this is all the hardware it takes to interface a VTR or switcher with RS-422 serial control. And we provide the cable.

We save you rack space, installation work, service problems, headaches, and money.

And we give you the best control and most flexible interfacing in the post production industry. For example, with VPR3’s, we provide variable speed edits with up to six VTR’s, 1% speed accuracy, plus Motion Match.

It’s no wonder that ABC chose ISC Systems for the Olympics and the Network. They needed the best.
Studio Cameras: Focus on the Future

With studio cameras now so reliable, stable, and automatic, has the technology reached the pinnacle of its development? Or will the next generation bring a new breed of cameras?

By Eva J. Blinder
Senior Editor

Compared with its early ancestors from the 1940s and '50s, the modern television studio camera is a sleek, streamlined thoroughbred, replete with zoom lenses, microprocessors, miniaturized electronics, and all those labor-saving automatics. It takes far less time to set up and maintain and, when properly adjusted, makes beautiful pictures. In many respects, it seems that the technology has nearly reached its outer limits, with perhaps some minor tweaking but almost no radical improvements still possible. But have studio camera manufacturers in fact "gone about as far as they can go?" What improvements lie ahead for the next generation of studio cameras?

The possibility of solid-state sensors, smaller pickup tubes, greater sensitivity, more (or less) automation, computer diagnostics, all were among the themes that emerged in discussions with representatives of studio camera manufacturers. While each manufacturer has different priorities and a different perspective, all agreed on one thing: today's broadcast studio camera has reached a high enough plane of development that radical improvements are unlikely, barring major technology breakthroughs (such as the development of a studio-quality solid-state pickup device). Camera makers are continuing to refine and improve their products, but in doing so, they generally are building on past achievements.

The Philips LDK 6, with six microprocessors, can be equipped with either one-inch or 30 mm tubes.
Thomson CSF's TTV-1525C is the only camera equipped with a color viewfinder.

rather than breaking entirely new ground.

When the CCD?

If new ground is to be broken, however, the most likely area is image sensing. Virtually all camera manufacturers see a studio-quality CCD as a likely development; by the same token, all agree it is some years off. RCA is perhaps the most bullish on the CCD's prospects: Dick West, manager of camera product management, states what the industry already knows: "RCA as a corporation is working toward ultimately eliminating tubes and using solid-state sensors" in all its cameras, including its studio line. However, he adamantly refuses to discuss time frames. Other manufacturers suggest five years from now as possible, although one comments acutely, "For 10 years, people have been saying it's five years away."

Still, the CCD holds promise for major changes in the way studio cameras are built. Tony Delp, director of camera engineering for Hitachi, sees "a solid-state pickup with studio resolution" as a possible major link in an all-digital video system. "That one item, if it comes, will change the entire way cameras are made," he predicts. Coupled with a digital VTR, "We could have digital video from front end to back end." But a real technology breakthrough will be needed to produce a CCD of sufficient quality, he insists.

Another CCD advantage is described by Gerow (Gerry) Brill, camera product manager at Thomson-CSF: greater sensitivity with absence of lag. "Lag is the last major picture defect that has to be overcome," Brill asserts. "Noise is good, geometry can be more than adequate, but lag is the last major impediment to a good picture." There are two possible avenues for improvement, he suggests: either tube manufacturers can come up with a way to reduce lag, or a studio-quality CCD can be developed. Brill can't comment on whether Thomson is working on a studio CCD at this point, but will say Thomson has the capability to do so. Al Kiel, manager of broadcast products for Philips, on the other hand, states openly that his company is working on a CCD camera, although its first introduction will probably be an ENG-style model.

How would the CCD change the studio camera? RCA's West commented, "Some changes will be rather subtle. There'll be no overwhelming change in operation." CCD studio cameras, he said, will derive some inherent benefits from the solid-state sensors: no registration (or automatic registration circuitry), no geometry circuitry. Other inherent advantages, according to West, would be "much better resolution and certainly much better dynamic resolution, fewer problems with worrying about scene content, reflections and shiny stuff and lights in a set, and no lag, comet-tailing, burn. Auto setup would change somewhat—centering, beam, registration controls all would disappear."

The technology needed to produce a successful and economical studio-quality CCD is still in the future, however, and manufacturing problems have some observers worried. Thomson's Brill suggests that one area of concern is a use for rejected chips. "To be successful in the future, a manufacturer must be associated with a consumer line," he states. "You need a vehicle for the rejected pickups because the yield for CCDs is so bad." In addition, he notes, "People with direct access [to solid-state sensors] will have a financial and distribution advantage."

Some of his concerns are echoed by Ikegami's vice president of broadcast products, Herman Skolnick. He says, "The wave of the future would be a solid-state pickup, but it must have the performance desired and required by broadcasters. The problem is that the development of this device has been slow, not in terms of making one or two but in terms of making a sufficient quantity at a reasonable price. . . . It's going to happen, but the real question is when." He notes that while Ikegami is keeping abreast of CCD developments, the company lacks the semiconductor capability of some of its larger competitors, who can build their own pickups in-house.

Shrinking tubes

While a CCD with studio-quality resolution is still out of grasp, current developments in tube technology are already challenging the domination of large-format tubes for studio cameras.
Hitachi’s SK-970 is a full-featured 3/4-inch studio camera.

Hitachi’s SK-970, Philips’s LDK 26, Ikegami’s HK-302, and Sony’s BVP-360 all incorporate 3/4-inch tubes in a studio or studio/field configuration. (Ikegami recently introduced another new 3/4-inch studio camera, the SC-500, intended primarily for industrial applications.) Although these cameras generally have a lower degree of computerization than their large-format counterparts, they nevertheless include a wide variety of automatic functions. (The HK-302 is the only manual setup camera in the group.) Says RCA’s West, “In all honesty, I think the large studio cameras with 30 mm tubes are getting stronger and stronger competition from 3/4-inch cameras. Ultimately, the market for large-tube-type cameras is shrinking.

Two-thirds-inch tube technology is putting out pictures that may not be quite as good, but are perfectly adequate for most applications.... I think that breed of camera is in great jeopardy from two fronts: the 3/4-inch tube challenge and, ultimately, the CCD challenge.”

According to Thomson’s Brill, this shift to smaller tubes has proceeded more rapidly in Europe than here. “Europe has been one-inch oriented for some time,” he comments. “The U.S., which was always 30 mm oriented, went through one-inch very quickly and is now moving to 3/4-inch tubes.” (Thomson’s TTV 1525C has one-inch tubes.) Brill believes one of the reasons for the slow acceptance of 3/4-inch cameras has been the lack of good quality studio lenses for them, which Canon and Fujinon are now remediying. At last year’s NAB, for example, Canon introduced a 40X lens for the BVP-360. Fujinon has also shown a 44X lens for 3/4-inch cameras.

With all their improvements, however, the tubes still have problems. Some see the new mixed-field 3/4-inch tubes as an important breakthrough that will bring better registration and as a result, higher resolution. “They’re going to be a major change for the industry,” says Delp. He and some others, however, note that stern wave may be more pronounced in the mixed-field tubes, which combine magnetic and electrostatic control. This illustrates the tradeoffs involved in almost all technology upgrades; improving one parameter often makes a second parameter worse. Brill notes another tradeoff that he says has affected 3/4-inch tubes: lag versus resolution. “We’re still operating with Plumbicons and Saticon that have lag,” he states. “Two-thirds-inch tubes have better lag, but in order to get better resolution tube manufacturers have made tradeoffs in target material,” limiting the lag performance. So actual lag in 3/4-inch tubes is probably no better than in 30 or 25 mm tubes, according to Brill.

Another area for performance improvements in tubes is comet-tailing. Philips has built a tube with a special anti-comet tail gun structure for outdoor work for the past 15 years and is now producing a second-generation model. According to Kiel, the advantage of the various anti-comet tailing circuits designed to work with diode gun tubes is that “you have to get into a problem before you take corrective measures;” i.e., they are feed-forward systems. Because the ACT tube works during retrace with a defocused beam, it has 30 lines of “foresight” that allow it to work on beam bending and problems associated with blooming. Philips has supplied 90 percent of its LDK 6s with these tubes.

Sensitivity

Another well-known camera tradeoff is sensitivity versus noise. Harris’s manager of distributor sales, Ron Frillman, sees cameras becoming more sensitive, partly in response to stations wanting to use less light because of energy costs. Kiel feels sensitivity is one of the largest issues in studio cameras today. “I still feel there’s a broad gap between ideal sensitivity and what any camera offers,” he comments. “They don’t compete with the human eye yet, and I would think we’d want them to do that.” According to Kiel, Philips has dabbled with image intensifiers (light amplifiers, used in industrial surveillance cameras) as a means to increase camera sensitivity. At one point in the 1970s, he says, Philips introduced a broadcast camera using image intensifiers. However, tradeoffs, mostly in the areas of graininess and noise, interfered with the camera’s acceptance, and it was discontinued. “I think with the CCD on the horizon many of these other [sensitivity-increasing] possibilities are no longer being pursued,” Kiel adds.

Blue-sky ideas aside, sensitivity is less of an issue in a studio situation than in the field, according to Brill. “In the studio, people don’t worry so much” about sensitivity because it’s easy to light sufficiently, he says. The real sensitivity problems occur in stadiums or at late-afternoon golf tournaments. “Even more important to me is lag. If you take an ENG camera and increase the gain by 18 dB, you get a fairly respectable picture—but if you pan the camera, you get a lot of lag.”

“Camera sensitivity is really lens and tube sensitivity—it really has nothing to do with the camera manufacturer,” adds Delp, who feels CCDs will make a major difference in camera sensitivity. “The CCD has such tremendous signal-to-noise that they can increase the sensitivity of the pickup,” he suggests. “With the CCD it’s up around 64 dB, so you can lose three or four [dB] and still be up around 60, and gain an f-stop.”

Within the camera itself, some sensitivity gains are being made. Sony’s BVP-360, for example, incorporates Canon’s new T1.2 prism, the first camera to do so. (A full description of the T1.2 prism appears in this issue on pg. 79.) According to Jerry Cohen, product manager for the BVP-360, the new prism gives the camera virtually the same sensitivity and depth of field as large-format cameras. Combined with the better depth of modulation—and hence, better resolution—of the mixed-field tubes, the new prism narrows the gap between large-format cameras and their smaller-format competitors.

Another area where smaller tubes may bring about change is in the quest
for a truly convertible camera, equally at home in the field and in the studio. West, for one, sees convertibility as a trend. "It’s really been brought on by the performance of 3/4-inch or mixed field tubes moving into studio quality and leading to smaller cameras," he suggests. "In the future you won’t have the big behemoths like the TK-48 or LDK 6. Instead, we’ll have smaller camera heads." With the smaller heads, power supplies, also, can be smaller. "The trend to smaller, more mobile, more flexibly portable heads will continue," he concludes.

Philips is also interested in a convertible camera. Says Kiel, "We continue to think about ideas of convertibility—one camera that can do it all." Smaller tubes or CCDs will greatly increase the possibility of a convertible camera that will fulfill a variety of needs, he feels. In addition, he notes, Philips has been working with miniaturized components for a while. The problem with them is servicing: their tiny size makes them difficult to work with. One idea might be to group them together "into one package that’s large enough to get your finger on," in Kiel’s words. "We are highly motivated to make a universal camera if we think we can satisfy enough people with it."

Better registration?

Thanks to modern, stable circuitry, registration errors are no longer the serious concern they once were to broadcasters. As one expert put it, "if you’ve got a color fringing problem, you’ve got a horrible camera." But short of perfection, there’s always room for improvement, and camera manufacturers have been working hard to refine their registration capabilities. A particular focus for R&D has been chromatic aberrations in the lens. Because different colors of light move at different frequencies, they have different characteristics when passing through a lens. This is especially noticeable with some of the higher frequencies of light. Because of these chromatic aberrations, zooming the lens causes slight changes in registration.

To correct for these, manufacturers are turning to microcomputers. A good example is the dynamic lens correction, programmable by individual camera and lens, that RCA has incorporated in its latest studio camera, the TK-48. Using an external dioscope, the operator zooms the lens to any three points in the range, setting it up and storing the information at each point. An algorithm in the camera’s microcomputer then assumes the lens is linear between the stored points and extrapolates for points in between to dynamically correct for chromatic aberrations. Sony also uses a dynamic correction system in its BVP-360, which Cohen says has more extensive lens files than any other camera. The camera stores zoom and focus information for five different positions of each of 16 lenses, correcting dynamically during use.

Hitachi is also using microcomputers to correct for chromatic aberrations. A particularly refined system is incorporated into the company’s new HDTV camera, which incorporates a specially built Canon lens with its own microprocessor system and ROM capabilities. The lens sends data on focus, zoom, and f-stop to the digital scan registration system in the camera for continuous, total correction. Hitachi’s most advanced studio camera, the SK-110D, also incorporates this digital scan system. Delp suggests that another important area for registration control is monitoring the temperature of the camera prism since heat generated by the lens can cause registration changes in the prism and tube assembly.

How much better can registration get? Opinions differ over how much change is possible, or even desirable. Thom son’s Brill says, "Going beyond where we are in registration method would be a point of diminishing returns" because of the high degree of accuracy now achieved. As he puts it, "Point oh five’s awful hard to measure." The cost of in-lens computers may outweigh their actual benefits, he suggests.

"An in-lens microprocessor may be more important in HDTV than in 525-line television," Brill explains. "In a 525-line system, you can tolerate some error in registration and not see a loss in quality on a standard home receiver. But in high-definition TV a sharp monochrome picture is even more critical. I think it’s probably a little bit ‘frosting on the cake’ for standard television, but it’s mandatory for HDTV." Now, some lens errors can be compensated for with the registration controls needed anyway for the pickup tubes. "Until HDTV reared its head, [the in-lens microprocessor] was nice but it wasn’t necessary. But with high-definition, it’ll be mandatory."

While agreeing that today’s cameras have very accurate registration, Delp still stands behind the fine-tuning. The digital scan registration system, he says, is "not so outlandish, it’s just expensive." He continues, "Registration errors have gotten to the place where they’re not really a problem the way they used to be ... Hitachi is working very much in depth on registration errors. We’ll see [changes] in the next year or two."

In a related area, some manufacturers are looking toward changing contouring controls. In general, cameras contour out of the green channel, and most manufacturers find that method satisfactory. Harris, on the other hand, recently patented a circuit to contour out of green and red simultaneously, which Frillman says results in a sharper-edged, more realistic picture. Thomson’s Brill predicts that CCDs may change the way contouring is done. "As CCDs become more available, they can be used as delay elements," he suggests. "I see the day coming where you’ll have contours out of each individual channel."

One development that may not be in the cards is the color viewfinder. While Brill "would be happy to see improvement" in small color CRTs, he complains that at the present time they lack the resolution a camera operator requires. Delp echoes Brill’s concerns, arguing that a color viewfinder probably won’t be much of an advantage. "It becomes heavy, big, expensive, and a maintenance problem—something else that has to be fixed," he states.

It’s automatic

What does the future hold for computer-controlled automatic func-
Which camera company offers a unique new process that sharpens your image without dulling the colors?

Now there's a special circuit in all Harris cameras that sharply defines the reds, without darkening them. Other cameras offer contouring on only one color at a time...Harris cameras provide contouring out of red and green simultaneously! This enhances picture clarity over a wide color spectrum, with no loss of color fidelity.

It's exclusive, and just one of the many advancements that make Harris cameras superb performers in the field and in the studio.

TC-90 ENG/EFP Cameras...Built for the Way You Use Them

Weighing about 8 pounds, the TC-90 is one of the smallest. But we deliberately made it a little bit bigger than it had to be to add balance and stability. A little longer to let the cameraperson grasp the lens in a natural, comfortable, controlled way. And we carefully shifted extra weight to the tail, so that the weight of the lens is counterbalanced.

Most cameras blind-side you to the right. Not the TC-90. Its low profile lets you see right over the top for total right-side visibility. And that low-profile body is constructed of a rugged graphite composite that is unaffected by the inevitable rough treatment in the field.

The TC-90 gives you auto white balance and auto black balance at the flick of a switch. With the addition of the exclusive Smart Package®, you also get computerized diagnostics, auto centering and encoder balance—plus microprocessor time code generation that lets you record SMPTE and VITC time codes as you shoot.

C Series Studio Cameras...Picture Perfect

You expect top performance from a studio camera, and with Harris C Series models you get it! Color fidelity and picture integrity are the best in the industry. High resolution with low lag, high sensitivity, low noise, highlight handling and variable contrast control give you color as you really see it, and clean, sharp video even under the most severe lighting conditions.

If you want a full computer-controlled automatic setup camera, choose the TC-85C. Or, if you're on a tight budget now, the TC-80C is a manual setup camera with automatics that can be upgraded in the field later to full computer setup capability. Both feature a new viewfinder with electronic-generated safe title and safe action areas, and a variable rectangular window. It's tiltable and rotatable, too.

An impressive 48 operator functions are controlled by the computer in the TC-85C, and adjusted according to preset parameters. Each camera has a built-in independent computer so that all cameras can be set up at the same time. Even by an inexperienced cameraperson. With just the touch of a button.

With the addition of a CRT and/or printer, which plug right into the TC-85C computer control unit, complete information on camera status becomes available on a hard-copy printout or on the CRT screen.

Manned 24-Hour Service

One of the real pleasures of owning a Harris camera is the secure feeling of knowing that it's backed by manned, 24-hours-a-day, 365-days-a-year emergency service. And by the best parts availability system in the industry.

Call or write for more information. Or, better yet, ask for a demonstration of the Harris camera of your choice. Harris Corporation, Studio Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, IL 62305. 217/222-8200.

HARRIS

For your information, our name is Harris.
things unautomated, rather than automation—a tendency to leave some things easy to do that would be difficult otherwise,”—control at an RCU, for example.

Blue skies

Computers, of course, have already transformed cameras, as they have almost all aspects of broadcasting. Their powers continue to intrigue camera makers. Frillman, for instance, has an admittedly blue-sky idea that could revolutionize camera maintenance. He suggests linking the camera’s internal computer by modem to a larger mainframe computer with much greater diagnostic capabilities, located at the manufacturer’s headquarters. In this way, users could perform very specific preventive maintenance over the telephone in just a few minutes. Besides cutting down on engineers’ work, such a system would eliminate the need to stock tubes and other parts. (Frillman notes that this is his own idea and that Harris is not working on such a scheme at this time.)

In a different vein, Delp suggests that the lowly camera cable may be in line for rethinking. “Probably the biggest thing that’s coming is a change to fiberoptic camera cables,” he predicts. According to Delp, the biggest problem with fiberoptics will be connectors. “For fiberoptics, the butting of joints must be so perfect that today it’s impossible in any kind of field condition with mud and dirt.” Connections must be very precise and clean. Also, he notes, fiberoptic cable “is small but fragile. It doesn’t bend real well.” Another problem will probably be getting enough power to the camera through the cable. Small cameras for ENG/EFP can be battery powered, but studio cameras need mains power.” Still, Delp says, “We’ll probably see it within the next five years without difficulty. It seems to be something that’s feasible.”

Next generation

Despite the various blue-sky schemes, the next generation of studio cameras will probably be very like its predecessors—only a little better. Thomson’s Brill feels the changes in the next generation will be “more into component reliability than performance. The camera industry has a pretty reliable and stable product now. If we could insure ourselves of increased stability, we could decrease automation.” The tube assembly, after all, “definitely has stability problems. Look at the specifications on any camera. Depending on the individual manufacturer, they usually specify a range of plus or minus 10 degrees Celsius from the setup point. All manufacturers tie themselves down to a fairly narrow temperature range because of variations in the pickup device.”

Sony’s Cohen also sees the likely changes as relating to daily use. The operational aspects of cameras will probably receive most attention, he says: “The in-use functions and facilities are more closely being addressed now than some technological breakthrough.” He also sees a move to decentralized computer control.
We designed-in features the competition couldn’t.

Get the competitive edge with our new family of field/studio cameras. The SK-97 and SK-970 combine on-board computers and advanced technology to provide the maximum flexibility and control available today.

No competitive video camera automatically sets up full color balance and full registration, including the green channel, in just two minutes.

No other video camera in its class has a full function, “smart” Remote Control Unit offering more capability in less space.

No other competitive video camera offers real time registration correction during lens zooming and focusing.

No other camera in its class offers automatic corner registration correction as part of its automatic registration set-up.

No other video camera has a prism heat sensor and pre-programmed ROM to ensure correct registration in real time.

Each camera contains an on-board computer that allows simultaneous set-up of up to 42 cameras within two minutes. Plus only one camera is affected in case of auto set-up failure.

Hitachi’s SK-970 and SK-97 Computacam

Our SK-970 and SK-97 Computacam offer superior noise-free video (59 dB signal-to-noise-ratio).

Combine all this with other advanced features such as 700 horizontal lines of resolution, high gain in 3 dB steps from 0-21 dB, completely interchangeable boards, and built-in auto diagnostics, and you can see why our SK-970 and SK-97 Computacam stand alone!

Get the features the competition couldn’t design in. For descriptive literature, technical information, or a personal demonstration, contact Jack Breitenbucher, National Sales Manager, Hitachi Denshi America Ltd., Broadcast and Professional Division, 175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 (516) 921-7200 or (800) 645-7510.

Hitachi

Circle 129 on Reader Service Card
GET THE PICTURE

With the Schwem Gyrozoom 60/300™ Image Stabilizer Lens

Now, truly stabilized optics. The new Schwem Gyrozoom 60/300 Image Stabilizer Lens fits most 2/3" ENG cameras and eliminates virtually all image vibration. Smooth footage is obtained when shooting from any moving vehicle—helicopter, truck, boat, motorcycle—even on foot—whether the camera is hand-held or on a tripod. The image is stabilized optically—not with braces or brackets.

Zoom from 60mm to 300mm. This lens enables you to shoot close-up from 1000 feet with a perfectly steady image. It is ideal for newsgathering and sports coverage.

Compact and lightweight. The Gyrozoom weighs in at approximately 6 lbs. Power drain is only 1 additional minute/hour.

Easy to operate. There's no special training required. It is as easy as 1. Attach 2. Aim 3. Shoot.

American quality backed by a full warranty. Fully warranted for 6 months with an optional service contract after warranty period.

To get the picture, you have to see the picture. Call Schwem Technology today to arrange a free demonstration.

3305 Vincent Road, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523. Call Collect (415) 935-1226.
Optimizing Profitability with Information Management

A management information system can harness the power of a computer to boost station profits. Don't let common pitfalls decrease the utility of your computer.

By Bryan D. Boyle
Contributing Editor

Picture this scenario: you are the GM of a group-owned station. Your sales have been increasing, as has your share since the last book. Corporate is very pleased with the past quarter's performance; projections are looking good to propel you into a record-setting year. Now the phone call: "... and I would like projections of estimated penetration in the 25-34 demographic versus sales targets and performance since the beginning of the fiscal year ..." So, you turn to your trusty card file and begin to shuffle through the client list, tabulate their target markets, and start to compare sales performance against your book's numbers.

Three days, later, the report is finished. You have a feeling there is an easier way, but you just can't put your finger on it.

What you need is a way of comparing and retrieving information that has been assembled and quantified on an ongoing basis, and compiling that information into meaningful reports and tables that can be used to improve your operation. In short, you need a management information system (MIS).

In its most basic form, an MIS system is used to centralize where day-to-day operating and financial data is stored. In terms of a computer system, this means that a master file of information is kept on paper, tape, disks, or some other medium and can be accessed by authorized personnel to be used as a reference in making business decisions. If you take a look at all the extra information, you can reduce it to this level. What separates one MIS implementation from another are the relational methods used in order to access, index, and report on that information to the user.

What information is stored? For starters, your sales and contract information, general ledger (which includes accounts payable and receivable), and perhaps, for an added incentive, your daily program schedule.

The large-scale MIS system at ABC Radio Networks is actually two systems tied together, each with its own processor and disk storage unit.
A data entry operator enters commercial information into the ABC MIS system.

GM's office is way down on the list of potential locations, as is the master control area. Why? Computer systems (and we're not talking about desktop units) consume a hefty amount of commercial power and, because of the noise of the various peripherals, are not well suited to being located in an office or work area. Since master control is probably staffed, the computer would not be secure in the off-hours, eliminating this location.

This is not to say that the system should be locked away in a closet, though. What you should plan for is a separate office, say about 15 by 15 feet, where you can locate the CPU, system printer, console, and media supplies. This area should have its own separate power drop from the main breaker panel and, for an added measure of protection, an uninterruptable power supply. This added measure of protection may mean the difference between an orderly shutdown of the system in the event of a power failure or a massive data reconstruction effort because of a power loss.

The second area to consider is how many people should have access to the system. Remember what I said about accessibility? Before the system is configured by the software vendor, you should sit down and look at the path the various pieces of information take in your operation. For instance, who handles the initial sales writeup? Where does it go from there? Who signs off on the order? Where is it released to traffic? In short, what is the direction of information flow, and how much information is needed by each person to complete the task? This must be done for each intended use of the computer, whether it will be used solely for sales and traffic or be part of an integrated system encompassing the full range of the business activity of your station.

Locking up

Don't neglect to ask the computer equipment vendors what steps they have taken to insure the information isn't released to unauthorized personnel, aside from the hardware security of the system. It defeats the purpose of hardware security if the information can easily be "peeked at" by others. Some information is public, of course, but a station can be put at a competitive disadvantage if its private, sensitive information becomes common knowledge. What software protection capabilities are written into the software? Is there a multiple-entry identification and password verification process, or is the system accessible simply by turning on the terminal? Is an activity log kept so that any problems with unauthorized data access can be traced to the time and place they occurred? Are the programs secure enough so that an operator will not corrupt data unwittingly by leaving a program operating when the office is closed for the evening? All of these ideas must be addressed.

On the question of staff, one thing is often overlooked when the decision is made to install an MIS system: who will be responsible for the maintenance (cleaning the floppy disk heads, etc.) of the system? Who will insert the program "patches" that seem to crop up from time to time, and make sure the programs and data are maintained efficiently? For most operations, the necessary tasks do not require a full-time staff person and can be added on to the duties of an existing employee. You should select one person that can understand the concepts of computer operations and make that person responsible for the proper operation of the system on an ongoing basis, providing him or her the opportunity to obtain training on your particular system.

Training tips

There's another big question you should bring up with the vendor: training. Computers are fast, they are certainly expensive, and they can help you increase the productivity of the whole operation. But, first and foremost, they are tools, as surely as a wrench is a tool for an auto mechanic. Data processing equipment is not meant to replace people, but rather to complement and expand the productivity of your existing personnel. But just as a wrench is worthless in the hand of an inexperienced mechanic, if the people who are to use the computer in your operation are not trained in its proper use and the need for accuracy in inputting data, that computer will be worthless as a tool for your operation.

What should this training involve? First, the basics: how to turn the machine on, how to do an orderly shutdown if needed, how to perform the daily data backup, and the other day-to-day tasks. Many people are overwhelmed by computers. A good computer supplier will strive to make your staff as comfortable as possible with the physical aspects of the machine so that this first hurdle can be overcome.

Second is what I call the "first date" syndrome: How do you operate this thing? One way of judging how well a vendor has done his homework is to take a look at the input and output displays contained in the programs. Is the information clearly presented, or is a lot of extraneous information displayed with the data? Are the areas in the data file that need your attention clearly delineated, or do you have to hunt for them amidst a jumble of information on the screen? Is the information requested in some logical order? Believe it or not, some programs in the general marketplace have been known to ask for input in the order of: name, zip code, city, address, and state.
In growing numbers, broadcasters and postproduction houses are using the 200 to add ambience to their audio. The 200's Hall and Chamber programs add reflected energy to dry voices, delivering fullness while maintaining clarity and articulation. Simple adjustments of the 200's size control can produce ambiences that identify an unlimited variety of spaces, such as a wooden cabin, an empty factory, a long corridor, or a stone temple. Scenes and dialog acquire more meaning—and the audience's ears appreciate ambience as much as their eyes appreciate color.

A reliable, cool-running, affordable package.

Human-engineered panel controls for easy, intuitive operation.

Programmable nonvolatile memory for storing up to 10 user setups with instant recall.

On-board mixing.

Now with the Lexicon Model 200 Digital Reverberator, broadcast audio takes on new color.

Size control—from the smallest closet to grandest canyon.

Balanced input and output connections with a maximum signal level of +24 dBm—in full stereo.

Hall, Chamber, and Plate programs—each with 10 preset variations.

Lexicon

60 Turner Street
Waltham, MA 02154 USA
(617) 891-6790
Telex 923468

Export:
Gotham Export Corporation,
New York, NY 10014
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For over two decades, America has taken a good look at Ikegami—and liked what it saw. In return, we've done our best to give America a good look at itself.

In the past 20 years, Ikegami cameras have captured the excitement and emotion of nearly every major news and sports event—as well as bringing the finest entertainment into American homes.

The list is a long one. It started with the Handy Looky's famous live broadcast of the Aurora 7 space flight—the first such coverage by a portable handheld camera. It continues with such successors as the HL-79E capturing news events with immediacy and spectacular imagery of on-the-spot coverage. The versatile HL-79E has also become the standard of EFP. And the newest of Ikegami's handheld cameras, the HL-95 Unicam, made its dazzling debut covering the Summer games in Los Angeles.

In the studios and remote locations around the nation, the Ikegami HK-322 and HK-357A have conveyed the pageantry and drama of major TV programs with unrivaled reliability.
and fidelity. While Ikegami monitors have helped many a director make the right decision behind the scenes.

And in industry, our high-quality ITC-730A professional camera has won the confidence of corporate production departments.

We're proud to have earned recognition from the American broadcast industry as the premier manufacturer of TV cameras. And to be honored with several Emmy Awards.

Join us in the celebration of our 20th Anniversary. For a free 17"x24" poster/calendar featuring the special illustration in this advertisement, please write on your letterhead to: Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607.
Doesn’t make much sense, and it can confuse even an experienced operator.

If the software is properly programmed for your operation, apprehension will soon give way to confidence on the part of your staff, once they see how the system operates. Your capital investment makes this machine an important piece of equipment for your station and as such it will become a central tool for planning and administration. Because it is so important, the software should be easy to understand and logical to use so that operating it is not an onerous task, but something the operator looks forward to doing.

Go custom

Much of the information we have to deal with as broadcasters is unique to this business. It may be possible to use some canned software such as DBase II (from Ashton-Tate) or Lotus 1-2-3 (from Lotus) on an IBM PC or compatible machine to do most of what you want to do, as long as you understand the limitations of the software. However, it is hard for a software author to know all the applications a program will be put to. Software is most often written to follow the middle path:

The system allows ABC to file and call up at will a variety of information on affiliates.

enough detail and manipulative abilities to be useful to a large number of people, but not specific enough to solve the problems of every business. Unless you are a small operation and really do not need to handle massive amounts of data, I would suggest going for the purpose-built systems that are available.

A few manufacturers produce purpose-written software for the broadcast industry, usually designed for a specific computer. They range from the small, single-user system to the minicomputer realm.

For the small-market radio station, a group called The Management in Aledo, TX, has a comprehensive package of software that helps you keep track of your sales inventory, logging, and monthly billing/affidavit requirements. The company started on some of the early eight-bit systems, and as of the last NAB was writing and delivering systems specifically for a whole range of small computers. Such systems can be used effectively by the station management that doesn’t want to make the large investment necessary to bring a minicomputer into the operation. If you are willing to sacrifice some speed, it can fit the bill quite nicely.

Such manufacturers as Kaman Sciences or Columbine combine minicomputer hardware such as Wang or IBM with custom software and sell complete systems for the medium to large market station. The advantage here is that, despite the hefty investment (which you can depreciate, by the way), these systems can do for your operation what it would take a platoon of office staff to accomplish. Typically, these systems handle complete sales entry routines and availability databases, produce hard-copy logs for multiple stations (insuring that competing products are not run in clus-

The TSM advantage.

■ A price and performance breakthrough … the HS-100P is the latest microprocessor controlled high speed preset Pan/Tilt System.

■ TSM’s exclusive Zoom/Focus preset servo drive for ENG bayonet mount lenses.

This combination of cost and unique features is creating new applications for the HS-100P every day … including teleconferencing, automated news sets, Music TV, remote sports pickups, training, medical documentation, and ideal for any pickup where a camera cannot or should not be locally controlled.

Operating features: High speed…1° up to 40°/Sec.; Return accuracy…less than 0.2°; 100 Preset Pan/Tilt/Zoom/Focus positions; rugged, servo driven anti-backlash gear drives with MIL spec “follow” pots; adjustable for center of gravity control; is easily converted to ceiling mount.

Call or write for complete details on the HS-100P and TSM’s complete line of Pan/Tilt heads and accessories.

Dealer inquiries are welcomed.

TOTAL SPECTRUM MANUFACTURING INC.
20 Virginia Avenue, West Nyack, NY 10994
(914) 358-8820

THE NEW, INNOVATIVE EQUIPMENT SOURCE.
EMARKABLE EDITING POWER. PURE AND SIMPLE.

THE EMME™ COMPUTERIZED EDITING SYSTEM

Now there's a way of editing so simple, so powerful, it may change the mechanics of editing forever. A way of editing so flexible, it adjusts to YOUR style of editing.

**Picture and Sound Editing with the Mouse Control**

EMME's revolutionary Cinemagraphic Editing Workstation makes simple work out of editing. No dials, switches or complicated command language to learn. Just a single-button mouse control that lets you make all source movement and edit selections directly from simple, on-screen menus. Finally, here's an editing system that puts all time code and computer-related functions in the background. So you can concentrate on the creative process, editing "film-style" by picture and sound.

**Time Code Editing with the Video Editing Workstation**

But because the EMME computer can be used with our Video Editing Workstation, those editors who like to work with time code and edit list management can still do so with EMME. We started with a functional, easy-to-learn control panel, designed to minimize button pushing. Then arranged the most used keys in a logical, triangular pattern for ease of use. All in one comfortable, familiar package.

**Time Code or Film-Style—The Choice is Yours**

What makes it all possible is the heart of the system, EECO's EMME computer. Plug-compatible with either workstation, the EMME computer offers sophisticated editing features like:

- Fast, comprehensive edit decision list management
- Time-saving event clustering
- Auto assembly with full lookahead search

And because the EMME computer works with EITHER workstation, you can choose the one most comfortable for your editing style. And that's something no other editing system can offer, at any price.

**See for Yourself**

So if you've always wanted the speed and precision of time code editing with film-style ease, or if you're looking for a way to expand the market for your editing services, you owe it to yourself to take a serious look at EMME. From EECO, the people who pioneered time code editing almost 20 years ago.

For more information about EMME or about our series of one-day "Editing With Time Code" seminars for 1985, call our Video Products Customer Service Department, (714) 835-6000, ext. 2419, or write EECO Incorporated, 1601 E. Chestnut Avenue, P.O. Box 659, Santa Ana, California 92702-0659.

EECO
Computer Controls for Video Production
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"5 YEARS OF SHOO AND I'VE NEVER H
Chris Gamboni bears the unique burden of tapping once-in-a-lifetime events.

Because his biggest client is the world-famous Grucci Fireworks Family, and Chris is single-handedly responsible for taping all its major shows—from the 1980 Presidential Inaugural celebration to the opening of the 1982 Knoxville World’s Fair.

So it’s revealing to know that to ensure the consistently high quality of all his productions, Chris uses Sony K-Series tape exclusively.

In fact, he’s been using Sony ¾” videocassettes for over five years—without ever having been let down by a single one.

This remarkable record is no accident.

It’s the deliberate result of a quality-assurance process that subjects a one-hour videocassette to over 1,000 hours of unforgiving scrutiny and analysis—in which custom-designed testing equipment is used to ensure that specifications are higher than those on the spec sheet.

It’s the result of unrelenting attention lavished on such vital factors as dropouts, video and audio performance and mechanical reliability. Along with such often-overlooked details as splicing strength and extraction force.

It’s also the result of such exclusive Sony innovations as an ingenious DDL binder that guarantees even distribution of particles and high durability, while providing protective lubrication.

All of which gives Sony K-Series tape the distinction of being the most consistent ¾” videotape the industry has ever seen.

As Chris Gamboni told us, “When I shot the fireworks show at the Brooklyn Bridge Centennial, I didn’t have the luxury of shouting ‘Take two’ if something went wrong.”

And thanks to Sony, that’s a luxury he could live without.

SONY
The Tape Measure In Video.
In addition to data processing, the ABC system has word processing capabilities. Here, a management employee writes a memo.

Because of the enormous flexibility of such systems, added improvements can include word processing, full audit-trail of the station's business activity, and even entry into automated program operations, with report-back capabilities from programming as to the real times spots ran and programs began and ended. Closed-loop systems are being worked on now, and the potential to maintain control over the total flow of the station’s product means the accountability problems inherent in broadcasting can finally be brought under control. Affordable systems such as this are not far off, and when they arrive they will serve to make your station even more competitive.

Bringing an MIS system into your station is one of the most important decisions you will have to make as a manager today. Careful study of what you are doing now and where you would want to be with the installation of such a system will pay dividends in increased efficiency and decreased losses because you don’t have the information you need when you need it. Plan carefully, and you will wonder how you managed to get along without it!

Nothing sells an LPB® console like the station that bought one

We recently surveyed a group of radio station General Managers who purchased LPB audio consoles...

TX 100kw FM—"Delighted; it simply won’t stop."

UT FM—"Love it; would certainly buy another. Best all-around console we’ve ever had."

NY AM—"Great board; our second LPB. Wouldn’t buy anything else."

SC AM—"Best I’ve ever had. It was recommended by our consultant. Have anyone interested call us."

OH FM—"Our second LPB board, because we liked the first so well!!! Never had any problem with either."

WV 50kw FM—"Couldn’t be happier with it. Certainly pleased with your rep’s presentation."

CA AM/FM—Our operators love it. It’s a solid console. The good layout made it easy to install."

What are you saying about your console?

Call your LPB Dealer or LPB

LPB® LPB Inc.
28 Bacton Hill Road
Frazer, PA 19355
(215) 644-1123
TELEX: 70300

©1985 LPB Inc.
* is a registered trademark of LPB Inc.
Pro Pac® 90. The perfect direct replacement battery for the Sony BP-90.

Typical BP-90 replacement battery: Failures waiting to happen.

- Loose wiring. No fast charge sensors. No cold temp sensor.
- No strain relief. Right angle wire stress. Splices.
- Fuse replacement requires soldering and special pigtail fuse.

Compare and find out why.

Have you ever thought about all the reasons why VTR batteries fail in the field?

We have. Anton/Bauer designed Pro Pac® 90 with exclusive features that assure dependable performance for your field productions.

1. Unique Tricomp™ connector (patent pending) automatically couples cold temperature and fast charge protection sensors (2) and (3) to Anton/Bauer Lifesaver® chargers for 100% safe fast and quick charging.
2. Molded cable assembly with solid wire terminations on PC board withstands the roughest handling.
3. PC board design eliminates loose wiring and failures caused by flexing, chafing, pinching and breaking.
4. Backup hi-temp fuse in output for total thermal protection and (7) snap-in design for easy, quick replacement of 3AG fuse.

Plus the Pro Pac 90 uses new technology NiCad cells for greater capacity, improved voltage plateau, more reliable fast charging and virtually no “memory” problems. 100% computer testing certifies the superior performance characteristics of your Anton/Bauer Pro Pac 90 battery.

Survives in the field. Pro Pac 90's design eliminates the failures of conventional BP-90 type batteries. The proof is in the field.

The quality standard of the video industry.
Tandberg's new Series TCD 900 is a superior and cost-efficient alternative to the (unprofessional) practice of using inferior home tape decks for Professional applications. These new Professional Cassette Decks offer unparalleled sound capability, advanced mechanical and electronic design, plus extraordinary control flexibility based on an 8-Bit microprocessor with 32K of EPROM memory. These are the type of quality products for which Tandberg is well known, and are designed and built in keeping with the company's more than 50-year reputation for quality, performance and long-term owner loyalty.

**TCD 910 Master Cassette Recorder**

TCD 910 is designed to replace both reel-to-reel and cartridge machines in many applications, and is capable of producing tapes at sound and silence levels beyond that required by broadcast and studio requirements. Combined with its extremely accurate real time counter and sophisticated autolocator functions, this machine is truly a multipurpose cassette recorder.

Features include:
- High precision, rugged 4 motor tape transport with direct load, instant access cassette positioning.
- Discrete three head system with built-in record azimuth adjustment is combined with Tandberg's proprietary Active Phase Correction Circuitry, exclusive discrete, wide band electronics, plus the highly regarded Actilinear II and Dynec systems. In addition, the latest generation Dolby B and C noise reduction processors are utilized.
- All audio circuitry uses high spec polypropylene capacitors and metal film resistors.
- Built-in autolocator with 10 cue points in real time, auto cut search and cue/review.
- Auto stop and/or rewind after cut.
- Electronically balanced XLR input/output connectors.
- Front panel bias and record current adjustment, with built-in oscillators.
- Optional RS 232 computer interface, infrared wireless and hard wire remote with fader start.
- Wide range of options and accessories.

**TCD 911 Cassette Playback Deck**

The TCD 911 offers the same quality of construction and design as the TCD 910. Its special features include:
- Playback pitch control.
- External playback azimuth control, for optimum performance from any pre-recorded cassette.

In a multi-deck studio situation, the TCD 910, combined with the TCD 911, makes for the ideal match of performance, reliability and price.

**TANDBERG**

**TCD 900 SERIES PROFESSIONAL CASSETTE DECKS**

**TANDBERG OF AMERICA**

Professional Products Division • One Labriola Court • P.O. Box 58 • Armonk, NY 10504 • (914) 273-9150
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Monitoring Technology Aids Remote Control

Thanks to new automated monitoring techniques, large remotely controlled networks can proceed with safety.

By Larry Evans

The Nebraska Educational Television Commission operates nine television transmitters (six full-power VHF and three high-power UHF) which are located throughout the state. These transmitters, in conjunction with 16 translators which range from 1 W to 1 kW, provide Nebraska with nearly complete coverage and 112 broadcast hours per week.

There were many incentives to remotely control one or more of the VHF transmitters. In the case of KRNE-TV (Ch.12), located in the north central region of Nebraska, the benefits for remote control, as well as the technical complications, were obvious from the beginning.

KRNE is located 17 miles south of its city of license, Merriman, which has a population of 150—a density of about one person per square mile. This transmitter, located in the rugged and harsh Sandhills Region, has had an historically high turnover of personnel. If remote control could be achieved, then the operation staff needed at KRNE could be reduced from four to two. The two excess staff positions could then be transferred to the main studios in Lincoln, where the manpower was badly needed. This reduction of high personnel turnover costs at the site would be an additional benefit to the station.

One of the technical complications of remote control which KRNE would have to overcome was its adjacency to KTNE-TV. KTNE-TV (Ch.13) is KRNE's nearest potential control point. Located 90 miles away, and on the adjacent channel, KTNE would seemingly pose problems in the form of cochannel interference. Since VHF is much more subject to cochannel interference, the combination of KRNE's Channel 12 and KTNE's Channel 13 virtually eliminated any hopes of off-air monitoring of the KRNE signal.

Monitoring solution

The solution to the off-air monitoring problem appeared to be the Tektronix 1980 ANSWER (Automatic Video Measuring Set). It was felt that KRNE could be remote controlled and monitored by multiplexing the serial data from ANSWER with the serial data from a state of the art remote control system over a full duplex dedicated line. With this concept in mind, a 1980 ANSWER was purchased, along with a Moseley MRC-1A. Both systems were ordered with RS-232C interfaces for input to a data multiplexer. After separate familiarization with each of the systems, it was time to attempt to multiplex the two data streams.

The initial concept was to implement a statistical multiplexer because of its more efficient use of available baud rates. Advice and the loan of equipment from the local telco aided in the selection of what was going to be needed for the final system. Statistical muxes and modems were then lashed together and calculated losses were made, but the system refused to function.

After carefully studying the system, several discoveries were made—cable compatibilities, data configurations such as word length, start and stop bits, and priority. It was felt that what was happening was the lack of a priority designation for the Moseley information. Every 250 milliseconds the Moseley control terminal tries to talk to something. If no response is received within two seconds, the control terminal decides it is no longer connected to anything, and activates the failsafe system. While the Moseley interrogate word was waiting in buffer to be read out, the ANSWER was busy reporting or graphing, claiming all the transmit time from the multiplexer.

It was decided to try some time division multiplexers in hopes of eliminating the buffer delay problem. Arrangements were completed to test
An operational ANSWER system at the Atlanta transmitter site near Lexington, NE. Shown from left to right are the Tektronix 4006 Computer Display Terminal, 4631 Hard Copy Unit, and the ANSWER Unit.

some TDMs, which proved quite successful after some minor problems were solved in setting them up. The final configuration had both inputs operating at 1200 baud asynchronous and 2400 baud, 3002C unweighted line which had been ordered between the two stations. This configuration gave adequate time for the measuring system to provide its reports and for the remote control to interchange its “handshaking” and data transfer messages.

The equipment was then dismantled and taken to KRNE for installation. After being installed, the whole system was again operated back-to-back at KRNE for checkout and personnel familiarization with the system’s capabilities. The initial expectations were for the personnel at the controlling point, KTNE, to be able to work with the measurement and control system in this back-to-back configuration to give them a better mental picture of what was happening at the transmitter while they were in control. Although these were good intentions, there was a lot of pressure to get the system operational because of the turnover in manpower at KRNE.

Telco problems

On January 15, 1982, three months from the original startup date, the control line was scheduled to be turned up. Less than a week later the control end equipment was removed from KRNE and transferred to KTNE during a blizzard. High data error rates had made the system unusable for both control and monitoring. At times, control of ANSWER and the Moseley remote terminal was lost.

It appeared that the problem was that different manufacturers’ modems were on the lines, and telco couldn’t get them configured to talk to each other. Most of the telco problems were solved, however, when modems of like manufacture were installed.

With a usable link between the two stations, a period of dual control began on February 19. This consisted of personnel at KTNE operating the KRNE transmitter by remote control while operators at KRNE watched for potential problems and provided corroborations of measurements made at KTNE. The KTNE operators were not looking at a picture or waveform monitor. Instead, they evaluated the status of KRNE from alpha/numerics supplied by the Moseley control terminal and the Tektronix terminal CRT. If additional information was needed to satisfy a particular question, the graphics capability of ANSWER was called upon to provide the necessary information.

Audio modulation

Now that problems in remote control and measuring the video signal had been covered, the audio problems had to be dealt with.

Since no useful off-air signal was available, a simple modulation monitor could not be used. The solution was to connect the output from the rear connector JX of a TFI 702 to the Moseley status input, which provided an indication that positive modulation peaks were exceeding 100 percent. The peak flasher threshold and driver circuitry was duplicated on a board compatible with the TFT mainframe, and a socket Larry Evans (center) meets with Bill Clark (left), transmitter supervisor, and Larry Hanson, transmitter engineer, at KTNE-TV site in Angora, NE.
M/A-COM MAC, INC.  
Microwave Systems  
For Broadcasters Around the World

Over the past 25 years, Microwave Associates Communications has been installing communications links and Electronic News Gathering (ENG) equipment around the world. We are now the leading microwave systems supplier to the broadcast industry. One stop shop for portable transmitters, receivers, and antennas to base-band and heterodyne fixed links.

Continuous Product Innovation

Beginning with the first solid-state portable transmitter in 1964, B-line fixed and portable equipment in 1967, G-line terrestrial radio in 1970 and up to present day with a complete line of ENG equipment, M/A-COM MAC has been the technological innovator. We have delivered the most advanced and reliable equipment spanning both local broadcasters and major networks around the world. To further our role as product innovators, we introduced a new series of portables, a new central receiver and a helicopter skypod system in 1983. In 1984, we introduced the 40 GHz portable system, multiband radios and a state-of-the-art ENG receiver.

Commitment To Service

As part of our commitment to total customer satisfaction, we now have two dedicated domestic service and support centers: Eastern region – Massachusetts (800) 343-3006 and Western region – California (714) 538-3772. Plus, for product information, write to me, Duke Brown, M/A-COM MAC, Inc., 63 Third Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803 or call (617) 272-3100, Ext. 4331. See us at the N.A.B. Show in Las Vegas, April 14 to 17, 1985 (Booth 1004).

Microwave innovations for a changing world.
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Larry Evans (left) and Bill Ramsay, director of engineering, Nebraska ETV, in one of the control rooms at the main facility in Lincoln.

was wired to provide power and input/output signals. The output signals, connected via an added connector to the status inputs on the Moseley, were then adjusted to fire at 25, 50, 85, and 100 percent modulation levels. The sample and hold circuitry prevented a true sense of program dynamics on the status LEDs, but provided a positive indication of the audio modulation levels of the transmitter.

To provide verbal communication between the sites, a black box was installed. This also allowed station personnel at either end to break the control line. In addition, the black box served to switch the audio output of the TFT to the control lines via Moseley control. In this way, operators at the control point were able to monitor the transmitter audio. A timing circuit restored the control line to normal in 20 seconds, since once the switch to audio monitoring was made, the line to the remote control was broken. Using the system in this manner, operators were able to verify correct audio.

Measurement systems

Initially, operation of the ANSWER was through the "monitor and report" program of the Option 01 software. The primary weakness of the Option 01 software in transmitter monitoring was its lack of a zero carrier reference. The Tektronix Option 03 program solved this problem. By the time the program was installed in September, KTNE operators had become familiar with programming the measurement system. In addition, the KTNE personnel had written some of their own modifications which further refined the system.

The ANSWER has two inputs labeled A and B. In this configuration, the KRNE demodulator output was fed to the A input and the processor output to the B input. Since the input to the processor is telco, operators at KTNE could now check the incoming signal quality and the transmitter output at ANSWER input A. Future plans call for remote-controlled 10x1 switchers on at least one of the inputs so signals may be traced through the entire station via remote control.

With the assistance and cooperation of Tektronix, "patches" have been written into the program which allow the implementation of tasks not originally in the Option 03 program. One of these patches allows graphing up to 36 lines of video, but with reduced resolution. The purpose of this patch is to check for tilt and clamp failure which readily shows up in the vertical interval. Other patches can provide a graphic readout of what the sync and window values have been for the past 60 minutes, or can even provide a wakeup call for operators at KTNE.

Positive response

The system has served very well now for a little over two years. Even though ANSWER is being used in a different application, it performs exactly as designed—to give accurate measurements. The operators trust the system because of its accuracy. Hard copies of the measurements, sent to the network control center for study, provide a consistently accurate picture of what is occurring. Given the geographical distances of the Nebraska Network, this is a tremendous time and energy saver.

Further improvements

Some further improvements in the system are planned for the future. The major concern, with regard to outages caused by remote control, has been loss of control lines and the required shutdown upon loss of remote control. Normally, for other than very short outages, a control line loss initiates the callout to one of the two operators. Due to the distances involved, however, it can take an operator an hour or more just to travel to the transmitter. During this time, the transmitter is off the air unless the control line has been restored. Thus, it is extremely important that the network have a reliable control line.

A major step taken to reduce control line outages was the installation of Racal-Milgo Omnimode 48 modems, which gives the system operation of 4800 baud or 2400 baud on each input. This increase in baud rate makes the Moseley and ANSWER systems more responsive to operator commands.

The Nebraska Educational Telecommunications Network has been very pleased with this method of solving the off-air monitoring problem. It is now planning to install two more systems which will allow KLNE-TV to remotely control KMNE-TV and KPNE-TV.

Thanks to this new automated monitoring system, the large network of Nebraska's educational TV stations can now proceed with safety.

Larry Evans is an assistant director of engineering and transmissions for Nebraska Educational Television.
Whether you coordinate scores of cameras, video tapes, remote units—or hundreds—you can have control over the rapid-fire decisions so essential to a successful production.

A new concept in intercom systems now makes completely flexible communications an affordable reality.

The Intelligent Intercom System totally integrates point to point, party line and program interrupt (IFB) communications into a single powerful system under unified control. This means all crosspoints and key assignments can be changed in a manner of minutes. How? The Intelligent Intercom System is controlled and configured through uniquely versatile software at the master control console.

Each station contains a microcomputer to receive instructions from central. It stores and monitors key assignments, senses external inputs and controls internal utility relays. And, it reports station condition and key status back to central.

We build Intelligent Intercom Systems for the full range of broadcast operations—plant, studio and on location. And, our systems are designed to meet your requirements now and for years to come. They are fully expandable and field upgradeable. Our basic system handles up to thirty-two stations with a 64 x 32 port matrix.

The technology has proven its advantages in the most pressured of challenges—the 1984 Summer Games.
See us at Booth 1400 soon.

Will you show us your secret?

Are you not an expat owner?
Until now, the versatility of 2/3-inch format cameras has been limited by their relatively poor sensitivity and great depth of field.

With the development of a new f/1.2 prism, however, Canon is offering a solution.

By Robert Rivlin, Editor

The history of television, as we know, is relatively short. Many of us can remember when the idea of transmitting pictures through the ozone into thousands of homes was merely a dream—and a fantastic dream at that.

But ever since that dream first became a reality, television has been undergoing a constant evolution. Thanks to broadcasters who recognize that, despite the incredible technology that surrounds us today, we can do something to make it even better.

The television camera has certainly evolved, from the Image Orthocons equipped with triple-turret lenses that brought us shows in black, white, and several shades of gray, to today’s generation of compact, computer-controlled color cameras equipped with zoom lenses.

In fact, we are witnessing the dawn of yet another generation of cameras—even more compact with even greater capabilities—thanks to ongoing research and development of the 2/3-inch format.

The performance, functions and capabilities of today’s 2/3-inch cameras far exceed what anyone could have envisioned just a short while ago. From certain performance standpoints, the 2/3-inch cameras are equal to or even surpass large format 1¼- and one-inch color cameras.

2/3-inch limitations

If 2/3-inch cameras have significant limitations when compared to their large-format counterparts, however, they are in the areas of sensitivity and depth of field. Typically, they don’t provide enough sensitivity and they provide too much depth of field. Until now, it was thought these problems were virtually impossible to solve due to the physical limitations imposed on prism and lens design by the 2/3-inch tube. A breakthrough is at hand, though, in the form of a new f/1.2 four-piece prism designed by engineers Shiomi Kanie and Kiyoshi Fukami of Canon, Inc.

Typically, 2/3-inch cameras are equipped with zoom lenses with a maximum aperture of f/1.6 and, less often, f/1.4. This is primarily because the typical three-piece beam-splitting prism inside the camera, designed with the ideal dimensions to transmit light to 2/3-inch tubes, is limited to receiving light from lenses with a maximum aperture of f/1.4.

Table 1 is an equivalency chart comparing the relative optical requirements of 1¼-inch, one-inch and 2/3-inch tubes. Assigning state of the art sensitivity a value of one, you will note that an f/1.6 lens and an f/1.6 prism are required to produce the same sensitivity on a one-inch camera as produced by an f/2.1 lens and an f/2 prism on a 1¼-inch camera. These numbers are derived in the same way we determine the proper focal length required to produce the same angle of view on cameras of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube Size</th>
<th>Equivalent Aperture</th>
<th>Existent Lens</th>
<th>Existent Prism</th>
<th>Sensitivity (normalized)</th>
<th>Depth of Field (normalized)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1¼&quot;</td>
<td>f/2.1</td>
<td>f/2.1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>f/1.6</td>
<td>f/1.6</td>
<td>f/1.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/3&quot;</td>
<td>f/1.1</td>
<td>f/1.6</td>
<td>f/1.4</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.45 (deeper)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon new prism &amp; J4OX lens</td>
<td>f/1.1</td>
<td>f/1.2</td>
<td>f/1.2</td>
<td>0.84 5.04 dB UP</td>
<td>1.05 28 percent shallow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The Canon f/1.2 four-piece prism, in combination with an f/1.2 lens, increases sensitivity by more than 5 dB and diminishes depth of field by 28 percent.
different formats.

The column labeled "equivalent aperture" shows that, ideally, an f/1.1 lens and f/1.1 prism would produce the same level of sensitivity on a 3/4-inch camera. Unfortunately, this is still out of reach. But continuing across to the right on Table 1 we see that the typical combination of an f/1.6 lens and f/1.4 prism yields less than half the sensitivity we can get with large format cameras. Thus, the currently available 3/4-inch cameras are severely limited under low-light shooting conditions.

Due to the smaller relative aperture we can also see that depth of field is increased by almost 50 percent, making it more difficult to isolate a subject and eliminate a distracting background with this combination of lens and prism.

**Sensitivity boost**

Table 1 shows the great significance of Canon's f/1.2 four-piece prism. When used in combination with an f/1.2 lens, sensitivity is increased by more than five dB-reaching 84 percent of the sensitivity available with large format cameras. Depth of field is diminished by 28 percent also, giving the 3/4-inch camera virtually the same degree of creative control as the larger format cameras.

Despite all these obvious advantages, no one has been able to successfully incorporate an f/1.2 prism into a 3/4-inch camera until now. One reason was the widely held belief that the laws of physics stood in the way. We can more fully appreciate this if we examine the design of a typical f/1.4 beam-splitting prism.

![Three-piece beam splitting prism.](image)

**Figure 1. Typical three-piece f/1.4 beam-splitting prism.**
The affordable, portable editing system. At Camera Mart.

“Super System” is a fully portable 3/4-inch A-B Edit System based on the Convergence Edit Controller. It is completely self-contained, can be rolled from room to room and shipped anywhere in the world.

Open the cases, plug in and you’re ready to power up in a matter of minutes.

It has one BVU-800 and one BVU-820 as source machines feeding one BVU-800. Other configurations are available employing combinations from half-inch through one-inch.

The Editor is supported by two TBC’s, time code, dual floppy disk drives, high-speed printer, switcher, and audio mixer. Monitoring includes dual 8-inch color monitors, one 12-inch color monitor, wave-form monitor/vectorscope, data display monitor, and 2-channel audio system. All permanently mounted and pre-wired.

“Super System” was built for Camera Mart rentals by the Systems Division of Camera Mart. You can rent it from us or have one built to your specifications.

It's new, and, as you'd expect, it's available right now from Camera Mart.

The more you know about video, the more you can rely on Camera Mart.

The Camera Mart, Inc.
456 West 55th Street, New York 10019 • (212) 757-6977 / Telex: 1-2078
304 First St., Liverpool, NY 13088 • (315) 457-3703
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splitting prism, composed of three glass blocks as illustrated in Figure 1. 

Light rays passing through the lens enter the first prism block. Only blue colored light will be totally reflected by the blue-reflective dichroic layer on this block and, as you can see, will be reflected to focus on the blue-channel tube.

Red and green light passes through the blue-reflective dichroic layer and enters the second prism block, where red light will be totally reflected by the red-reflective dichroic layer to focus on the red-channel tube.

Green colored light passes through the red-reflective layer, enters the third block and reaches focus on the green channel tube.

That’s how the prism works. Building it was a bit more complicated.

The angle of inclination of the rear plane of the first prism block—labeled number two in Figure 1—depends on the f-number of the lens and the index of the prism glass. The lower limit of inclination at two should be set so as to reflect 100 percent of the blue colored light onto the front plane—one. This lower limit of inclination becomes greater as the maximum aperture of the lens increases.

On the other hand, the upper limit of inclination at two is determined by the need to allow the remaining red and green light to pass through the blue-reflective dichroic layer at this plane. This upper limit of inclination becomes smaller as the maximum aperture of the lens increases. When the upper and lower limits of inclination coincide with each other, the maximum aperture of the lens cannot be further increased.

Using this three-piece prism design, it is generally agreed that this condition is reached with a maximum aperture of approximately f/1.4, subject to slight variations according to the index of the prism glass used.

In case you are wondering, Figure 1 also illustrates what will happen if a faster, f/1.2 lens is used in combination with this typical f/1.4, three-piece prism.

The blue colored light entering the first prism block from area "A" will be reflected by the blue-reflective layer but not all of it will be reflected when it reaches the front plane—one. Instead, some of it will escape the prism due to the small angle of incidence at one.

Further, the light included in area "B" strikes the rear plane—two—at such a large angle of incidence that it is reflected and does not pass through to the second and third prism blocks to reach the red and green channel tubes.

Therefore, using an f/1.2 lens in combination with this f/1.4 prism results in a loss of part of the light and so significant a shift in the ratio of the blue, red, and green light reaching their respective color channel tubes as to make it impossible to achieve a white balance.

Four-piece prism

The f/1.2 four-piece prism created by Canon engineers Kanie and Fukami includes a wedge-shaped prism block in front separated from the second prism block by an air gap, as shown in Figure 2.

Basically, the problem of lost blue light is solved because the blue light reflected from the blue-reflective layer at two strikes in the front plane—one, which is leaning in this design—at a larger angle of incidence, and 100 percent of it reaches focus at the blue-channel tube.

On the other hand, in comparison to
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The new four-piece f/1.2 prism solves the problem of lost blue light that occurs when an f/1.2 lens is used with an f/1.4 prism.

Once developed in theory, there was great difficulty in designing and finally manufacturing the f/1.2 four-piece prism successfully. Three specific problems were encountered:

First, as may not be obvious from the diagrams, the f/1.2 four-piece prism requires larger individual pieces of glass. These are more difficult to obtain with the high transmission index required for this application and slightly more difficult to grind and polish to constant, microscopic tolerances.

Second, increasing the number of component parts in the prism from three to four, magnified by many times, the problems of alignment, as well as greatly increasing the necessity for absolute manufacturing accuracy.

The third and most obvious problem was the greatly increased difficulty in preventing ghost images due to the increased number of reflective surfaces. This was clearly the greatest challenge of the three.

The problems of the larger pieces of high-index glass and maintaining the necessary high standards of quality control were solved primarily because of the long experience of Canon's engineers and technicians. In addition, the company employed very high-quality, specialized numerical control machines in manufacturing the individual components of the four-piece prism. Simi-
larly, special jigs—themselves built to micron tolerances—were used in the alignment process.

**Computer design**

However, solving the problem of internal reflections and ghost images was something that truly may not have been possible just a few years ago. Canon employed a very sophisticated, high performance computer for this task. Canon engineers then developed their own software, which creates a computer simulation of the path light will take as it moves through optical devices. Essentially, the computer determines the precise path the light will take as it enters the prism and passes through each block. It finds each point of reflection and searches out ghost images, so we can eliminate them. And we have.

So the solution to the problem of creating an f/1.2 prism for 1/2-inch cameras was solved through Canon's precision optical engineering, higher quality control standards, and sophisticated computer simulation. As this prism is incorporated into the next generation of 2/3-inch cameras, their capabilities will be greatly enhanced.

To fully realize the capabilities of the f/1.2 four-piece prism, Canon has introduced a new J40x9.5B f/1.2 lens. Designed specifically to be used on cameras incorporating the f/1.2 prism, this new field lens has a powerful (40X) zoom ratio. Despite its range, it is a true f/1.2 zoom, a full stop brighter than conventional lenses at any focal length. However, although designed for 3/4-inch tube cameras, its great zoom ratio and very large f/1.2 relative aperture make the new lens virtually as large as its counterparts designed for one- and 1 1/4-inch cameras.

One final fact about the prism is that because its optical path is nearly the same as that of conventional high index prisms, it is possible to use conventional lenses with excellent results. Therefore, the acquisition of new 1/2-inch cameras with the f/1.2 prism will not make existing lenses obsolete.

Canon’s successful creation of the f/1.2 four-piece prism has eliminated two primary drawbacks that have prevented 1/2-inch cameras from becoming the mainstay of the broadcast television industry; too little sensitivity and too much depth of field.

While these developments do not give 1/2-inch cameras total parity with their larger counterparts, they are sure to expand the usage of small-format cameras in many fields.

---

**Telex Intercoms help you give your best performance.**

When that moment is at hand, lighting and sound experts know that cue signals can be critical to the best performances. Behind the stage, on location or at the sidelines, things can happen fast, and when they do, the professional must take action. There's only one chance to do it right.

AUDIOCOM gives professionals the help they need. It's the closed circuit intercom system for large, small, portable or fixed installations from television to stage productions, stadiums to race tracks, or industrial to public safety applications. Belt packs or wall mounted stations deliver crystal-clear communications for up to five miles, and may be "daisy-chained" or directly wired to the power source. All components, including intercom stations with LED signalling, headphones, mics, cables, switchboards and remote battery packs, are completely compatible with other systems.

Audiocom — so each performance can be your best. For more information and detailed specifications, write to Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420.

For quick information, call toll free 800-328-3771 or in Minnesota call (612) 887-5550.
The revolutionary Hitachi HR-230 1" VTR has the most advanced real-time, self-diagnostic capabilities ever perfected.

In either the record or playback mode, a computer inside the HR-230 monitors 49 different performance parameters second by second. And then stores this information within the memory for recall at a later time—not just with numbers and symbols, but in words.

This means no more errors slip by when your operator is not there. And there's no more need for hit-or-miss spot checking.

The Hitachi HR-230 has a unique quick-threading tape path, incorporating retracting entrance and exit guides, main erase head, as well as a scanner air system that protects tapes.

It recues a 30-second segment in 3.5 seconds. It has a fast/slow motion range that provides real-time reverse and field/frame still motion. Plus programmable time compression up to 20%, with 0.1% accuracy.

A unique, concealed fold-out control panel groups editing functions and separates edit controls from the main control panel.

In short, it's the ultimate 1" for networks, affiliates or teleproduction companies. Don't consider your next 1" purchase without looking into it. Contact Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd., Broadcast and Professional Division, 175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797. (516) 921-7200 or (800) 645-7510. Hitachi Denshi, Ltd. (Canada), 65 Melford Drive, Scarborough, Ontario M1B 2G6. (416) 299-5900.
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Industry Needs: A Decade of Transition

**BM/E**’s annual Survey of Broadcast Industry Needs shows spending significantly increased for 1985, while a 10-year retrospective of past survey results shows many significant changes in the industry.

Staff Report

The year was 1975. In the television industry, ENG was just getting off the ground. Production and post-production methods were becoming increasingly sophisticated, introducing the need for both better VTRs, and a new generation of time base correctors. BM/E’s annual survey of broadcast industry needs—called “The Panels of 100 Survey” back then because questionnaires were mailed out to groups of 100 each of engineers and managers at radio and TV stations, showed the top five products as TBCs, production switchers, character generators, quad VTRs, and portable cameras. At the bottom of the list were master control switchers, transmitters, and medium- and high-priced cameras.

On the radio side, reel-to-reel decks were the number one item of interest for those planning to go the NAB show (held in Las Vegas that year). After consoles and cart decks, studio automation equipment was the next most important product. FM products were on the bottom of the list. And test equipment was number six and turntables number 12 out of a total of 15 products surveyed that year.

**NEW TECHNOLOGY TV STATIONS**

TV Stereo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Rec</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERPS</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW TECHNOLOGY RADIO STATIONS**

Radio Stereo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCAs</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM Memory</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nineteen eighty, just five years later, and it seems the whole industry has turned completely around. ENG cameras are now the number one priority among TV broadcasters going to the show, followed by one-inch VTRs, videotape editors, 3/4-inch VTRs, and microwave for ENG. Quad VTRs have already fallen to the bottom of the list, which now numbers 31 products. Digital effects are in the number eight position, electronic still stores number 12, character generators number 22. A separate question, “which technologies do you expect to have the greatest impact on your operations over the next two years?,” found 31 percent voting for further computerization, 26 percent voting for further ENG developments, and 25 percent voting for installation of an earth station.

On the radio side, the 1980 list of “most wanted products,” now 22 items long, still had studio ATRs on top. FM quad had already come and gone, and was last on the list. Studio automation equipment had fallen to number 16, field ATRs were only number 15, reverb and special effects were just one number ahead of FM quad, but remote pickup equipment was in the number three spot, just behind consoles and mixers. Asked the same special question about which technology would have the most
impact in the next two years, radio broadcasters gave the edge to AM stereo, with 24 percent of broadcasters voting for it. Digital technology, earth station equipment, and further computerization each received 20 or 21 percent.

Nineteen eighty five. This year, 3000 survey forms have been mailed out to a cross section of BME's subscriber list, and the results tallied for not only TV and radio stations but teleproduction facilities as well. Within both TV and radio rankings, we also show how the industry voted for its "most wanted products" by market size. There are 47 products listed for television, 31 for radio. And this year for the first time, reflecting the increasing demand for quality audio in the TV medium, TV stations and facilities have been asked what their priorities will be for purchasing specific kinds of audio equipment during the coming year.

Industry responds to pressure

Perhaps the most significant finding in the study this year is that the industry—both radio and television—continues to evolve in response to market pressures to be as up-to-date as possible. High, high on the list for the TV station and facility are devices such as character generators and digital effects devices; there's no mistaking the need, in every size market, to have an on-air look which says the station cares about its image. Similarly, not only are ENG cameras and studio/field cameras maintaining their places near the top of the list, but studio cameras have suddenly come into the foreground as being priorities for the broadcaster (the number one priority for medium-market stations, and number six in the overall rankings, rising from number 22 last year).

Other trends emerge, too:

- Newsroom computers are the number two priority at large-market stations.
- Test equipment among TV broadcasters has suddenly fallen from number eight to number 16. A possible cause; broadcasters this year, with more money to spend, are less interested in maintaining equipment than they are in buying new gear.
- Satellite earth stations, which hit their peak of interest in 1981, continue their slow decline in interest.
- Interest in ¾-inch VCRs has fallen off for the first time since we began keeping records (number one in 1983 and 1984, but only number 11 in 1985) while interest in half-inch VCRs has suddenly taken off like wildfire, rising from number 20 last year to number nine this year.
- Despite the ballyhoo over recorder/cameras, and the new MERPS replacements for quad cart automation systems, recorder/cameras are still fairly low on most broadcasters' priority lists, with little change

--- Facilities
--- Stations

increasing importance --->
FUJINON'S revolutionary 2-door zoom lens.

It works the way you do.

FUJINON's new 17X studio zoom will permanently change the way you use and feel about a lens. More than refining the studio zoom, FUJINON has revolutionized it to give you greater control, flexibility and efficiency than ever before. Downtime for adjustments and repair is drastically reduced. And the need to remove a shroud is virtually eliminated. For instant access to all important adjustments, just open one of the two doors.

The new 17X zoom incorporates more "FUJINON firsts" than any lens in our history. For example, you can pre-set limits on the zoom range to match the lens' outstanding ramping characteristics to the lighting levels of every production. (If necessary, you can still override the limit from the pan bar.) To change the slow/fast zoom speed, you do it on the new pan bar zoom control instead of somewhere inside the lens. You also have the option of adjusting servo focus and zoom control tension—to get the exact "feel" you want.

With the new 17X studio zoom, every major component is modular to make user servicing a practical reality.

FUJINON's new 17X zoom is the first generation studio lens of the future. And it's here, now.

For more information on the P17X16.5ESM studio zoom lens and other fine FUJINON products, contact the FUJINON office nearest you.
SONY TRINITRONS HAVE BEEN
YOUR PICTURES CAN LOOK

1 An Aperture Grille, which doesn't warp, instead of a shadow mask, which does—for high color purity.

2 Nine-hundred TV lines for the highest resolution of any master control CRT—so details are sharper, and noise is never hidden.

3 Advanced comb filter—to achieve excellent luminance/chrominance separation with minimum artifacts.

4 ±.5 mm convergence within center circle—to prevent outlines from appearing around images.

5 One-percent linearity in center lines—to ensure perfectly proportional images.

6 Current feedback circuitry—to reduce color temperature drift to 1% over 500 hours.
DRAMATICALLY IMPROVED SO THEIR ABSOLUTE WORST.

If this were live, and you were critically evaluating your video signal, you would be looking blissfully at one of the most revolting pictures you ever saw.

You would, that is, if you were viewing a new Sony BVM-1900 or BVM-1201 Broadcast Trinitron®.

The new BVM Master Control Monitors have been completely re-engineered to reproduce your signal precisely the way it was fed into them.

If Tiny Tim's hair was covered with snow, or his ukulele was making too much noise, you'd know it. Because these Trinitrons offer the highest resolution available—900 TV lines.

This degree of resolution has been made possible through Sony's extensive research and development in high-definition TV.

However, the real reason they're the state of the art in broadcast CRTs is that they give you the highest resolution without ever compromising color purity or brightness.

That's because instead of using a shadow mask, which suffers from the disadvantage of being spherical (therefore causing it to warp from heat), Sony uses an exclusive Aperture Grille. It's cylindrical, and is rigidly held straight at the top and bottom, enabling it to resist thermal or mechanical bending and ensuring white uniformity.

And thanks to another exclusive Sony feature, Automatic Beam Control, when Mr. Tim goes tiptoeing through the tulips, they won't turn into pansies right before your eyes. Because the monitor reads its own signal and instantly corrects for color drift.

Plus, all phosphors used in BVM Broadcast Trinitrons now match the industry's U.S. standards.

For more information on the one piece of test equipment you shouldn't be without, the one with mixed video capability that's ready to accept computer graphics, and you don't have to be Tiny Tim to afford, contact Sony Broadcast today.

In New York/New Jersey call Sony at (201) 833-5350; in the Northeast/Mid-Atlantic (201) 833-5375; in the Midwest (312) 773-6045; in the Southeast (404) 451-7671; in the Southwest (214) 659-3600; in the West (213) 841-8711.

since last year; and MERPS systems are down even closer to the bottom of the list.

The latter is borne out by another part of the study, a question on which areas of new technology will be most interesting to stations and facilities in 1985. Surprisingly, MERPS were interesting to only 31 percent of respondents in top-market stations, 4 percent in medium markets, and 29 percent in small markets. By comparison, multichannel sound scored 69 percent in top markets, 32 percent in medium markets, and 54 percent in small markets. (See accompanying chart.)

Radio more cautious

Among radio stations, the changes are less dramatic. Cart decks, consoles and mixers, microphones, and test equipment continue in the number one to four positions they have held for some time. Nonetheless, there are several significant trends:

- Turntables have become extremely popular again, this year in the number five position, having slipped to number 10 last year.
- Medium-market stations show several indications of going against the patterns being established in the rest of the industry. Noise reduction equipment, number 16 in the overall rankings, is number six among medium-market stations; Reverb and special effects equipment, number 18 in the overall list, is number three in Metro ranks 11-50; and whereas the rest of the industry ranks cart decks as number one, they are only number 10 in the mid-sized markets.
- FM transmitters, among small- and medium-market stations, will be of significant interest this year.

Further, contrary to what some describe as a static medium, radio broadcasters are most certainly interested in new technology. Headed the list of new developments which radio broadcasters will be eyeing are compact disc players, scoring 60 percent interest in top market, 67 percent in medium market, and 44 percent in small market stations. Second on the list of interest was solid-state audio memory, scoring 35 percent, 28 percent, and 23 percent in large-, medium-, and small-market stations respectively. On the subject of SCAs, small market stations are the most interested—34 percent.

Spending to increase dramatically

Fueling all these interests in new products and new technology is the finding that, in all parts of the industry, capital budgets for 1985 are up, up. Overall, 63 percent of radio stations will increase their budgets in 1985, 18 percent will remain the same, and 19 percent will see a decrease. This will mean an industrywide total increase in capital spending of approximately 25 percent (30 percent

Radio's Most Wanted Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metro</th>
<th>11-50</th>
<th>51+</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cart Decks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Consoles, Mixers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Microphones, Accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Test Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Turntables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Audio Processors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Monitoring Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Monitor Speakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Antennas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>FM Transmitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>STLs, TSLs*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Telco Interface Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Satellite Earth Stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Studio ATRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>RPU and RENC*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Noise Reduction Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Remote Control Equipment*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Reverb and Special Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>AM Transmitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Power Supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Studio Automation Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Mobile Vans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Newsroom Computers*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Business Automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Intercoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>ATS Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Time Compression Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Field ATRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Digital ATRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Fiberoptic Systems*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not previously reported
** Reported previously as "TSL" and "STL" *** Microphones not reported in 1981

1. Overall ranking determined by total respondents indicating high and medium priorities multiplied by weighting factors.
In the past, if you were considering C-QUAM®AM stereo, the exciterc manufacturer may have suggested a certain audio processor. But now you have a choice—after extensive testing in Motorola's lab, OPTIMOD-AM Model 9100A/2 with the new #1-S Stereo Compatibility Card has been fully approved by Motorola for use in C-QUAM installations. There are already scores of 9100A/2's driving C-QUAM excited. Now that Motorola is telling its customers and using the 9100A/2 to demonstrate their system at trade shows and technical exhibitions, we expect OPTIMOD-AM to become an even more popular choice for C-QUAM stereo. (In addition to C-QUAM, the versatile 9100A/2 can be configured to operate ideally with any of the other AM stereo systems.)

OPTIMOD-AM:
The Original AM Stereo Matrix Processor

Our 9100A/2 was designed from the ground up for the matrix (sum-and-difference) processing that is necessary to achieve full loudness on mono radios. So we only need to use two carefully-harmonized AGC stages from input to output: a slow "hand on the pot" AGC, and a six-band limiter with patented distortion-cancelled multiband clipper. The result? Competitive loudness is complemented by uncanny smoothness and naturalness. Pumping and other processing artifacts are below perceptibility. And efficient single-chassis card-cage construction assures easy circuit board access without removing the unit from the rack.

In contrast, the competition added a matrix processor onto an existing non-matrix system. There are four boxes, four power supplies, and up to six stages of AGC in cascade. One large board is used per box, making updates and repairs inconvenient. Is it any wonder that this system not only introduces more processing artifacts, but is also substantially costlier than OPTIMOD-AM?

-Single-Channel Modulation Control

To prevent distortion in C-QUAM receivers, Motorola recommends limiting single-channel modulation to 75% negative. In published advertising, our competitor has falsely claimed that our system works by switching to mono under single-channel conditions. In fact, we perform as much control as possible by L and R clipping. Distortion is prevented by a variable-blend circuit which reduces L-R gain as necessary to prevent overdriving the clippers. On most program material, the effect is inaudible. On material with extreme stereo separation, image width is slightly reduced. However, the signal never becomes mono, or even close to it. And sound on mono radios is never audibly affected. Because most of your diary-holders will be listening in mono for some time to come, we think this point is crucial.

In contrast, our competitor performs this control by means of limiters in the L and R channels. If the limiters are not coupled, this can cause a stereo image shift similar to "platform motion." And this circuit can punch "holes" in both stereo and mono when the limiters act.

As usual, there's no free lunch. But Orban's system fully protects your mono listeners, while our competitor's doesn't.

Preemphasis

OPTIMOD-AM offers a continuously-variable front-panel HF EQ control. This boosts high frequencies to extend the effective bandwidth of the receiver, providing a sound more competitive with FM. Its curves were computer-optimized on the basis of a two-year engineering study of typical auto, table, and portable radios. With the introduction of new wider-band AM stereo radios, we made available three plug-in modules which can change the family of curves produced by the HF EQ control to suit the needs of your target audience. In addition, we provide a fully-parametric BASS EQ control.

The competition offers an EQ control on their matrix processor which provides only a single curve family of unspecified origin. If you use their four-band compressor, you also get a four-band graphic-type equalizer.

We believe that most stations do not want or need excessive numbers of equalization controls which, if misadjusted, can easily produce colored, honky, unnatural, and fatiguing sound. OPTIMOD provides controls to get the sound right—not controls to lead you astray.

But if your situation demands a broader equalization range, you can combine our 622B stereo Parametric Equalizer with OPTIMOD-AM to create an integrated system with far more powerful equalization capabilities than the competition—at about the same cost as our competitor's processor alone!*

Consistency

Many consultants now believe that one of the keys to a polished, professional, audience-building sound is consistency in texture and tonal balance from source to source. OPTIMOD-AM's six-band limiter with steep-slope crossovers provides this consistency automatically—laborious re-equalization and processing in the production studio are almost never required.

Even with their four-band compressor, the competition can't match this level of consistency because of their compressor and crossover design. The longer you listen, the more you'll appreciate OPTIMOD-AM's superiority.

Protecting Your Investment

We like to think that Orban earned its #1 place in audio processing with a solidly-engineered and superb-sounding product line which is backed with ten years of quality, reliability, and customer service—plus the best manuals and documentation in the industry. Plug-in construction allows low-cost updates as AM stereo technology advances. All these factors combine to protect your substantial investment in AM stereo processing—for C-QUAM, or any other system.

Fighting The FM Challenge

Your FM competition is after your audience share. OPTIMOD-AM offers a remarkably favorable tradeoff between loudness and processing artifacts, plus smoothness, consistency, and a bright, open sound that holds its own against FM stereo—on real-world AM radios.

When you add it all up, it becomes clear that there's really only one choice for AM Stereo processing: OPTIMOD-AM 9100A/2.

-Robert Orban
### TV/Teleproduction's Most Wanted Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1985 Rankings</th>
<th>ADI</th>
<th>ADI</th>
<th>ADI</th>
<th>Teleprod.</th>
<th>Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>11-50</td>
<td>51+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>ENG Cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Character Generators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Studio/Field Cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Digital Effects Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Video Monitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Studio Cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Time Base Correctors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>VTRs, one-inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>VTRs, half-inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Power Supplies, Batteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>VTRs, 3/4-inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Lighting &amp; Camera Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Production Switchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Audio Consoles, Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Routing Switchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Test Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Frame Synchronizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Time Code Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Satellite Earth Stations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
1. Not previously reported.
2. Not applicable to teleproduction facilities.
3. Also reported as "Top-of-the-line Cameras." 
4. Also reported as "Medium-priced Cameras" and "EFP Cameras." 
5. Also reported as "Helical/segmented VTRs." 
6. Also reported as "Portable VTRs" 1975-1977.
7. Also reported as "Videotape Editors" 1975-1981.
8. Also reported as "Automation Systems.
9. Also reported as "CP Antennas.
10. Also reported as "Transmitters" 1975-1982.

In markets 1-10, 11 percent in markets 11-50, and 36 percent in markets 51+.

Overall, 62 percent of TV stations will increase their budgets in 1985, 20 percent will remain the same, and 18 percent will see a decrease. This will mean an industry-wide total increase in capital spending of approximately 21 percent (15 percent in markets 1-10, 27 percent in markets 11-50, and 21 percent in markets 51+).

In the Teleproduction market, 63 percent of facilities will see a rise in capital spending, 10 percent will remain the same, and 27 percent will decrease. This will mean an increase in spending of approximately 31 percent.

Tied in with these increases in capital spending—outstripping estimated station revenue growth during 1985 of only 12 percent—are the large number of stations and facilities which are planning to move or substantially remodel during the coming year. Among radio stations, this amounts to 30 percent in markets 1-10, over 50 percent in markets 11-50, and 36 percent in small market stations. Among TV stations, the numbers are comparable: 38 percent in large and medium markets, and 21 percent in small markets.
BBE

IF YOU HAVEN'T HEARD IT YET...WHY NOT?

BBE is engineered and market tested:
ten years in development.

BBE is patented technology: forty-two
claims applied for, forty-two claims granted.

BBE applications: dramatically improves
sound quality in recording studios, motion picture production,
live concerts, TV and radio broadcasting, motion picture
theatres...anywhere amplified sound is used commercially.
We said anywhere!

But don’t take our word for it. Take theirs:

“I can’t imagine working on another album without BBE. This is particularly true for
digitally recorded masters where the use of equalizers tends to create more
problems than they solve. BBE is the missing link.”
STEVE LEVINE, PRODUCER OF CULTURE CLUB, 1984 BPI PRODUCER OF THE YEAR,
PRODUCER OF THE NEW DIGITAL BEACH BOYS ALBUM

“We find BBE to be an extremely useful tool in the handling of problem TV and film
production soundtracks.”
JOHN BONNER, CHIEF ENGINEER, GOLDWYN SOUND FACILITY

“Everyone in broadcasting looks for the ultimate in signal clarity with as much
definition as possible. BBE accomplishes this without compromise.”
P A U L S A K R I S O N, CHIEF ENGINEER, KIK-FM

“In my opinion, BBE is an indispensable tool in live sound reinforcement. Use of the
device at the Pacific Amphitheatre and with tour groups proves that BBE really
makes live amplified sound, sound live. That’s what it’s all about.”
M I C H A E L A D A M S, SOUND IMAGE (SOUND REINFORCEMENT CONTRACTORS)

“Our company, which deals in theater sound installations and service, was asked to
evaluate the BBE 202R audio processor. We were very impressed. The need for this
product in theaters can only increase due to the public’s demand for better motion
picture sound.”
J A M E S T. W A R D, THEATER SOUND CONTRACTOR

“I’m a perfectionist not only when I play music but in the recording process as well.
BBE makes the recording sound live and that’s what I want. No more sessions
without it.”
B I L L S H I E L D S “ALL STAR BAND,” PRODUCED BY STANLEY CLARK

All the sound you’ve never heard.

Barcus-Berry Electronics, Inc.
5381 Production Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
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Inquiries/orders will be handled on a first come, first served basis.

TOLL FREE NUMBER
1-800-854-6481
In California, Hawaii, and
Alaska, call (714) 896-9211
The Revox Automation Advantage

The new Revox PR99 Playback Only presents a ten point program for more cost-effective broadcast automation.

1. Compatible with Existing Systems—The PR99 Playback Only is fully compatible with practically every existing broadcast automation system. In many cases it can be swapped for existing decks in a matter of minutes.

2. Front Panel Controls—Immediate access to repro levels, EOM stop delay time, and treble EQ for both speeds. Mode switch selects track 1, track 2, mono, or stereo; a calibrate/uncalibrate button switches from front panel adjustable output to standard reference level.

3. EOM Stop Delay—Adjustable from 0 to 24 seconds. Front panel indicator illuminates when 25 Hz signal present.

4. Switchable Sensor Circuit—The 25 Hz sensor circuit may be switched out of the signal path to allow extended bass response.

5. Easy Maintenance—Modular plug-in circuit boards make servicing a breeze. Most parts subject to wear are easily accessible and quickly replaceable.

6. Lightweight and Compact—Weight is a mere 40 pounds. Front panel dimensions are 19" x 15¾"; depth is 8". Rack mount flange is standard.

7. All Formats—Choose mono or 2-track stereo; 3.75/7.5 or 7.5/15 ips speed combinations.

8. One Plug Does All—A single Cannon multipin connector carries all the audio, status, and remote signals. These signals may also be accessed through parallel XLR and DIN connectors.

9. Studer Revox Quality—A fully professional machine in every respect, the PR99 Replay Only features die-cast aluminum alloy chassis and headblock, servo-controlled capstan motor, contactless full logic switching, and a Studer-made play head. Careful German craftsmanship shows in meticulous attention to every detail.

10. Attractive Pricing—Best of all, the new PR99 Playback Only actually costs less than last year's best-selling reproducer. So before you order an automation system or replace your present decks, call or write for more details. You'll find that the Revox Automation Advantage was well worth the wait.

Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, Tennessee 37210
(615) 254-5651

Circle 150 on Reader Service Card
Components, both analog and digital, and their impact on the future of the television medium will be the theme of the annual SMPTE television conference, set for February 15-16 at the Westin St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco. SMPTE is pulling out all the stops, with more than 30 papers, a component video signal handling demonstration, a panel discussion, and an equipment exhibition. More than 800 engineers, scientists, and broadcasting executives are expected to attend.

Technical papers will be grouped into four half-day sessions covering the following topics: digital components, analog components, future technology, and stereo audio in television. Session chairmen, respectively, are: Gary Thompson, consultant; Merrill Weiss, Imagex; Vinson Perry, Sony; and Joseph Roizen, Telegen. Each session will be opened with a tutorial on the topic to be covered to provide delegates with a brief explanation of the technology and key issues involved.

In keeping with the theme "Components of the Future," the Working Group on Component Analog Video Standards will present a demonstration of the state of the art in this area. This will be the first demonstration to combine both analog and digital component signal handling, much of which represents recent SMPTE standards activity.

The demonstration will be held in the St. Francis Hotel adjacent to the papers and exhibition area. It will incorporate several component video signal sources in both parallel and serial forms. Live camera signals, videotape recordings, and test signals will undergo a variety of processing operations. Component digital portions conforming to the 601 standard will also be featured. The effects of production processing for chromakey and other special effects will also be demonstrated.

The component signal's performance through various combinations of paths and signal impairments will be shown, as will its performance in simulated MAC/DBS transmission environments. The system will demonstrate the easy translation of component video from serial to parallel and analog to digital, back and forth in a variety of combinations. Compatibility of the serial component analog signal with existing television plants will be shown. Advantages of component processing are expected to be readily apparent, even when the signal is ultimately to be displayed in NTSC.

The equipment exhibition, featuring equipment directly related to the papers program, will also be set up at the St. Francis. Equipment shown will illustrate the technology presented in the sessions, and attendees will have the opportunity to actually handle it. The manufacturers scheduled to participate—as of press time—are: Ampex, Sony, Ikegami, Orban, Kintek, Harris, Asaca, Merlin, B&B Systems, NEC America, Hughes/Hedco, Grass Valley Group, Digital Services Corp., For-A, Nagra, Sound Technology, Fortel, MCI/Quantel, Abelkas, Dolby, and Utah Scientific.

The technical session will get underway Friday morning, but the first official get-together will be a luncheon Friday at noon. Joe Roizen will be the guest speaker.

A full report of the conference will appear in the April issue.
Technical Program

Friday Morning, February 10:
Digital Components
“Digital Component Television Made Easy for Everyone,” E. Stanley Busby, Ampex
“Digital Production Switchers,” Michel J. Favreau, Thomson-CSF
“Digital Wideband Framestores,” Charles Poynton, Poynton Vector
“The All-Digital Studio is Here,” Dominique Nasse, TDF/CCETT
“Digital TV Tape Recording: A Report Toward a Standard,” Fred Remly, University of Michigan
“Digital Video Studio Standards: A Progress Report,” Stan Baron, Thomson-CSF

Friday Afternoon:
Analog Components
“Component Analog Tutorial with Progress Report,” Merrill Weiss, Imagex
“Component Codec,” Larry Thorpe, Sony Broadcast
“Component Processing in Switchers and TBCs,” Ralph R. Barclay, Barclay Research Group, and David E. Acker, For-A
“Latest Status B-MAC System,” John Lowry and Keith Lucas, Scientific-Atlanta
“Development of the I-PAL System,” Gerhard Holoch and Norbert Mayer, Institut fur Rundfunktechnik
“The D2-MAC Packet System,” J. Sabatier, CCETT
“Component Analog Switcher Design—A General Overview,” Birney Dayton, Grass Valley Group
“A Unique Method for Measuring the Parameters of an Analog Component Signal,” Dan Baker, Tektronix
Panel Discussion: Merrill Weiss (moderator), Birney Deyton, Stan Baron, Larry Thorpe, Charles Poynton, Dominique Nasse

Saturday Morning, February 16:
Future Technology
“Technical History of Home VCR Development,” Yuma Shiraishi, Victor Co. of Japan
“AVA Developments,” Gerry Engbreton, Ampex
“AVA Developments,” Victor Co. of Japan
“HiFi Developments,” Robert Paulson, AVP Communications
“HiFi Developments,” Robert Paulson, AVP Communications
“HiFi Developments,” Robert Paulson, AVP Communications
“HiFi Developments,” Robert Paulson, AVP Communications
“HiFi Developments,” Robert Paulson, AVP Communications
“The HI-FI Video Camera,” Thomas Gurley, RCA
“A Possible Digital VTR for HDTV,” Yoshizumi Eto, Hitachi
“Super Slo-Mo System,” Larry Thorpe, Sony Broadcast
“Major Parameters in HDTV,” Tetsuo Mitsuhashi, NHK
“HDTV: Progressive or Interlaced,” Kerns H. Powers, RCA

Saturday Afternoon:
Stereo Audio in Television
“Stereo Audio in TV—Tutorial,” Thomas B. Keller, NAB
“Stereo Audio Encoding for TV,” Leslie Tyler and Bill Allen, DBX
“Experience with Stereo Audio in TV Broadcasting,” C. Robert Paulson, APB Communications
“Digital Stereo Audio,” Howard Jones, BBC
“Digital Stereo Audio in the DVTR,” Kenneth Davies, BBC
“Digital Stereo Audio in the DVTR,” Kenneth Davies, BBC
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The new PRIMUS audio & data amplifying/routing/switching system.
You name it, this system will handle it. Audio, SMPTE, time code, DC, ultrasonics or modems. Expandable from 8 in X 2 out to 128 in X 64 out. Extremely low noise, distortion and crosstalk provide virtually transparent operation, in both mono and stereo mode. In addition, the means of control (BCD, 3 wire party line, or RS-232 personal computer) are limited only by your imagination. Three year warranty with prices starting as low as $920.

Call toll free (800) 821-2545 for details and the name of your nearest dealer.

RAMKO RESEARCH
11555-A Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 (916) 655-5600 Telex: 176195 RAMKOSAC
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Simply AWESOME!

The new PRIMUS audio & data amplifying/routing/switching system.

11555-A Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 (916) 655-5600 Telex: 176195 RAMKOSAC
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To capture the excitement of 8,000 hours of the Summer Games, ABC knew they'd need a video tape that was picture perfect. That's why ABC chose Ampex 196 1" helical video tape and 197 ¾" videocassettes as the exclusive tapes to record the biggest events in the history of sports. It was an incredible honor for Ampex. One earned through years of consistently crisp, clean performance. Reel after reel. Generation after generation. Even under the pressures of heavy editing and multiple generation dubbing.

So if you're looking for a video tape with a track record for reliability and quality, look to Ampex 196 and 197. ABC did. And their perfect performance made them the biggest winners of all.
Now ... remote, automatic control of your entire transmitting facility ...

Harris 9100 Intelligent Remote Control System

In its various configurations, the Harris 9100 provides intelligent remote control; automatic transmitter control; automatic logging; plant protection through intrusion and fire alarms; and automatic control of tower lights and building temperature. It can even exercise your standby equipment...and operate up to three remote sites from a single location!

The Harris 9100 watches over your transmission system and physical plant. It makes decisions automatically, based on pre-programmed limits...with a minimum of operator intervention. Quite simply, it is the most intelligent remote control system on the market.

Improve your manpower allocation. Increase plant protection. Maximize equipment life. The Harris 9100’s automatic features are unmatched.

Whether you’re AM, FM, TV or Satellite (or any combination), the Harris 9100 Intelligent Remote Control System is designed for you—for your security, efficiency and savings. For more information, contact Harris Corporation, Studio Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305-4290. 217-222-8200.

HARRIS
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Any production involving more than a single person has potential communications problems. Consider a radio production in which an air personality and a newscaster work together. Chances are the two work from separate studios and perhaps even have their own dedicated control board operators. Events probably flow smoothly most of the time—until a fast-breaking story causes the normal programming to be interrupted. At that point the station can have problems with studio connections, taped actualities, remote pickups, commercial rescheduling, and music timing. A lot of frantic arm waving and hastily scribbled notes could be replaced by a simple interstudio intercom.

Now consider a typical television newscast. In addition to the personalities on-camera for news, weather, and sports, there are a host of support people involved in the production. Camera operators and floor directors are in the studio. Directors, switchers, producers, and others are in the control room upstairs. An announcer may be isolated in a small booth with no visual contact at all. Somehow, all of these people have to know exactly what to do and when to do it. They also have to be ready to go to live remote feeds or to handle new stories at a moment's notice. It might take a fairly sophisticated hands-free intercom to adequately coordinate these events.

Taped broadcasts and remote productions can be even more demanding than a live news show. Production time and talent are expensive. The recording location could be unfamiliar and full of visual obstacles. Large events such as sports tournaments and elections will require voice communication over wide areas with little chance for visual cueing. A wireless system may be needed to accommodate sites that cannot be wired for cameras, microphones, or intercoms.

HME's MT 1000 wireless intercom belt-pack.

TYPES OF INTERCOMS

The simplest intercom is the familiar push-to-talk "squawk box." This consists of two stations: one has a lever or pushbutton and a loudspeaker that also works in reverse as a microphone; the other station has only a combination loudspeaker/microphone. The master station may call the slave station by using its speaker as a dynamic microphone to drive a low-power audio amplifier connected to the slave speaker. Toggling the switch to the "listen" position alternates the amplifier

John Shepler is a technical consultant and writer living in Rockford, IL. He was formerly chief engineer of radio station WROK/WROZ and has been working in the broadcast industry for over 17 years.
connections and allows the slave to be the transmitter and
the master to be the receiver.

A slightly more complicated arrangement gives each
station an amplifier and a switch, so that either station can
be the master and originate the conversation. However,
the station is still on a push-to-talk basis. Push-to-talk
(PTT) means you have to hold down a button to talk.
Otherwise, your conversation will not be transmitted.

Such systems are referred to as half-duplexes. Both
parties can speak, but only one at a time. What if each
station had a separate microphone and loudspeaker? Now,
both stations could talk and listen at the same time. This is
referred to as a full-duplex connection. In a PTT system,
both parties have to push their talk buttons to carry on a
full duplex telephone-like conversation.

A simple push-to-talk full-duplex intercom is superb
for communication between radio studios. You can make
the arrangement easy to use by bridging the studio
microphone preamp to get the talk signal. This can be
connected to the cueing amplifier and speaker in the other
studio’s control board, or it can be routed to an external
amplifier and ceiling speaker. Pushbuttons can route the
mic signal to several studios, or to a paging speaker in the
hall. A side benefit of such an arrangement is that the
announcer can be on the air and still direct certain cues to
other studios simply by pressing a button. The audience
would not even know that the intercom connection

You can replace the pushbuttons with toggle switches
and get hands-free communication between studios. But
beware of feedback. If the volume is not kept fairly low,
the signal will go from speaker to microphone in each
studio and set up a pretty good squeal.

If you want true hands-free two-way communication,
you need an arrangement like a speaker-telephone at both
ends of the conversation. Some hands-free phones use a
voice switch to alternate between talk and listen. Your
phone is actually in only one of the two modes at a time.
Consequently, if both parties talk at once, someone gets
cut off.

A better arrangement is the hybrid or two-wire/four-
wire interface. A hybrid transformer or electronic equiva-
alent cancels the talking or send audio out of the listening or
receive audio. Once balanced, feedback is eliminated and

Cetec Vega QX-2 and QT-1 wireless intercoms.

both parties can talk and listen at the same time. One
hybrid circuit is needed for each intercom station.

The electronic hybrid is an example of a cabled duplex
system. Such a system can include many stations. Each
station is connected across a common cable, which is
often just a single pair of wires. If the loudspeaker and
microphone are replaced by an operator’s headset, the
hybrid balance can be adjusted so that a small amount of
the talk audio will bleed into the listen circuit. This allows
the people in the system to hear their own voices to
confirm that their stations are functioning. The amount of
bleedthrough is called sidetone and is often adjustable.

WIRELESS INTERCOMS

Sometimes, a wired intercom is just not practical. You
don’t always have a good place to run the cable where it
will be safe from accidental or deliberate disconnect.
There may not be time to run the wires before the broad-
cast, or the owner of the location may take a dim view of
your snaking cables through ductwork and up and down
stairs. Then again, you may just desire a freedom of
movement that wiring doesn’t allow. A wireless intercom
is the answer to these problems.

The simplest wireless intercom is the familiar walkie-
talkie. Walkie-talkies are push-to-talk equivalents of the
wired half-duplex system. These give a good range and
are easily carried. If the pushbutton switch is a problem, a
VOX or voice-operated switch and headset will give
hands-free one-at-a-time communication.

A better system is the full duplex wireless intercom,
which allows you to talk and listen at the same time
without annoying switching noises or dangling cables.
This is the closest thing to being right next to the person
you are conversing with. The ease of communication
allows you to forget about the intercom and concentrate
on the show. Of course, wireless systems are considerably
more expensive than wired systems and might also be
subject to dropouts or interference problems.

The Telex Audiocom system consists of a
switchboard, intercom stations, and speaker stations.

Figure 1. A simple PTT squawk box.
We helped KHBS-TV eliminate antenna maintenance with this Wavestar™ UHF antenna

KHBS-TV, Fort Smith, Arkansas can expect its new Wavestar™ slotted waveguide antenna to keep on transmitting—trouble-free—well into the 21st Century. The secret is simplicity. With waveguide there's no center conductor. No bullets. No insulators. Fewer parts for fewer problems.

But the secret is not so well kept. Other broadcasters have discovered they can have all these benefits and still get elevation and directional patterns to meet their needs. WHRO, Norfolk, Virginia; KPBS, San Diego, California; WSRE, Pensacola, Florida; and WSMH, Flint, Michigan are others on the growing list of stations transmitting with a Harris Wavestar. Because it's made of waveguide, the Wavestar's power handling capability can be as much as 300% higher than conventional coaxial antennas.

That's why another station, WTIC-TV, Hartford, Connecticut is using its new Omni-directional Wavestar with a channel 61 240 kilowatt Harris transmitter, without fear of antenna burn-out.

If you want to control maintenance costs, increase safety margins and maximize performance, you want a Harris Wavestar slotted waveguide UHF antenna. Contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast Transmission Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305. 217/222-8200.

For your information, our name is Harris.
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DESIGNING A CABLED INTERCOM SYSTEM

The least expensive professional intercom suitable for most television and theatrical production work is the cabled duplex system. It allows many stations to be active on the same cable so that if anyone speaks, everyone else hears what is said.

R-Columbia’s TR-50 wireless intercom headphones.

Each person has a headset, which is a single or double headphone and a boom microphone. These are connected to a belt pack, which contains the amplifier electronics for the microphone and headphone, and the appropriate connectors. The belt packs are powered by an external power supply which converts 115- or 230-volt ac power to the 24 to 28 volts of dc power needed for the pack electronics. The power supply drives one end of the cable that links all of the belt packs and provides an audio termination of, typically, 200 ohms for the system. A loudspeaker station may also be included at a fixed location for paging or cues.

The interconnecting cable is generally a standard three-wire shielded audio cable compatible with XLR-type audio connectors. The cable can be configured as a two-wire system with one conductor common and the other carrying both dc and audio. The other common configuration is called three-wire, and has separate conductors for common, audio, and dc.

A more obscure configuration uses four wires and balanced transformers to provide separate balanced pairs for talk and listen. The dc power is derived from center tap connections on the transformers. Such a scheme is also popular with many electromechanical transmitter remote-control units.

In a cabled system, all remote stations bridge a common cable for power, signaling, and audio. This is called a party-line circuit. All headphones are active all the time. The belt pack contains pushbuttons to activate the boom microphone and a signaling lamp on the other remote stations. The microphone is push-to-talk. This eliminates the ambient noise that would occur if all microphones were active at the same time. However, the system is full duplex because two or more stations can activate their microphones and carry on a telephone-type conversation.

The most common system design is the single-circuit system, which has all stations on one party line. However, several party lines may be established from a common power station. Such power stations contain the necessary power supplies for each party line and switching circuits, so that the separate circuits may be combined if desired.

The reason for having several party lines is to group the users by function. For instance, you may want to have one circuit for all sound personnel and an independent circuit for lighting personnel. If the two groups need common direction, the circuits can be tied together at the power station. The director can be located at the power station and have control of all communications.
"AFTER SCOUTING THE PROSPECTS, WE CHOSE THE CAMERA WITH THE BEST SHOOTING RECORD."

ROB DALTON, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER, KAKE-TV, WICHITA

"At KAKE in Wichita, we're as demanding as they come. But let's face it. When you're Wichita's number one metro station, an ABC affiliate, and have a schedule as hectic as ours, you have to be.

And when it came to buying new cameras last year, we made no exceptions.

To satisfy us, the units had to meet network standards and be Triax compatible. Plus they had to be able to take the abuse of being hauled in and out of our remote van, from the studio to the field, and still deliver brilliant quality shots. That's why we went with Sharp.

From our four years of experience working with their XC-700 and XC-800 Saticon cameras, we knew that Sharp cameras could take the punishment.

But what really sold us were the results we got when we tested out Sharp's Diode-Gun Plumbicon XC-900D at a number of those 49 basketball games we produced last year. Of course Sharp's competitive price was an added incentive. But we would have bought the XC-900D anyway.

Now if your situation involves buying a new Plumbicon camera, I'd suggest the Sharp XC-900D. From what I've seen, it will go one on one with any camera on the market. And come out on top every time."

For a demonstration or more information, contact your local dealer or write Sharp Electronics Corporation, Broadcast Group, 10 Sharp Plaza, Paramus, NJ 07652. (201) 265-5548.

FROM SHARP MINDS COME SHARP PRODUCTS

A/V EQUIPMENT, AUDIO, BANKING SYSTEMS, CALCULATORS, CASH REGISTERS, COMPUTERS, COPIERS, ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITERS, FAXMILE EQUIPMENT, MICROWAVE OVENS, PROFESSIONAL/VIDEO CAMERAS & MONITORS, TELEVISIONS, VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS.
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Producing effective multichannel sound isn’t easy. Though the procedures borrow heavily from recording studio and film sound techniques, audio for video is a specialist art with a unique set of requirements.

As its early practitioners have discovered, the inherently complex process of stereo teleproduction and post-production can be made even more difficult by cobbling together a collection of modified equipment in the hope of serving these advanced needs.

While makeshift arrangements may satisfy the technical minimums of the task, they introduce tradeoffs in operational flexibility and efficiency which can ultimately affect both production quality and costs.

Fortunately there is an alternative, developed for the leading post-production houses and refined in collaboration with major broadcast organizations throughout the world: The SL 6000 E Series Stereo Video System from Solid State Logic.

SSL Puts it all Together

The SL 6000 E Series is a thoroughly integrated system designed specifically for the stereo video environment. Combining the most advanced aspects of multitrack, motion picture and broadcast audio technology, it provides extensive signal processing, routing and mixing capabilities as well as comprehensive machine control and communications—all commanded by a single operator at a logical, unified control panel.

SSL’s multichannel mix matrix allows separate stereo music, effects and dialogue mixes to be created at the same time as the stereo program mix. In live production, multiple stereo splits or mix-minuses can be structured at the touch of a button. Mono composites of each mix are always available, and a mono programme feed is provided. Advanced formats such as stereo plus a secondary audio programme or centre-channel dialogue are also supported.

Changeover between live and post-production modes and different output configurations is instantaneous. The rigid architecture of ordinary consoles is replaced with patchfree audio subgrouping and pushbutton signal processor routing, allowing the engineer to customise the signal flow for each project.
Stereo Television
the eye.

Meticulous electronic design creates the shortest signal path for each requested function, allowing SSL to maintain a dynamic range and bandwidth that far exceeds the performance of even the best 16-bit digital recorders, converters and routing switchers.

Complete Machine Control

The SSL Stereo Video System also provides the operator with central control of up to five synchronised audio, video and film transports. Cue points are stored and called by timecode, foot/frames or key words.

The SSL Studio Computer provides complete list management with floppy disk storage, video display and hardcopy printouts. Distributed processors ensure rapid search and lock-up. There's even a Sync Preset function which automatically calculates offset values between reels and stores these for subsequent setups.

Dynamic Mixing Automation

The machine control functions are integrated with SSL's audio mixing software to provide powerful, versatile and efficient assistance. Engineers can retain their existing mixing methods, or supplement them with simple yet powerful new routines that allow unlimited frame-accurate mix revisions to be performed with outstanding results and uncanny speed.

SSL's computer assisted rollback and pickup recording enables mixes to be assembled within the automation itself, using traditional techniques. Video layback can then take place in a single first-generation pass, directly from the multitrack!

Beyond fader automation, the SSL System optionally provides programmable parametric equalisation, dynamic stereo panning, and multiple Events Control of up to 32 external devices — each with its own pre-roll memory.

Total Recall™

SSL's Total Recall computer records the settings of every control on each I/O module. A high resolution display of the stored values interacts with the console, allowing fully detailed setups to be restored to a control accuracy of a quarter dB. Total Recall greatly reduces setup time, maximising productivity and creative continuity.

Stereo Perspectives

Not all stereo channels were designed to serve video requirements. Only SSL provides parametric stereo EQ, filters, compressors, gates and expanders on stereo inputs as standard, along with image width and stereo reverse controls. There is no easier or more effective way to match music, ambience and effects perspectives with television images.

Get the Full Picture

As you can see, there is a lot more to producing stereo television than meets the eye. To help you get the full picture, Solid State Logic has published a forty-page colour booklet which thoroughly explains the functions, applications and operation of the SL 6000 E. If you are involved in television production, outside broadcast, video post-production or music video, we'd like to send you a copy. Just drop us a line or give us a call.
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To thank you for another great year, we are offering pricing so special that you can’t afford to wait. This offer is limited so you must act fast.
Sale ends Feb. 28, 1985
The maximum number of stations on each party line is limited by the power source current capability. Each belt pack needs 10 mA for audio and an additional 40 mA if a signaling lamp is activated. A common power station can drive 30 or more belt packs.

Wireless belt packs may be integrated into a cabled system if the necessary base station is connected to the cable. A typical base station contains a transmitter operating in the 150 to 174 MHz band. This transmitter sends the audio from the cabled system to all wireless belt packs. The base station also contains up to four receivers in the 26, 30, or 72 MHz bands. These receivers pick up the microphone signals from the belt packs. If there are only four wireless belt packs and they transmit on different frequencies, then all belt packs may transmit and receive simultaneously without interference.

A typical remote belt pack transceiver has provisions for half-duplex (push-to-talk) operation or may be switched to full duplex, which provides continuous hands-free transmission and reception. A headphone level pot and battery status indicator are included. With nine-volt alkaline batteries, the belt packs may operate continuously for eight to 10 hours.

More than four wireless belt packs may be easily accommodated by adding packs and base stations with additional channels, or by letting several belt packs use the same transmit frequency. In this case, push-to-talk is mandatory because only one signal can be transmitted without interference at a given time. Wired stations, generally used at fixed positions for cameras and lights, are the most cost effective. But the director or assistants may desire wireless stations for mobility. Wireless stations are also needed for positions that are not practical to wire.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN INTERCOM COMPONENTS

It is important to distinguish between professional intercom systems designed for heavy-duty production use and less expensive nonprofessional components. Certainly, you can custom design and build your own inter-studio intercoms and paging systems. You can also buy telephone-type intercoms and two- or three-station squawk boxes. Walkie-talkies are suitable for some communication needs and broadcast remote pickup equipment can be configured to have talkback provisions.

NEW...The Most Compact Audio

DA Proven best by lab tests and in the field.

Selected for network coverage of the '84 Winter Games and political conventions on the basis of:

- Superior performance
- Compact design
- Reliability
- Cost effectiveness

For more information on this and our other Audio and Broadcasting Products, call or write for our free catalog.

DATATRONIX INC
2100 Reston Avenue
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 620-5300

For more information on this and our other Audio and Broadcasting Products, call or write for our free catalog.
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If your needs are more complicated, however, the only way to go is with the professional headset-based wired and wireless intercom systems. The manufacturers of these systems offer modules that allow you to start small and expand to meet changing needs. It is easy to add stations to either a wired or wireless system without sacrificing voice quality or versatility.

One important feature is a current-limiting power supply that will protect the cable and the supply if a short circuit occurs. Once the fault is removed, the system will be restored automatically. Another nice feature is limiting or compression on the audio. This tends to balance the quiet operators and the screamers so that frequent volume adjustments are not needed. Program interrupt (IFB) capability allows you to feed cues and program material to remote air talent and is very desirable for live broadcast productions.

Figure 4. Total cabled/wireless intercom system.

Before choosing any system, be sure you consider functions, construction, and future needs as well as cost. If possible, bring along a few people who will be using the system, and visit a working installation as well. Some hands-on experience will give you the best idea of how the system will work in an actual production.

PACO Ni-Cd BATTERY PACK

FOR ENG cameras and VTRs

New DP-1240 12V4.4Ah
- High capacity of 4.4Ah (C/5-rate) is attained by adopting the high output type cell.
- Each cells are carefully selected for best performance.
- A built-in thermal protector guards the battery. When a short-circuit occurs, the thermal protector engages and the malfunction is isolated.
- It is not necessary to replace the fuse, because of the automatic return system.
- The exterior is composed of a durable fiber-reinforced plastic.
- This is the direct replacement for SONY BP-90 and is 200g (0.44lb.) lighter.

Quick Battery Charger KD-220
- PACO KD-220 (Quick Charger) will give you better result, and will prolong the life of your battery.

PACO ELECTRONICS U.S.A., INC.
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INTERCOM.

FARRTRONICS NEW STANDARD
COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE

- Total communication between
  14 stations (expandable)

- 8 IFB Circuits

- 3 Party Lines

- Interface for Two
  2-Way Radios

- $39,700 Complete

- Includes ALL Cable
  Connectors and Shipping
The big voice from Dallas

60,000,000 watts is a big voice: it's the combined power of Continental medium and short wave broadcast transmitters delivered to customers around the world since 1946.

Today, Continental offers broadcasters a complete line of high-quality transmitters, combiners, diplexers, coupling, phasing and antenna systems and related rf equipment.

AM transmitters from 1 kW to 50 kW; FM transmitters from 1 kW to 55 kW; High power MW transmitters to 2,000 kW; High power SW transmitters to 500 kW

Continental broadcast equipment and Collins Radio transmitters are serviced by a world-wide field support and marketing group headquartered in Dallas, Texas. For information on equipment or services, contact International Broadcast Marketing Dept., Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.

©1983 Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. 5345 Top. 2,000,000 watt transmitter during factory test; Top right: low power AM and FM transmitters during final assembly and test; Bottom right: 250,000 watt SW transmitter.
Remote-Control Rules Are Relaxed

By Harry Cole, FCC Counsel

As 1984 slowly grinded to a halt, you may have missed a couple of relatively mundane rule changes which could affect your day-to-day (or, perhaps more appropriately, night-to-night) operation—especially if you operate a Class III or Class IV AM station. The changes, which affect remote-control operation of all types of stations and nighttime (or post-sunset) operations of certain AM stations, may not seem all that impressive at first glance. They should, however, be very welcome by those in a position to reap their benefits.

In late November 1984 the remote-control rules felt the touch of the magic deregulation wand. Those rules used to, and still do, require that each station have an operator on duty and in control of the transmitter at all times. This is required by the Communications Act and has not been changed. The rules used to require that each station have equipment permitting the operator on duty to determine operating power and other transmitter conditions and make certain adjustments. They also required that the remote-control point be inaccessible to unauthorized personnel and that it be designed to preclude the transmitter from getting turned on inadvertently. Further, whenever the control or metering circuits between the transmitter and the remote-control point are "disrupted" or "do not function correctly," the rules required that the station have an operator actually "babysit" the transmitter at the transmitter site, in order to assure proper operation.

The old rules have now been overhauled with an eye to streamlining them and making them more consistent with currently available equipment and technology. After all, the old rules were developed at a time when the state of the broadcast art was not what it is today. Back then, equipment was not as reliable as today's, and as a result a much greater degree of attention had to be paid to it. A good illustration of this is that operating logs used to require detailed readings and log entries every three hours. Nowadays, however, transmitters are designed to operate consistently over long periods of time without the need for constant attention. Thus, the concern underlying the old rules has been diluted, if not eliminated.

Rules cutback

With these factors in mind, the Commission has cut its remote-control rules back to the barebones minimum. Gone are all "how to" or methodology provisions which dictated to the licensee the kind of equipment to have and the way it should be used. In their place is a general set of obligations placing on the licensee the responsibility for assuring operation in compliance with the station's license. Such licensees must have "sufficient control and operating parameter monitoring capability" to assure such compliance. Access to the equipment must be limited so that the transmitter can be activated and controlled only by authorized operators. Calibration of the equipment need only be done "as often as necessary to ensure proper operation." And the remote-control system must be designed so that the transmitter can't get activated, or have its operating mode or output power changed "inadvertently." Further, the new rules provide that if a station loses its remote metering capability, it can continue to operate by remote-control for up to three hours unless the licensee determines that the station is operating outside of its licensed parameters, in which event it must shut down right away. In any event, if the remote metering is down for more than three hours, the station must shut down. And finally, whenever a remote-control point is established at some point other than the transmitter or the main studio, the licensee must still notify the Commission within three days of the first use of that point—unless "responsible station personnel" can be contacted at the transmitter or studio "during hours of operation when the remote-control operator is elsewhere."

While directional AM stations do enjoy the benefits of these relaxed rules, there's still a catch for them. FM, TV, and nondirectional AM stations can operate under these new rules without additional authorization from the Commission. AM directionals, however, still have to get a separate Commission okay before they can go ahead with remote-control. The nature of such directional stations is such that the Commission appears to still be nervous about the possibility of interference. Accordingly, they must still provide approved sampling systems or make other appropriate arrangements and have the Commission sign off on them before beginning operation.

As with all deregulatory measures, the relaxation of the remote-control rules can be a two-edged sword. While it eliminates some of the picky little annoyances which used to litter the Commission's rules, it also creates a somewhat broader, if subtler, obligation for licensees. Broadcasters will now have to set up their own standards for assuring compliance with the terms of their licenses, and those standards may be second-guessed by the Commission. Further, the seductive simplicity of the new rules may gull some licensees into assuming that their own less than state of the art transmission equipment is good enough to get them by. In other words, while the rules have changed, that does not mean that faulty or inadequate equipment is now adequate. Actually, quite the contrary is true: given their newly articulated obligation to assure proper operation of their stations, broadcasters...
FCC rules & regulations

should probably be more, rather than less, careful in checking out the performance of all aspects of their transmission systems, including their remote-control capacity.

AM and nighttime

With respect to other changes affecting AM stations, it appears that the nighttime is the right time, and vice versa. After waging a battle that extended over more than a decade, Class IV operators finally got the go-ahead in December to increase their nighttime power to the level of their daytime power. The prospect for this fourfold nighttime power increase first arose almost a year ago, when the Commission, in March, 1984, adopted new rules authorizing the increase. However, those rules could not be made effective until international negotiations and coordination with Canada and Mexico were completed. Once those were wrapped up in late 1984, the Commission made its new power limits effective as of the middle of December.

In a similar vein the Commission handed Class III daytime-only AM stations a few year-end treats as well. You may recall the famous "post-sunset" operation question, where daytimers were authorized to operate for a brief period of time after sunset, but at very low power. Many daytime-only licensees who may have had in mind some significant nighttime operation came away disappointed at the miserly way in which the Commission doled out its nighttime power limits. And what do disappointed licensees usually do? That's right, they file for reconsideration—which is just what the Daytime Broadcasters Association did on behalf of Class III daytime-only licensees. The DBA objected to the power limitation of 500 watts imposed on Class III operators. That limitation was imposed by the Commission in an effort to avoid interference as a result of the post-sunset operation. In the DBA's view the new rules were "excessively technical" and "imposed excessive restrictions." Into the fray leapt the Association for Broadcast Engineering Standards, which sided for existing full-time stations and which, not surprisingly, argued that the Commission's newly adopted limitations "made generous provision for the needs of daytime-only stations."

The dust settled in December, 1984, when the Commission announced that DBA and ABES had reached agreement on the proper standards and limits, and that the Commission agreed with the compromise they had struck. Essentially, Class III daytimers will still be required to protect domestic full-time Class III stations after 6:00 p.m. local time. Between sunset and 6:00 p.m., however, the required protection will be calculated somewhat differently. For the first half-hour of post-sunset operation, protection will be calculated "at sunset plus 30 minutes" at the site of the daytimer, for the next half-hour it will be calculated "at sunset plus one hour" at the same site, for the second hour it will be calculated "at sunset plus two hours."

Increased interference

For those of you to whom this may look like Greek, it is
The STANTRON VIDEO CENTER series has been designed primarily for production and post-production facilities. The modular “add-on” features allow for maximum flexibility in designing console arrangements for professional, educational, industrial and communication VIDEO CENTERS. “Designed-in” structural strength and aesthetic features, required by users, is “standard equipment” for every STANTRON VIDEO CENTER unit.

For a FREE copy of the STANTRON VIDEO CENTER CATALOG #200, please write or call.

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9158VC - No. Hollywood, CA 91609 U.S.A.

Toll Free: 1-800-821-0019
Northern Calif. – Toll Free 1-800-821-0020
Southern Calif. – Please call 1-213-875-0800
TWX: 910-499-2177
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Get on the air fast

with a Microdyne transportable uplink

For teleconferencing, training seminars, special event broadcasting or electronic news gathering, there’s nothing faster, more reliable or more flexible.

Direct To Satellite
Since you link directly to a C- or Ku-band satellite, you rely less on expensive, troublesome backhauls. You go from site, to satellite, to studio. With no interference. No loss of signal quality. No delays.

A crew of one can set up the TUL and be operating within one hour.

Not just for ENG
Electronic news gathering is only one of the many uses of a Microdyne transportable uplink. As a completely self-contained uplink facility, it is ideal for covering a multitude of events.

Sports. Teleconferences. Training Seminars
You can, for example, follow the action on the NASCAR racing circuit, cover lights at the Las Vegas Sports Arena, broadcast the 1988 Winter Olympics, provide full coverage of national political conventions.

Ku- or C-band, large system or small
We can provide you with a system to fit your needs and your budget. Our economical SCPC radio system has proven ideal for local sports and other audio-only broadcasts. And you have your choice of equipment for C-band or the newer Ku-band satellites such as Anik, GTE Spacenet or SBS. With either full or half transponder configurations.

Custom uplinks and downlinks
Our engineering staff is skilled at custom-tailoring our equipment to suit your needs. We offer a full range of components and services for both uplinks and downlinks, and all our products are backed by one of the most responsive service policies in the industry.

Call us today
Call our Sales Department at (904) 687-4633, and tell us what you need. We’ll show you just how simple it can be to get on the air, fast. And at a cost that’s easy to take.

Microdyne Corporation
P.O. Box 7213, Ocala, FL 32672 • (904) 687-4633
TWX: 810-858-0307
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simply a way of taking into account the fact that the potential for interference increases during the period immediately following sunset. If you really want to know, this is because the ozone layer in the ionosphere, which is "boiled off" during the day as a result of radiation from the sun, reappears once the sun sets. This ozone layer then acts as a shield which reflects AM radio signals back to earth. This reflection phenomenon can cause signals to land back on earth many miles from their point of origin, which in turn can cause interference to stations operating in the area where the reflected signal lands. Thus, during the period right around sunset the possibility of creating interference increases markedly, and the Commission believes it appropriate to tailor its rules to provide a "sliding scale" of power limits throughout the two-hour period around sunset.

Given the changing atmospheric state around sunset, the Commission had a problem. Obviously it had to tell daytimers what their post-sunset powers should be, so it had to establish some basis for calculating permissible limits. But daytimers would benefit if the calculations were made on the basis of the earliest time after sunset—since that would tend to give them greater power because potential interference would be least at that point. By contrast, full-timers would more likely prefer that the calculations be based on the latest time after sunset, since daytimers' power would at that point be least, with less potential for interference. This was clearly not an easy question, and not one that the Commission was ready to jump into. Fortunately for the Commission, the ABES and the DBA were able to bridge that gap, striking the compromise described above, which basically splits the difference. Additionally, the Commission agreed to a generous "rounding up" of power values, so that power calculated between 1 W and 45 W would be rounded up to 50 W, power from 45 W to 70 W up to 75 W, and power from 70 to 100 W up to 100 W.

The Commission's deregulatory attitude has made it quite accommodating. Class III and IV AM stations entitled to power increases as a result of these changes were essentially permitted to sit back and let the Commission do all the work. Affected licensees were notified by the Commission of the changes in their authorizations, and do all the work. Affected licensees were notified by the Commission about them, you should contact your communications counsel. As the Commission enters the fifth year of its deregulatory program, it appears to be hitting its stride. It has demonstrated an increasing ability to adopt and implement fairly significant changes with a minimum of fuss. And, possibly more significant, it is beginning to rely on private groups, such as the ABES and DBA, to assist it in the formulation of acceptable and workable standards. If deregulation is really going to work, it will only be through the joint efforts of the private and governmental sectors. The Commission has obviously started down that path.

FCC RULES & REGULATIONS

POWER PURIFIER

IT'S THE SOLUTION TO INPUT POWER POLLUTION

We've put an end to dirty input power.

Our Kleanline Electronic Filtering Systems offer unparalleled protection against lightning, RFI, EMI, overvoltage, transients and noise...from the tiniest system to broadcast equipment or the largest main frame computer---and everything in between.

Models are available for 115 to 600 volt applications, with AC power handling capabilities from 8 to 2,000 amperes.

And you won't find a comparable product line--even at twice the price.

Don't wait for equipment damage. Put an end to your power pollution today. Call LEA for complete information on the Kleanline Power Purifiers and other LEA products.

GALLAUDET COLLEGE SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

Invites applications for the following positions in:

CHAIR, DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION, FILM, AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Chair of a Department providing an undergraduate major in television, film, and photography. Major emphasis on television with four studios and considerable production responsibility. The ability to lead in an academic environment as well as outstanding competence in production.

DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION, FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Assistant or Associate Professor of film in a department providing an undergraduate major and considerable production responsibility. Responsibilities emphasize undergraduate instruction in film production and theory.

DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION, FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Assistant or Associate Professor of television in a department providing an undergraduate major and considerable production responsibility. The ability to lead in an academic environment as well as outstanding competence in production.

Chair of a Department providing an undergraduate major in television, film, and photography. Major emphasis on television with four studios and considerable production responsibility. The ability to lead in an academic environment as well as outstanding competence in production.

DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION, FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Assistant or Associate Professor of film in a department providing an undergraduate major and considerable production responsibility. Responsibilities emphasize undergraduate instruction in film production and theory.

Assistant or Associate Professor of television in a department providing an undergraduate major and considerable production responsibility. The ability to lead in an academic environment as well as outstanding competence in production.

Application should include: Letter of intent, vita, and three letters of recommendation. By March 1, 1985 to:

David Tweedie, Ed. D.
Dean, School of Communication
Gallaudet College
800 Florida Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002

Gallaudet College is an Equal Opportunity Employer/Educational Institution.
New Three Series Radio Console from Pacific Recorders

Pacific Recorders has announced a new Three Series version of its BMX on-air radio console. The new BMX III features three main stereo mix buses (each with distribution line amplifiers), two telephone mix-minus feeds with a monitor mix, and monitor facilities for two separate studios. Independent outputs for the console, host, cohost, and guest headphone feeds are provided, as well as a stereo cue system with automatic headphone monitor switching.

Each input of the modular console (mic or line) has full and independent remote-control logic. Audio and logic interconnection are fully compatible with the new AMX and ABX operations and production consoles from PR&E.

The new console also features multifunction metering with automatic cue and solo level display, a voice slating system with ID tone, and a built-in, multifrequency, low-distortion test oscillator. Mainframe sizes range from 10 to 34 inputs (larger on special order). All models are fully prewired for present and future I/O, patch points, and logic. Options include the addition of two effects/foldback send mix buses, and a stereo effects/reverb return—both with remote-control logic.

JBL Introduces Two Power Amplifiers

The 6230 is a 300-watt amplifier, and the 6260 is a 600-watt amp. They use multiple 200-watt output devices in complementary configuration for high reliability and low distortion. At rated power into eight ohms, these output devices operate at less than 25 percent of their rated power dissipation.

Whether sound is being amplified in a control room or an auditorium, the 6230 and 6260 keep transient intermodulation (TIM) distortion to less than 0.03 percent by the DIM 100 test. These amplifiers optimize each stage, allowing high slew rate and relatively low loop gain. Overall feedback has been held to a minimum and is employed only to stabilize the gain and the operating point.

To ensure failsafe operation, current is limited under improper load or drive conditions. An output relay protects the loudspeaker load under conditions of dc offset or large, low-frequency transients. The relay also provides power-up, power-down, and brownout muting to protect loudspeakers from ac power transients generated in the signal path. Rear-panel switching allows the amplifiers to operate in the normal stereophonic mode, dual monophonic mode, or bridged monophonic mode.

Tektronix Announces Dc Inverter

Tektronix has introduced a compact dc inverter, the Model 1107, for use with its 2000 Series of portable oscilloscopes. The new power source permits operation of virtually any 2000 Series instrument from an external dc source such as the Tektronix 1106 battery pack, or other compatible batteries or generators.

The 1107 is a standalone product that can be easily attached to the rear of any 2000 Series instrument using one of three hardware kits. When removed, the oscilloscope can be operated normally from conventional power sources with the attaching hardware still in place.

The inverter features automatic voltage sensing, selecting the appropriate operating mode for either 12- or 24-volt dc input. Measuring 3x5x11 inches and weighing only 3.5 pounds, the inverter is truly portable. When assembled, the entire scope-1107-battery pack assembly can be carried easily by the oscilloscope handle. Priced at $950, the 1107 is available immediately.

FOR MORE INFORMATION on these products, use the Reader Service Card.
Tascam Unveils New Recorder/Reproducer

Tascam has introduced the MS-16 one-inch format 16-track recorder/reproducer with remoteable meter panel. Features include rear-panel SMPTE connector with TTL logic lines for interfacing with most popular controllers; transport strong enough to handle SMPTE interlock or other unusually tough assignments; and a full three-motor servo system for positive tape tension control throughout quick lockups and stops.

The MS-16 has a base plate made of 5052-S aircraft aluminum alloy for maximum rigidity and repeatably excellent performance. A console is available that allows positioning the meter panel in front or overhead. Hyperbolic head geometry with micro-radii means “head bumps” can be reduced to less than 1 dB. There is no need to switch to repro head (except during alignment), because the record/sync head and the repro head are identical in performance.

Amplifiers are all direct coupled for lowest distortion and optimum low-frequency response. Better transient response and phase characteristics are obtained with the MS-16's first-stage sync and play-head amplifiers which use differential paired ultra-low-noise FETs. Optional accessories include a 10-point auto locator with 10-key numerical input pad, basic-function remote control, CS65 console, and a dbx unit which can be connected to the M-16's multipin connector.

FOR MORE INFORMATION on these products, use the Reader Service Card.

The usefulness of the 2B-LP is extended by a long list of standard features, including: Balanced inputs; female XLR input jacks; dual level-controls; isolated headphone jack; and individual two-colour pilot-light/clipping indicator LEDs for each channel. In addition, the channels may be withdrawn from the front of the amplifier while it is in the rack, vastly facilitating any requirement for field-service, including fuse-replacement.

Of course, in keeping with Bryston's tradition of providing for special requirements, the 2B-LP can be modified or adapted to your wishes on reasonably short notice, and at nominal cost.

Best of all, however, the 2B-LP is a Bryston. Thus the sonic quality is unsurpassed. The difference is immediately obvious, even to the uninitiated.

Other amplifiers in Bryston's line include the model 3B, at 100 watts per channel, and the model 4B, at 200 watts per channel. All rating continuous power at 8 ohms at less than 0.1% IM or THD.
THE MD 421.
HASN'T OVERLOADED
IN 20 YEARS.
NEVER WILL.

Rock band, jet engine, pistol shot, fire engine. No sound on earth can overload our tough MD 421 cardioid dynamic. Yet it's sensitive enough for the softest whisper. Add the MD 421's excellent response and directional characteristics, and it's easy to see why it's so popular for so many different applications.

SENNHEISER
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)
46 West 38th Street - New York, NY 10018  (212) 944-9440
Manufacturing Plant: D-3002 Wedemark, West Germany
©1985, Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)

NOW WITH 2-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
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EQUIPMENT

New Audio Mixers from Connectronics

New from Connectronics is the Seck 62 and the Seck 122, mixers that offer six or 12 input channels with two outputs in a unique, low-profile, portable package. The unit, which is fully metal encased, is only two inches deep. The rugged design is enhanced by the use of a double-sided fiberglass printed circuit board, and by the elimination of any wired connections: No wires are used; all the input and output connectors are mounted directly onto the circuit board, resulting in a high level reliability.

The mic/line input switch on each input channel selects either a low-impedance or high-impedance input. Both are electronically balanced, and together cover a very wide range: from $-55$ dBm to $+10$ dBm, with a $25$ dBm margin of overload above this. The comprehensive three-band equalization offers $\pm 15$ dB of shelving at $45$ Hz at the low end and $\pm 15$ dB shelving at $11$ kHz at the high end with $\pm 15$ dB of sweepable control from $330$ Hz to $6.5$ kHz in the mid range.

Each channel has two prefade auxiliary sends for monitoring, foldback, or special effects, and two post-fade sends to feed effects or for specialized house P.A. or recording. In addition, each channel has a pre-EQ insert point for extra limiting, delay, and so forth on any individual input. A solo switch is provided on all the inputs, the four master auxiliary sends, and the auxiliary returns.

FOR MORE INFORMATION on these products, use the Reader Service Card.

The Isomax TVH is the only hypercardioid lavalier microphone available today. And the TVH has something no other lavalier has: Vibration Isolation. Normally, directional microphones are 20 or 30 dB more sensitive to handling noise. Not the hypercardioid TVH. With its exclusive electronic vibration isolation it's even quieter than an omni!

Call or write for a free brochure or to arrange a demonstration.

COUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES INC.
417 Stanford Avenue, Redwood City, California 94063 • (415) 364-9988
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Schwem Introduces Zoom Lens

Schwem Technology has announced a new stabilized camera lens, the Gyrozoom 60/300. The compact, microprocessor-based lens fits the lens flange of most portable ENG cameras.

The Gyrozoom stabilizes the image internally, instead of utilizing bulky external apparatus. It eliminates all high-frequency vibration resulting from planes, helicopters, cars, boats, and other vehicles, as well as platform vibration.

Weighing about six pounds, the lens is easy to use and requires no special training. It has a zoom capability ranging from 60 to 300 mm. Housed in a durable case, the lens is available with an optional shoulder brace and a shock-mounted carrying case.

Studio Monitors Introduced by TOA

TOA's new eight-ohm speaker series, the ME Series, is designed for studios and control rooms. The top-of-the-line 312-ME is a three-way system that handles continuous program at 135 RMS. The front panel provides two convenient level controls, one for high frequencies and one for mid-frequencies; these allow you to tailor the output to specific needs or room acoustics. Designed for primary reference monitoring, the 312-ME has a frequency response of 50 Hz-20 kHz.

The 280-ME three-way monitor offers a wide frequency response (60 Hz-20 kHz), low distortion, smooth crossover, and wide dispersion. A high-frequency level control that fine-tunes the output is located on the monitor's front panel. The 280's continuous power handling is 90 watts RMS.

The two-way 265-ME is ideal for either primary or secondary reference applications. It handles continuous program at 75 watts RMS, featuring wide response (60 Hz-20 kHz), smooth crossover, and symmetrically arranged components (6.3-inch woofer, 1.2-inch soft dome tweeter with diffuser) that provides a localized sound image.

Forever is a long time.

Lifetime guarantee on all 200-series DA's from Shintron.
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THE TRUE MEASURE OF PERFORMANCE

ASACA/SHIBASOKU CD10A1 Color Decoder

The CD10A1 is the New World Standard Color Decoder for use with all systems to decode a composite signal to RGB.

- Switchable Comb Filter.
- Color is demodulated on the I & Q Axes.
- 2 signal inputs selectable from the front panel.
- Alarm indication when the signal is higher or lower than the rated value.
- Sync may be independently added to R,G,B, and Y output signals.
- 10 Output signals are available: RGB, Y, I,Q,R-Y,B-Y, Blanking, Burst Flag, Sync, Sub Carrier, and Y + Sync.
- Available in NTSC, PAL, SECAM.

Measure your performance with the best.

ASACA/SHIBASOKU CD10A1.
The color decoder with character.

For complete specifications, write:

ASACA/SHIBASOKU CORP.
OF AMERICA
12509 Beatrice Street, Los Angeles,
California 90066
Sales, Service:
(800) 423-6347  (213) 827-7144
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For-A Introduces Digital Time Base Corrector

The FA-400 is a new, low-cost, NTSC digital time base corrector with a full color frame memory function. The unit is compact and lightweight, and offers automatic/manual field-one and field-two freeze, and remote-control capabilities.

The FA-400 is capable of correcting errors in half-inch and ¾-inch VCRs, or any V-lock or non-V-lock source. A full processing amplifier allows control of video level, chroma level, chroma phase, setup and freeze function. The model also includes a built-in RS-170A standard sync signal generator with genlock function. An optional remote control allows full operation away from the unit.

Lexicon Unveils Digital Delay Processor

The Lexicon Prime Time II Model 95 is a digital delay processor with dual outputs, each with digital display and separate blend and recirculation controls.

Extremely fine control of short delays results in superior flanging, double tracking, and image localization. The Prime Time II's special delay modulation and sweep function allows a broad range of sweep effects, including "talking flanges," trills, and dynamic pitch shifting for realistic doubling.

The Model 95 standard unit features long delay capabilities with 1.92 seconds as standard. Also available is the Model 95 MEO-1, with 3.84-second delay, and Model 95 MEO-2, with 7.68-second delay. Lexicon's new DRC (Dynamic Recirculation Control) and metronome features complement the Prime Time II's long delays. These allow the unit to be used as a short-term digital audio recorder to create sound-on-sound layering effects.

Prime Time II utilizes PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) encoding, which provides low distortion of 0.04 percent throughout its full power bandwidth, 90 dB dynamic range, and 20 Hz to 16 kHz audio bandwidth. The unit is $1980 for 1.92-second delay; $2200 for the 3.84-second unit; and $2500 for the 7.68-second delay.

Video Distribution Amplifiers from Dynair

The 1500 Series is a group of distribution amplifiers designed for RGB applications. The DA-1510A 1 by 4 amplifier features wide bandwidth with low passband ripple, low differential gain and phase, and exceptional transient response. DC servo-controlled amps with components located on a common substrate assure high thermal stability.

The PD-1515A pulse distribution amplifier is ideal for small studio, remote, mobile van, and ENG applications. The high impedance differential input accepts -2 to -4 V p-p pulses and has excellent common mode and hum rejection. Edge-triggered pulse regeneration produces exceptional timing and pulse width accuracy, minimizing overshoot, ringing, and tilt.

There are two equalizing amplifiers in the series. The EQ-1530A unbalanced input amplifier will equalize 3000 feet of Belden-type 8281 cable. A differential input circuit provides high rejection of common mode signals.

The Model SW-1540A 6 by 1 passive video switcher provides a simple and economical means of manually switching one of six sources to one output. A long-life interlocked pushbutton switch assembly is used with printed circuit board wiring for reliable performance. Legends can be added to each pushbutton for operator identification of sources.

STUDIO & PROJECTION LAMPS

factory new—full warranty

up to 60% off List Prices

call toll-free for prices & catalogues

Emtron
Electronics Ltd.
15 Main St.
East Rockaway, N.Y.
11518
(800)645-2300
(516)599-6400

FOR MORE INFORMATION on these products, use the Reader Service Card.

FOR A LIST OF NEW PRODUCTS, CALL 1-800-822-8911

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS...COUNT ON...

Call (215) 687-5550 or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
The best there is!

The SDS-2 Signal Distribution System

The perfect blend of hardware and software for versatile, flexible and truly expandable signal routing.

Compare these features:
- Classical design...one crosspoint for every path.
- Highest density crosspoint array.
- 2048 crosspoints in only 8 RUs.
- 96x96 video plus audio with redundant power supplies in only 72 RUs.
- Field expandable from 32 x 32 up to 512 x 512.
- Reliable Hybrid circuits for video crosspoints.
- Audio processing fully balanced.
- MicroPatch™ software includes Breakaway, Status Display, I/O Locks, Real Time Salvos...standard with the SDS-2.
- Control...varied and flexible for easy expansion and system reconfiguration.
- The most competitive cost per crosspoint.

Find out why the SDS-2 is the best there is. Call or write today.

CENTRAL DYNAMICS
CENTRER VIDEO CENTER

DISCOUNTS • DISCOUNTS • DISCOUNTS

If our prices aren't right, just tell us!

COLOR CAMERAS

NEW! JVC KY210UP 3-tube/10x lens $629
JVC KY310/12x lens $609
Sony M-1 3-tube Prism $559
NEW! Panasonic WV555 3-tube Prism $399
NEW! JVC BY110UP 3-tube Prism $3295
Panasonic ST-440 lens $349
Hitachi FP115SC 3-tube Prism $2690
Panasonic WV66B $239
Ikegami IT730A $209

If our prices aren't right, just tell us!

RECORDERS

Sony V05600 1/4" Player/Recorder w/ Search $1890
JVC CP5000 1/4" Player $1010
Sony VP5000 1/4" Player $1340
Sony V02610 1/4" Recorder (used) $850
JVC CR6800 1/4" Recorder/Player $1250
JVC BR6800U 1/4" Editor $2060
JVC BP5100U 1/4" Player w/4 Heads, Remote $450
JVC BP5300 1/4" Player w/Sync $1090
Panasonic 1/4" Recorder NV5200 used $390
Panasonic AG2200 1/4" Player $850
JVC BR6400 1/4" Recorder w/Sync $1390

DISCOUNT SDISCOUNTS

RECORDERS

Sony V05600 1/4" Player/Recorder w/Search $1890
JVC CP5000 1/4" Player $1010
Sony VP5000 1/4" Player $1340
Sony V02610 1/4" Recorder (used) $850
JVC CR6800 1/4" Recorder/Player $1250
JVC BR6800U 1/4" Editor $2060
JVC BP5100U 1/4" Player w/4 Heads, Remote $450
JVC BP5300 1/4" Player w/Sync $1090
Panasonic 1/4" Recorder NV5200 used $390
Panasonic AG2200 1/4" Player $850
JVC BR6400 1/4" Recorder w/Sync $1390

PORTABLES

JVC CR4900 1/4" Broadcast $2980
Sony V04800 1/4" $2350
Panasonic NV9450 $3190
Panasonic NV8420 VHS $749
JVC BR6200 VHS $890
Panasonic AG2400 $850

MISCELLANEOUS

Panasonic WJ-4000B Switcher $1580
JVC KM2000 $3710
Micronte T100 $589
Fortel TBC-CCD-HP $495
FOR A FA-4108C $6290
FOR A VTW-300 Character Generator CALL FOR DISCOUNT PRICE
Wilk C53300 Character Generator CALL
Leader Wave Form $1750
Hayes 516 TBC CALL
Chyron VP2 CALL

COMPLETE BROADCAST PORTABLE PACKAGE

Includes:
- 1 JVC KY210 3-Tube Prism Optics Camera
- 1 JVC HSZ12 12x1 Servo Lens
- 1 JVC CR4900 1/4" Broadcast Portable
- 1 JVC AAP47 AC Adaptor for CR4700
- 1 JVC NBP2U Battery for CR4900
- 1 JVC VC-S12BU VTR Cable

Complete Package $8990

SHURE  EDUTRON/FORTEL  SONY  HITACHI  LOWEL  PANASONIC

The Midwest's Largest — Since 1946

CENTER VIDEO CENTER

5565 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, IL 60630 • (312) 637-1600
Outside Illinois Call Toll Free • 1-800-621-4354

We will beat any bona fide dealer's quote!
(All merchandise subject to prior sale.) (Prices subject to change without notice.)
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Chyron Corporation, which has a 14 percent equity investment in Digital Services Corp., plans to exercise its options to acquire an additional 37 percent interest in the company in Fiscal 1985. Chyron also entered into several agreements with Orrox Corp., and now owns approximately 39 percent of its shares. In a related item, Orrox has named Sam Goodman president and CEO, succeeding Phil Arenson.

As part of the restructuring of Sony Corp., president Kenji Tamiya has announced the creation of Sony U.S. Marketing Group, an umbrella for Sony's marketing operations and support activities. Neil Vander Dussen has been appointed president of Marketing Group, and will continue to serve as president of Sony Consumer Products Company.

Fairchild Industries has acquired Comtech Data of Scottsdale, AZ. Its new subsidiary, Fairchild Data, will become part of its Electronics & Space Group. Satellite TV transmission company Netcom recently signed a one-year contract with CBS to provide transportable uplink facilities for a package of at least 24 major televised events. Scientific-Atlanta has inked a three-year agreement with Cox Cable Communications for the sale of 3500 miles of distribution equipment. Cox will place the equipment in 330, 450, and 550 MHz systems.

Microdyne is supplying a satellite radio distribution system to the Progressive Farmer Network based in Starkville, MS. The network began satellite distribution last month, using Westar III, Transponder 2.

WWHT-TV, Newark, NJ, is moving its facilities to the Empire State Building in New York City. The station will operate with a custom RCA UHF Pylon Antenna and a new transmitter. Projected air date is April 1.

KMSC-TV, Minneapolis/St. Paul recently became the first station in its market to switch to circularly polarized broadcasting. The station uses a 70 kW transmitting system from RCA Broadcast Systems. The USA Network has launched stereo audio to all of its affiliates using the Wegener 1600 transmission system. Night Flight and Radio 1999 will be the first programs to be broadcast in stereo.

In Ocala, FL, 25,000 students in Marion County schools will soon be attending classes on TV via the Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS) system. An ITFS system will also transmit on Florida's public broadcasting station, WVFT, Ch. 5.

Georgia Public Television has been awarded a $100,000 grant by Sony's Broadcast Division, which provides the network with two Betacam video cameras and a Betacam editing system. WSCS-TV, the Charleston, SC CBS affiliate, has joined Minnesota-based SNG company Conus Communications. In Washington, DC, a television newsroom and satellite transmission facility is being operated jointly by New York-based satellite services firm Newslink, and Evening News Broadcasting Company. Both firms served a number of TV stations at last summer's political conventions.

King Street Studios, San Francisco, a service of One Pass, recently opened its 30,000-square-foot facilities. Component, equipment, and systems supplier M/A Com Mac has opened a new west coast facility in Orange, CA. After five years, West German audio manufacturer Uber Werke Munchen, GmbH, has reopened a U.S. sales office in Los Angeles.

Industrial marketing production house United Media Productions has opened offices at 2700 South Ridgewood Ave., South Daytona, FL.

Quad Eight/Westrex has been appointed the exclusive U.S. distributor of AEG-Telefunken professional tape recorders. Allied Broadcast Equipment's Satellite Division is now a distributor of Wegener Communications satellite receiving equipment.

KRIV-TV, Houston, WAVE-TV, Louisville, and WJBK-TV, Detroit, are among several stations that have purchased ADM Technology's 9000 Series computer-controlled stereo console. The USA

Interface Video Systems, Washington, DC, has brought on-line its MCI/Quantel DPB 7000 computerized paint system. The DPB 7000 offers 16 million colors and 90 text fonts.

Massachusetts transmission company Videocom Satellite Associates has added another Dalsat transportable earth station.

In order to boost its stereo audio capabilities, New York City standards conversion house Intercontinental Televideo has added PAL VHS Stereo Hi Fi and PAL Betamax Stereo Hi Fi to its equipment roster.

Line One Video, New York City, says that Betacam is "not so slowly taking over." It has found that 60 percent of the production coming in is shot on Sony's half-inch Betacam system. "More and more producers are turning to Betacam and liking it," says Line One's editor Roslyn Baws.

Teatown Video, New York City, has integrated the Betacam format into its CMX-340X on-line editing suite. Also in New York City, Montage has delivered its Picture Cutter to First Edition Composite Film.

Among the personnel changes this month, Russ Smith has been named executive director of the Broadcast Designers Association.

Ray Baldock has joined Sony as product manager for multicassette systems.

At Panasonic, John McDonnell has been appointed product line business manager. Herman Schloss takes over as manager of field operations and sales administration.

CompuSonics has named James Woodworth national sales manager.

David Erikson joins M/A-Com Mac as manager of customer service.

At Electro-Voice, Ray Kirchhofer has been named engineering project manager/ microphones.

JBL has hired Drew Daniels, Roy Apollonio as engineers.

Mitch Levin has joined Teleimation Productions as a graphic artist.
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SAY HELLO TO TOMORROW

McCurdy Radio's CS9400 Digitally Controlled Intercom

An advanced microprocessor system designed for today and tomorrow's complex communication requirements. The McCurdy CS9400 intercom offers unsurpassed quality and unique features:

- Totally balanced solid state switching
- Single pair control wiring
- Redundant single station architecture for ultimate reliability
- Alpha-numeric displays
- Assignment of keys locally or at central location
- Disc-based interface for storage
- Unique caller identification and reply system
- Ease of future expansion and reconfiguration
- Wide range of control panels and software options

The McCurdy CS9400 intercom system is already in use at major network and production facilities. The system offers total user flexibility as well as meeting complex production reconfiguration with ease.

The technology of tomorrow is here today with the McCurdy digitally controlled intercom system. Communicate with the best from the company known for its innovative design, dependable long life performance and solid customer service. So "Say hello to tomorrow" today!

McCurdy Radio Industries
108 Carnforth Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4A 2L4 Tel: (416) 751-6262 Telex: 06-963533
1051 Clinton Street, Buffalo, New York 14206 Tel: (212) 772-0719
Circle 179 on Reader Service Card
Made to Measure!

Ward-Beck extended range meters are tailor-made specifically for the broadcast industry. These instruments measure audio levels over a sensitivity range of 80 dB with one continuous detented control.

The self-powered, 31/2” rack mounting units include LED status readouts and offer the choice of VU only (M405F) or dual VU/PPM (M405D) scales. The unique portable M405, with rechargeable ni-cad batteries, gives additional convenience and flexibility for measuring systems levels on a totally floating basis in those hard-to-get-at places.

The M405 Series... traditional Ward-Beck quality, carefully made-to-measure!

Ward-Beck Systems Ltd.
841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4.
Tel: (416) 438-6550.
Tlx: 065-25399.